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Abstract 
Fluorescent effects have been observed for thousands of years. Stokes, in 1852, began the 
science of fluorescence culminating in his law of fluorescence, which explained that 
fluorescence emission occurs at longer wavelengths than the excitation wavelength.  This 
phenomenon is observed extensively in the art world. Daylight fluorescent colors known 
as Day-Glo! have become an artistic medium since the 1960s. Modern artists exploit 
these saturated and brilliant colors to glitter their painting.  
 
Multipsectral imaging as a noninvasive technique has been used for archiving by 
museums and cultural-heritage institutions for about a decade. The complex fluorescence 
phenomenon has been often ignored in the multispectral projects. The ignored 
fluorescence results in errors in digital imaging of artwork containing fluorescent colors. 
The illuminant-dependency of the fluorescence radiance makes the fluorescence 
colorimetry and consequently spectral imaging more complex.  
 
In this dissertation an abridged imaging bi-spectrometer for artwork containing both 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors was developed. The method developed included 
two stages of reconstruction of the spectral reflected radiance factor and prediction of the 
fluorescent radiance factor. The estimation of the reflected radiance factor as a light 
source independent component was achieved by imaging with a series of short-
wavelength cutoff filters placed in the illumination path. The fluorescent radiance factor, 
a light source dependent component, was estimated based on a proposed model, the 
abridged two-monochromator method. The abridged two-monochromator method was 
developed for reconstructing the bi-spectral matrix of a fluorescent color based on a 
calibrated UV-fluorescence imaging. In this way, one could predict the fluorescence 
radiance factor under any desired illuminant and consequently a better color evaluation 
and rendering could be obtained. Furthermore, this method easily fitted in a general 
system for spectral imaging of paintings containing both fluorescent and non-fluorescent 
colors. The abridged two-monochromator method could predict fluorescent radiance 
factor of a fluorescent color via prediction of the true emission and the number of 
absorbed quanta by a fluorescing specimen for a given viewing light source. The 
superiority of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging to the traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging for a few light sources was confirmed using fluorescent and non-
fluorescent targets. Additionally, an exploratory visual experiment using a paired-
comparison method was performed to evaluate the performance of the abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging in comparison to the traditional spectral and colorimetric 
imaging for rendering images of a reference painting. The abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging had better performance than traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging in 
rendering images for daylight. 
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1 Terminology 
 
The definitions in this chapter are based on the international terminology from 
publication CIE No. 38 (TC-2.3), which were extracted from the Billmeyer report (1979) 
without any changes, and ASTM E-284-03a (2004). 
Abridged spectrophotometry. Measurement of reflectance factor or transmittance factor 
in a number of wavelength bands rather than as continuous functions of wavelength. 
Absorptance, Ratio of the absorbed radiant or luminous flux to the incident flux. 
Bispectral radiance factor. Ratio of the spectral radiance (radiance per unit waveband) 
at wavelength ' from a point on the specimen when irradiated at wavelength µ to the 
total (integrated spectral) radiance of the perfectly reflecting diffuser similarly irradiated 
and viewed (Symbol, b'(µ)). 
Bispectral fluorescence radiance factor. Ratio of the spectral radiance at wavelength ' 
due to fluorescence from a point on the specimen when irradiated at wavelength µ to the 
total radiance of the perfectly reflecting diffuser similarly irradiated and viewed (Symbol, 
bF'(µ)). 
Bispectral reflection radiance factor. Ratio of the spectral radiance at wavelength ' due 
to reflection from a point on the specimen when irradiated at wavelength µ to the total 
radiance of the perfectly reflecting diffuser similarly irradiated and viewed (Symbol, 
bR'(µ)). 
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Bispectrometer. An optical instrument equipped with a source of irradiation, two 
monochromators, and a detection system, such that a specimen can be measured at 
independently-controlled irradiation and viewing wavelengths. The bispectrometer is 
designed to allow for calibration to provide quantitative determination of the bispectral 
radiation-transfer properties of the specimen. 
Color stimulus. A radiant flux capable of producing a color perception. 
Color stimulus function )('). Description of a color stimulus by the spectral 
concentration of a radiometric quantity, such as radiance or radiant power, as a function 
of wavelength. 
Conventional reflectometer value. Apparent reflectometer value when a fluorescent 
material is measured relative to the (non-fluorescent) perfect reflecting diffuser, using a 
reflectometer with monochromatic irradiation and polychromatic detection. 
Daylight illuminant. An illuminant having the same, or nearly the same, relative spectral 
power distribution as a phase of daylight (Symbol, $C). 
Discrete bispectral radiance factor, B(',µ).  A matrix defined for specified irradiation 
and viewing bandpass functions, and viewing-wavelength sampling interval ((') as 
follows: 
! 
B ",µ( ) = b " µ( )#"        
where 
! 
b 
"
µ( )equals the average bispectral radiance factor of the specimen, as weighted 
by the specified irradiation and viewing bandpass function. 
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Donaldson radiance factor. In bispectral photometry; a special case of the discrete 
bispectral radiance factor (Symbol, D(',µ)). 
Emission spectrum. Flux emitted by a fluorescent material as a function of the emission 
wavelength ' (symbol, F(')). 
Excitation. Process in which molecules return from excited states to the ground, or 
normal, state in several steps, at least one of which results in the emission of power in a 
range of wavelengths called the emission wavelengths or emission region, '. Since only a 
part of the energy of the excited state is emitted in this process, the emission wavelengths 
are longer than the excitation wavelengths. 
Excitation spectrum. Number of quanta emitted, for a given emission wavelength, 
divided by the number of incident quanta (symbol, X(µ)). 
Fluorescence. Process in which power in a range of excitation wavelengths is absorbed, 
and corresponding power is radiated in a range of longer emission wavelengths. The 
ASTM definition, photoluminescence that ceases when excitation ceases. 
Fluorescent radiance factor. Ratio of the fluoresced radiance from the fluorescent 
material to the radiance reflected from the (non-fluorescent) perfect reflecting diffuser, 
when both are irradiated in the identical manner (symbol, %L). 
Flux. Power in a beam of electromagnetic radiation.  Units, watts. 
Illuminant. Numerical data characterizing the spectral power distribution of a real or 
hypothetical source. 
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Intensity. Flux falling on a surface from or leaving a surface in, a specified direction, 
within a cone described by a solid angle, per unit solid angle. Units, watts per steradian. 
Irradiance. Flux incident on a surface, from all possible directions, per unit area of the 
surface. Units, watts per square meter. 
Irradiating system. Simulator plus all optical elements modifying the spectral power 
distribution incident on the specimen being measured. In an integrating system, it is 
irradiating the specimen at the measurement port, including the spectral effects of the 
integrating sphere and the specimen. 
Luminescence. Emission of light ascribable to nonthermal excitation. 
Monochromator. A device for isolating monochromatic radiation from a beam of 
radiation including a broad range of wavelengths. 
Off-diagonal element. In bispectral photometry, any element of a bispectral matrix for 
which irradiation and viewing wavelengths are not equal. 
Perfect reflecting diffuser. Ideal reflecting surface that neither absorbs nor transmits 
light, but reflects diffusely, with the radiance of the reflecting surface being the same for 
all reflecting angles, regardless of the angular distribution of the incident light. 
Reflection overspill. In bispectral photometry, the contribution of reflection to off-
diagonal values of the discrete bispectral radiance factor matrix, due to the partial overlap 
of irradiation and viewing wavebands when nominal irradiation and viewing wavelengths 
are not equal (µ*'). 
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Quantum. Adjective denoting radiometric quantities expressed in units of light quanta 
instead of power. 
Radiance. Radiant flux in a beam, emanating from a surface, or falling on a surface, in a 
given direction, per unit of projected area of the surface as viewed from that direction, 
per unit of solid angle. Units, watts per square meter and per steradian. 
Radiance factor. Ratio of the radiance from a point on a specimen, in a given direction, 
to that from the perfect reflecting or transmitting diffuser, similarly irradiated and 
viewed. 
Reflectance.  Ratio of the (total) flux reflected from a surface to that incident on the 
surface. 
Reflectance factor. Ratio of the flux reflected from the specimen to the flux reflected 
from the perfect reflecting diffuser under the same geometric and spectral conditions of 
measurements. 
Reflected radiance factor. Ratio of the reflected radiance from a fluorescent material to 
the radiance reflected from the (non-fluorescent) perfect reflecting diffuser, when both 
are irradiated in the identical manner (symbol, %S). 
Simulator. Source plus all optical elements modifying its spectral power distribution to 
provide a simulation of the spectral power distribution of a standard illuminant. In an 
integrating-sphere reflectometer, the spectral power distribution of the simulator is that 
irradiating the entrance port of the sphere. 
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Source. An object that produces light or other radiant flux, or the spectral power 
distribution of that light. 
Spectral power distribution. Specification of an illuminant by the spectral composition 
of a radiometric quantity, such as radiance or radiant flux, as a function of wavelength. 
Total radiance factor. Sum of the reflected radiance factor and the fluoresced radiance 
factor from a fluorescent material (symbol, %T).
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2 Introduction   
 
Fluorescent effects have been observed for thousands of years. Stokes, in 1852, began the 
science of fluorescence culminating in his law of fluorescence, which explained that 
fluorescence emission occurs at longer wavelengths than the excitation wavelength.  
Today, this is referred to as the Stokes shift. This phenomenon is observed extensively in 
the art world.  
Natural resins such as linseed oil fluoresce especially upon aging; in the presence 
of pigments, these natural resins might inhibit or enhance the fluorescent effect (de la Rie 
1982). Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is used broadly in the art world to differentiate natural 
from synthetic media, for example comparing old and new varnishes.  Aged layers under 
UV radiation might emit more fluorescence light than fresh materials (de la Rie 1982). 
Natural resins may fluoresce green, yellowish, or milky-grey. In contrast, synthetic resins 
do not fluoresce (Conserve O Gram 2000). The UV fluorescence imaging is a 
noninvasive technique, which has been widely used in the art world to capture the 
fluorescence emission, to characterize the materials and to evaluate the conservation 
state. Traditionally, the art diagnostics has been performed using UV photographs. For 
example, old paint or varnish layers under UV radiation emit more fluorescence light 
compared to new materials (repainting or retouching area) and therefore retouched areas 
of the painting appear darker in a fluorescence image (Hain et al. 2003). This method is a 
descriptive technique; the fluorescence emission that is described by its color, e.g., “red,” 
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is not precise. With a calibrated digital camera the UV-fluorescence imaging enables one 
to quantify the fluorescence emission, which enables comparisons of different artwork 
spectrally, yielding better identification of materials and their ages, and facilitates 
accurate image renderings.  
Daylight fluorescent colors known as Day-Glo! have become an artistic medium 
since the 1960s. Modern artists exploit these saturated and brilliant colors to glitter their 
painting. Examples of artists include Richard Bowman (born in1918), Herb Aach (1923-
1985), Andy Warhol (1928-1987), Frank Stella (1936-present), and Peter Halley (1953-
present). Bowman (1973) made about 100 paintings in his “Kinetogenics” series with 
fluorescent oil paints on canvas and in his “Synthesis” and ”Dynamorph” series with 
fluorescent acrylic paints on canvas. Herb Aach (1970) made his “Sonic Boom” with 
fluorescent paints. Andy Warhol made his “Marilyn” and “Flowers” with Day-Glo 
colors. Examples of artworks containing fluorescent colors are shown in Figure 2.1. 
As an aid to pigment identification, UV radiation in a darkened room can provide 
information to the composition of paint layers (Carden 1991). The fluorescence effect can 
be studied with a fluorescence spectrometer. Introducing fluorescent colors to the art 
world posed a challenge in archiving of a painting with fluorescent colors. Hinde et al. 
(2008) presented a filter-based technique to photograph the fluorescence emission of the 
Day-Glo pigments. The illuminant-dependency of fluorescence spectra makes the 
fluorescence colorimetry and consequently spectral imaging more complex. Therefore, 
the importance of fluorescence colorimetry and imaging are highlighted.  
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Marilyn (Andy Warhol 1967) 
+ Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art in New York City 
 
Harran II (Frank Stella 1967) 
+ Courtesy of Guggenheim Museum in  
New York City 
 
 
Violet Prison (2007) 
+ Peter Halley, courtesy Waddington 
Galleries, London  
 
Figure 2.1 Examples of artwork containing fluorescent colors. 
 
Multipsectral imaging as a noninvasive technique has been used for archiving by 
museums and cultural-heritage institutions for about a decade. This technique can provide 
adequate spectral and colorimetric accuracy in making databases for museums, libraries, 
and other cultural-heritage institutions.  The European project VASARI (Martinez et al. 
1993), based on imaging in seven bands of the spectrum, is the oldest multispectral 
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imaging project for achieving accurate color evaluation. Other research examples are the 
European project named CRISATEL, the spectral imaging project in Aachen Germany 
(Herzog et al.2003), and the multispectral imaging projects at the Munsell Color Science 
Laboratory (MCSL) at Rochester Institute of Technology (www.art-si.org). The 
European project CRISATEL was based on 10 filters within the visible spectrum (Cotte 
et al.2003). The spectral imaging project in Aachen Germany is based on 16 filters 
(Herzog et.al.2003).  Narrow and wide-band filters have been used in the multispectral 
imaging projects at the Munsell Color Science Laboratory. 
In the multispectral projects performed during these years, the complex 
fluorescence phenomenon has been often ignored. The ignored fluorescence would 
contribute to error in digital imaging of artwork containing fluorescent colors. It is very 
important to know how the fluorescence can affect the performance of a regular spectral 
imaging. An interesting question is “What would be the image reproduction quality of 
typical spectral imaging for color reproduction of a painting containing fluorescent colors 
under different viewing illumination?”   
Non-fluorescent colors can be characterized by their spectral reflected radiance 
factor. This quantity is not sufficient to characterize a fluorescent color. The spectral 
fluorescence, reflected and excitation spectra describe the spectral characteristic of a 
fluorescent color. The spectral reflected radiance factor is independent of illumination. 
The spectral fluorescent radiance factor of a fluorescent color is highly dependent upon 
the illumination. Therefore the total radiance factor, which is the summation of the 
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reflected and fluorescent radiance factors, is illuminant-dependent. An example of a 
painting containing both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors is shown in Figure 2.2 
under daylight and incandescent light. This painting is called the “House” in the rest of 
this research. 
In order to achieve the correct color evaluation of fluorescent samples under a 
viewing illuminant, the total radiance factor should be measured or evaluated under that 
illuminant. The spectral properties of a fluorescent color can be explored using a 
spectrophotometer with two monochromators, one in the irradiating beam and the other 
in the viewing beam. Such a device is called a bispectrometer. The excitation, reflected 
radiance, and fluorescence emission are obtained with this dual-monochromator 
measurement. Output of a bispectrometer is a matrix called the Donaldson matrix after 
Donaldson (1954). The diagonal of the matrix with reasonable accuracy (if the spectral 
bandpass is sufficiently narrow, i.e., 1-2 nm) is the spectral reflected radiance factor and 
the off-diagonal values form the fluorescent radiance factor spectra. The advantage of 
measuring the excitation and emission spectra is the ability to estimate the fluorescence 
emission under any desired illuminant with a good approximation. This is the most 
accurate method in fluorescence colorimetry. A regular spectrophotometer with 
polychromatic illumination and monochromatic detection measures the total radiance 
factor under a given illuminant but it is not possible to separate the spectral reflected and 
fluorescent radiance factors based on this measurement. Hence, the accuracy of the color 
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measurement is highly dependent on the similarity of the illuminants in the measuring 
and viewing conditions.  
 
Under daylight 
 
Under Incandescent A 
(With adjustment for D65 adaptation) 
 
Figure 2.2 Example of a painting containing both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors 
under daylight and incandescent A. 
 
To digitally archive artwork containing both fluorescent and non-fluorescent 
colors and evaluating the appearance of the painting under different illumination, the total 
radiance factor under the desired illuminant should be measured. As stated earlier, this 
quantity is the summation of the reflected and fluorescent radiance factors for the 
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fluorescent colors. The total radiance factor for the non-fluorescent colors equals the 
reflected radiance factor. For scenes containing fluorescent colors, capturing and 
archiving the total radiance factor under different illuminants might be an accurate 
approach but it is costly since it requires spectral imaging under each illuminant 
separately. It would be more efficient if one could separate the reflected and fluorescent 
radiance factors. In this way, one could measure the fluorescence spectrum under only 
one light source and estimate the fluorescent radiance factor for other illuminants using a 
proper model.  Based on this method, multiple imaging under different illuminants would 
not be required. 
A traditional spectral imaging system consisting of a light source, a digital 
camera, and an image processing model relates the detected camera signals to spectral 
reflected radiance factor. Such a spectral imaging mimics a spectrophotometer; the 
outputs of both systems are spectral reflected radiance factor (Mohammadi 2005). A 
traditional imaging system is useful to reconstruct the total radiance factor but does not 
provide the separate information about the reflectance and fluorescence spectra.  
A fluorescence spectral imaging system can be developed to mimic a 
bispectrometer and provide the spectral properties of the fluorescent samples. A filter-
based monochromator can be employed to generate a monochromatic beam. A set of 
liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTF) in the viewing beam might produce the 
monochromatic detection. Such a spectral imaging provides a good approximation of the 
Donaldson matrix by capturing one image for each element of the matrix. In this way, at 
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least 900 images (900=30 input wavelengths , 30 output wavelengths) would be 
required. This would be a very difficult and impractical approach to obtain the 
fluorescent properties of a painting. The goal of this dissertation was to develop an 
abridged imaging bispectrometer for artwork containing both fluorescent and non-
fluorescent colors.  The proposed method included two stages: reconstruction of the 
spectral reflected radiance factor and reconstruction of the fluorescence spectrum.  An 
abridged method was developed to reconstruct a Donaldson matrix of a fluorescent color 
based on a calibrated UV-fluorescence imaging system and a model was developed to 
reconstruct the fluorescence spectrum. The derived matrix provided the fluorescent 
radiance factor under any desired illumination. The reflected radiance factor estimation 
was achieved by imaging the painting with a series of short-wavelength cutoff filters 
placed in the illumination path. The goal of the filter fluorescence reduction method 
(originally proposed by Eitle and Ganz, 1968) was to remove the excitation wavelengths, 
which might excite fluorescence using different short-wavelength cutoff filters. It was 
assumed that the detected signals by the imaging device would be transformed to spectral 
reflected radiance factor. A learning-based spectral imaging system routinely used at the 
Munsell Color Science Laboratory was employed to reconstruct the spectral characteristic 
of the colors. A modified Sinarback 54 with six RGB channels was used as the imaging 
device in all imaging steps. The main advantage of an imaging bispectrometer is the 
ability to evaluate the fluorescence emission spectrum under any desired illuminant and 
consequently better color evaluation and rendering under different viewing light sources. 
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Furthermore the spectral fluorescence emission would provide more information for 
better identification and classification of materials. The other advantage of this method 
was providing a general system for spectral imaging of paintings containing both 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors. Finally, an imaging bispectrometer eliminates the 
multiple imaging to obtain the total radiance factor under different light sources. A 
graphical overview of the developed imaging-bispectrometer in this dissertation is shown 
in Figure 2.3. The developed model was an abridged imaging bispectrometer called 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging. The goals of developing fluorescence spectral 
imaging are summarized as the following: 
! To characterize the spectral reflected and fluorescent radiance of the fluorescent 
materials, 
! To calculate the fluorescent radiance factor of a fluorescent color under any 
desired illuminant, 
! To estimate the total radiance factor as a summation of the reflected and 
fluorescent radiance factors of a fluorescent color under any desired illuminant, 
! To be employed as a general imaging system for both fluorescent and non-
fluorescent colors, 
! To facilitate accurate image rendering, 
! To eliminate multiple spectral imaging for different viewing illumination due to 
the illuminant-dependency of the fluorescent radiance factor, 
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! To provide quantitative analysis of the fluorescence emission for identification 
and classification of materials, 
! To evaluate the state of conservation of a work of art as a point of aging 
retouching, repainting, etc. 
! And to compare the artwork spectrally,  
 
Figure 2.3 A flowchart of abridged fluorescence spectral imaging.  
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Readers of this dissertation will find the background of fluorescence colorimerty 
in Chapter 3. The reader will learn about the bispectrometer measurement and the ways 
to calculate the quantities such as the spectral reflected, fluorescent, and total radiance 
factor along with the method of calculation of the excitation spectrum in this chapter.  A 
new model titled as the abridged two-monochromator method developed in this 
dissertation for the prediction of fluorescence emission under any desired illuminant, is 
explained in detail in Chapter 4.  The readers will find an exploratory experiment to 
understand how to implement this method for estimating the fluorescence emission. The 
interested readers in imaging will find a proper approach to image a scene containing 
both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors in Chapters 5 and 6. The comparison results 
of the proposed abridged fluorescence spectral imaging, both quantitatively and visually, 
with traditional spectral imaging and colorimetric imaging are presented in Chapters 6 
and 7. 
This dissertation might be interesting for people concerned with the fluorescence 
phenomenon in fields such as art and conservation, the paper industry, and fluorescence 
medical imaging. The color science students interested in understanding the concept of 
fluorescence, fluorescence colorimetry, and fluorescence spectral imaging can benefit 
from this document. 
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3 Background of Fluorescence Colorimetry 
3.1 Overview 
In this chapter a summarized background about fluorescence colorimetry is addressed. 
Fluorescence colorimetry is a technique to evaluate the color of fluorescent materials. A 
bispectrometer with two monochromators in excitation and emission paths is an accurate 
instrument to evaluate the color of fluorescent samples. There are some abridged methods 
to approximate the reflected and fluorescent radiance factors of these materials, which are 
explained in this chapter.  
 
The structure of this chapter is as follows:  
3.2. Bispectral fluorescence colorimetry 
3.3. Polychromatic and monochromatic illumination 
3.4. Abridged fluorescence colorimetry 
3.5. Methods for predicting the spectral total radiance factor 
3.6. Requirements for fluorescence measurements 
Reading this chapter gives a general idea about fluorescence and fluorescence 
colorimetry. This knowledge is helpful to design a fluorescence measurement system, 
especially a fluorescence spectral imaging system. 
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3.2 Bispectral Fluorescence Colorimetry 
According to ASTM E-284-03a (2004), a bispectrometer is an optical instrument 
equipped with a source of irradiation, two monochromators, and a detection system, such 
that a specimen can be measured at independently-controlled irradiation and viewing 
wavelengths. A bispectrometer is designed to provide quantitative information of the 
bispectral radiation properties of a specimen. The complete and accurate color evaluation 
of fluorescent materials requires the use of a bispectrometer. Electrons of luminescent 
materials absorb energy upon irradiation and go to the excited state. The excited electrons 
release energy in the form of radiation in the process of returning to the ground state. 
This radiation is defined as luminescence. Luminescence is a general term covering 
fluorescence and phosphorescence. Fluorescence is the main focus of this dissertation.  
The idea of the two-monochromator method for color evaluation of fluorescent 
materials was started by Donaldson (1954) and later followed by Costa and Grum (1969). 
The spectrophotometers used in this method had two monochromators, one in the 
irradiating beam and the other in the viewing beam. The geometry of such a 
spectrophotometer was usually 45/0. The advantage of this method is the capability of 
measuring the various qualities such as reflectance, fluorescence, and excitation spectra. 
The excitation spectrum of a sample could be obtained by setting the monochromator in 
the viewing beam to wavelength, ', in the emission region and scanning through the 
excitation region using the other monochromator. The fluorescence spectrum could be 
measured by setting the monochromator in the irradiating beam to a wavelength, µ, in the 
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excitation region and scanning through the emission region by the other monochroamtor. 
The spectral radiance emitted by a fluorescent sample at any given wavelength depends 
on both incident or excitation wavelength (µ) and emission wavelength ('). The ratio of 
spectral radiance at wavelength ' when irradiated at wavelength µ to the total radiance of 
a perfectly reflecting diffuser similarly irradiated and viewed is defined as the bipsectral 
radiance factor. A bispectral radiance factor of Golden! fluorescent orange measured by 
a Labsphere BFC-450 bispectrometer for an interval of 10 nm is shown in Figure 3.1. 
The same data in the form of a matrix, DT, sampled at 50 nm intervals are listed in Table 
3.1.  As an example, a measurement corresponding to an excitation at 400 nm and 
emission at 600 nm DT(600,400), a value of 0.03, is presented in the fifth row and the 
third column. A radiance factor of 0.03 was obtained for a measurement at 600nm for an 
incident light at 400nm. The summation of this matrix over the excitation wavelengths 
results in the total radiance factor. For example, summation of the elements of the fifth 
row corresponding to the emission wavelength of 600 nm results in the total radiance 
factor of 0.51. Hereafter the matrix format of a bispectral radiance factor, DT, presented 
in Table 3.1, is called the Donaldson matrix after Donaldson (1954). The subscript “T” 
denotes total radiance factor. 
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Table 3.1  Total radiance factor values, Donaldson radiance factor matrix, for Golden! 
fluorescent orange measured by a Labsphere BFC-450. (Values less than 0.01 have been 
set to zero.) 
  Excitation wavelength 
  300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 
Total 
Radiance 
Factor 
400 0 0 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.04 
450 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 
500 0 0 0 0 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0.04 
550 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0 0 0.03 
600 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.34 0 0 0 0.51 
650 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.88 0 0 1.03 
700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.88 0 0.88 
E
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750 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.91 0.91 
 
 
Figure 3.1 The Donaldson radiance factor matrix for Golden! fluorescent orange 
measured by a bispectrometer, a Labsphere BFC-450. 
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A Donaldson matrix can be considered as the summation of two components, 
reflected and luminescence radiance factor matrices denoted by DR and DL in Eq 3.1, 
respectively.  
! 
D
T
",µ( ) # DR ",µ( ) +DL ",µ( )   ( 3.1) 
By a good approximation (if the spectral bandpass is sufficiently narrow, i.e., 1-2 
nm), values of the diagonal elements ('=µ) represent the reflected radiance factors. The 
matrix of the reflected radiance factors, DR, for Golden! fluorescent orange is shown in 
Table 3.2. Setting the diagonal values ('*µ) of the Donaldson matrix to zero values 
results in the Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix, DL, (e.g. Table 3.3).  
Table 3.2 A reflected radiance factor matrix corresponding to Donaldson matrix listed in 
Table 3.1 for Golden! fluorescent orange measured by a Labsphere BFC-450.  
  Excitation wavelength, µ  
  300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 
Reflected 
Radiance 
Factor 
400 0 0 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.04 
450 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 
500 0 0 0 0 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0.04 
550 0 0 0 0 0 0.03 0 0 0 0 0.03 
600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.34 0 0 0 0.34 
650 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.88 0 0 0.88 
700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.88 0 0.88 
E
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750 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.91 0.91 
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Table 3.3 A fluorescent radiance factor matrix corresponding to Donaldson matrix listed 
in Table 3.1 for Golden! fluorescent orange measured by a Labsphere BFC-450 (Values 
less than 0.01 have been set to zero.) 
  Excitation wavelength 
  300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 
Fluorescent 
Radiance 
Factor 
400 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
450 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
500 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
550 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0.00 
600 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.00 0 0 0 0.17 
650 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00 0 0 0.15 
700 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0.00 
E
m
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750 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 
Excitation 
Factor 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00  
 
 The fluorescence emission and excitation spectra are the spectral fluorescence 
characteristic of a fluorescent color. This information is encapsulated in the Donaldson 
luminescence radiance factor matrix DL. The summation of DL over the excitation 
wavelengths gives results in the fluorescent radiance factor, F(') (The last column in 
Table 3.3). For example, summation of the elements of the fifth row corresponding to the 
emission wavelength of 600 nm results in a fluorescent radiance factor of 0.17.  The 
summation over the emission wavelength gives the excitation factors, X(µ), which are 
shown in the last row of the Table 3.3 (the last row in Table 3.3.) As an example, the 
excitation factor at 400 nm was calculated by summation over the third column, which 
resulted in a value of 0.04. The statements are expressed mathematically as Eq 3.2. 
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! 
F "( ) = DL ",µ( )#µ
µ=300
780
$
X µ( ) = DL ",µ( )#"
"=380
780
$
    ( 3.2 )  
where F(') and X(µ) are the fluorescent radiance factor and excitation factor spectra, 
respectively. The calculated spectra for Golden! fluorescent orange are plotted in Figure 
3.2  
 
Figure 3.2 Fluorescence and excitation spectra of Golden! fluorescent orange based on 
the abridged Donaldson luminescence radiance factor measured by a Labsphere BFC-
450 (wavelength interval in 50 nm.) 
 The fluorescent radiance factor is the ratio of the fluoresced radiance of a 
fluorescent material to the radiance reflected from a (non-fluorescent) perfect reflecting 
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diffuser, when both are irradiated in the identical manner. This quantity can be calculated 
based on the Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix as stated in Eq. 3.3. The 
spectral fluorescence emission (the fluoresced radiance) is computed by a weighted 
summation of the matrix DL in the excitation wavelengths by the corresponding spectral 
power distribution of the specified illuminant E(µ) as shown in the numerator of Eq. 3.3. 
The radiance of a perfect diffuser is the product of reflectance and the power distribution 
of the illuminant at each emission wavelength, which is shown as the denominator of Eq. 
3.3. A perfect diffuser has reflectance factor values of unity for all wavelengths so Eq. 
3.3 is reduced to Eq. 3.4. The computed fluorescent radiance factor is dependent on the 
spectral power distribution of the illuminant, E(µ), as shown in Eq 3.4. 
! 
"
L
#( ) $
D
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#,µ( ) %E µ( )&µ
µ1
µ2
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(
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#( ) %E #( )
(
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#( ) =1
    ( 3.3 ) 
! 
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'
E #( )
    ( 3.4 ) 
Similarly, the reflected radiance factor of a fluorescent color can be calculated using the 
Donaldson reflected radiance factor matrix, DR, as described in Eq. 3.5.  
! 
"
S
#( ) $ DR #,µ( )
µ1
µ2
% &µ     ( 3.5 ) 
   
It is important to note that the off-diagonal elements of the matrix DR are equal to zero 
and hence the summation of the DR over the excitation wavelength, µ, yields an 
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illuminant-independent vector as a function of emission wavelength, '. This resulting 
vector can be considered as a good approximation of the spectral reflected radiance factor 
%s(') of the sample. 
 Combining Eq. 3.4 and 3.5 one can compute the total radiance factor as stated in 
Eq 3.6. 
! 
"
T
#( ) $ " S #( ) +"L #( )
"
T
#( ) $ DR #,µ( )
µ
% &µ +
D
L
#,µ( ).E µ( )&µ
µ
%
E #( )
  ( 3.6 ) 
where %T('), %s('), and %L(') are the total radiance, reflected radiance and the fluorescent 
radiance factor for a wavelength of ', respectively. The fluorescent and total radiance 
factors are illuminant-dependent. 
The tristimulus values (X,Y,Z) of a fluorescent sample for any given illuminant 
are calculated from the sample’s total radiance factor under the corresponding illuminant. 
Such calculations for tristimulus value X are presented in Eq. 3.7-3.10 where 
! 
x  is the 
CIE color-matching function.  
! 
X = x "( )#T "( )E "( )$"
"
%      ( 3.7 ) 
As stated above, the total radiance factor consists of reflected and fluorescent radiance 
factors. This equation reduces to the regular equation for evaluating the color of a non-
fluorescent sample when there is not any fluorescence component.  
! 
X = x "( )# s "( )E "( )$"
"
% + x "( )# L "( )E "( )$"
"
%   ( 3.8 ) 
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Substituting the spectral reflected and fluorescent radiance factors from Eq. 3.6 into Eq. 
3.8 gives 
! 
X = x "( )# s "( )E "( )$" + x "( )E "( )
D
L
",µ( )E µ( )
µ
% $µ
E "( )
& 
' 
( 
( 
( 
) 
* 
+ 
+ 
+ "
%
"
% $"   ( 3.9 ) 
which is reduced to Eq. 3.10 by elimination of E(') in the corresponding fluorescent 
component. 
! 
X = x "( )# s "( )E "( )$" + x "( ) DL ",µ( )E µ( )
µ
% $µ
& 
' 
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+ 
"
%
"
% $"    ( 3.10 ) 
Similar calculations can be performed to obtain the other tristimulus values (Y and Z).  
The excitation spectrum Xi(µ) for a given illuminant Ei(µ) can be calculated using 
the Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix, DL as shown in Eq. 3.11. 
! 
X
i
µ( ) = DL ",µ( )Ei µ( )#"
"=380
"=780
$    ( 3.11 ) 
  
Knowing excitation spectra, X1(µ), for an illuminant, E1(µ), and assuming linearity in 
computation one can calculate excitation spectra, X2(µ), for another illuminant E2(µ). 
! 
X
2
µ( ) =
X
1
µ( )
E
1
µ( )
"E
2
µ( )     ( 3.12 ) 
Spectral excitation factor and excitation spectra under CIE illuminants D65 and A for 
Golden" fluorescent orange are shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Calculated excitation spectra of Golden" fluorescent orange under CIE 
illuminant D65 (green line) and CIE illuminant A (red line) using the measured 
Donaldson luminescence radiance factor with Labsphere BFC-450, and spectral 
excitation factor (blue line). 
 
 As previously explained, the Donaldson matrix provides the most important 
spectral characteristics of a fluorescent sample. Color computation using the Donaldson 
matrix is the most accurate and complete method in color evaluation of a fluorescent 
sample for different illuminants. Furthermore, bispectral measurement is the most 
accurate technique to separate the reflected and fluorescent radiance in the overlapping 
region, where both excitation and emission take place simultaneously. The width of the 
overlapping region can vary from 40 nm to 120 nm, depending on the sample and 
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irradiating system. The errors due to the overlapping region can be reduced by using 
narrow bandpass (1 to 2 nm) scanning and detecting in the two-monochromator method. 
 
Figure 3.4 Excitation and emission spectra of a white fluorescent sample showing the 
overlap between the two, Grum (1980). 
 
 There are several different approximation methods to evaluate the total, reflected, 
and fluorescent radiance factors. In the following sections, the different techniques to 
evaluate the color of fluorescent samples are described briefly. 
3.3 Polychromatic and Monochromatic Illumination 
As stated in the previous section, the total radiance factor from a fluorescent sample 
perceived by a viewer under a desired light source is the sum of the reflected and 
fluoresced radiances from the sample. The more detailed description of this equation is, 
! 
"T ,i #( ) =
Ei #( ) $ %t #( ) + Fi #( )
Ei #( ) $ %r #( )
= %t #( ) +
Fi #( )
Ei #( )
   ( 3.13 ) 
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where $t and $r are the true spectral reflectance of the sample and reference (the perfect 
diffuser with reflectance equal to unity), respectively. The Fi(') is the spectral 
fluorescence emission of the sample under a given illuminant. The term Fi(')/Ei(') is the 
fluorescent radiance factor under illuminant Ei('). The magnitude and the spectral 
distribution of the fluorescence flux affect the total radiance factor. The spectral 
distribution depends only on the emission spectrum of the fluorescent sample. The 
intensity depends on the fluorescent quantum efficiency of the sample and the total 
number of photons absorbed by the sample, capable of exciting the fluorescence. 
 The total radiance factor can be measured directly with a spectrophotometer, 
which employs polychromatic irradiation and monochromatic detection. A schematic 
design for such a spectrophotometer is shown in Figure 3.5-a. The d/0 geometry is 
usually applied in this kind of spectrophotometer. The advantage of this type of 
illumination is eliminating the surface correction. Also the orientation of the sample does 
not affect the results. Of course the errors caused by the integrating sphere have to be 
considered in the measurements (Alman 1976).  
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(a) 
(b)  
Figure 3.5. A schematic design of the components of a reflectance spectrophotometer 
employing polychromatic irradiation, (a) and monochromatic irradiation and 
polychromatic detection (b).  
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By changing the arrangement of the components, in which the light irradiates the 
sample monochromatically, conventional reflectance can be measured, Figure 3.5b. This 
quantity is given by: 
! 
"c #( ) = "s #( ) +$ #( )B #( )
R#f
R #( )    ( 3.14 ) 
where, $c is conventional reflectance, -(') is absorptance, B(') is radiant efficiency, R(') 
is instrument detector responsivity, and R'f is a wavelength-independent detection 
constant depending on the detector spectral responsivity and the spectral emission of the 
sample, F('): 
! 
R
"f
=
R "( )F "( )d"
"
#
F "( )d"
"
#
    ( 3.15 ) 
This kind of arrangement is suitable for non-fluorescent samples.  In the case of 
fluorescent samples, the emitted light is detected as the reflected radiation with the same 
wavelength as the incident radiation. This creates erroneous data and finally the 
colorimetric parameters derived from these data do not agree with the visual perception 
of the color of the fluorescent sample.  
3.4 Abridged Fluorescence Colorimetry 
The two major methods for separating the fluorescent and reflected components from a 
sample are the filter and two-mode methods. The methods proposed by Eitle and Ganz 
(1968) and Allen (1973) are categorized as the filter method. The two-mode method has 
been proposed by Simon (1972).  
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3.4.1 Filter Fluorescence Reduction Method 
The idea proposed by Eitle and Ganz (1968) was based on the measurement of the total 
radiance factor using a non-filtered source and a series of sharp short-wavelength cutoff 
filters. The wavelengths of the incident light that excite fluorescence would be excluded 
by using the short-wavelength cutoff filters. The problem regarding the overlap region is 
still inherent in this method. These filters reduce the amount of fluorescence at this region 
but the excitation is not completely eliminated. Hence, the estimated reflected radiance 
factor, %S(µ), would be higher in this region. Billmeyer (1979) examined this method for 
different fluorescent colors. The short-wavelength cutoff filters were used in his 
experiment applied to a Blaze orange sample and the measured reflected radiance factors 
are shown in Figure 3.6.  
                    
Figure 3.6 The filter fluorescence reduction method applied to a Blaze orange sample. 
The light lines are the transmittance curves of the filters employed: #1, #2, #3. The heavy 
lines indicate the reflectance measured through each of these filters: $1, $2, $3, 
(Billmeyer 1979). 
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Simon (1999) revisited the idea of abridged methods and expanded the filter 
fluorescence reduction method using 10-12 serial short-wavelength cutoff filters to cover 
the entire visible spectrum. Instead of obtaining a few points as reflected radiance factor 
based on the proposed method by Eitle and Ganz, a matrix of data was created using the 
data obtained by non-filtered and serial-filtered sources. The smallest value obtained 
from the filtered and non-filtered sources was saved as the reflected radiance factor at a 
certain viewing wavelength.  The serial filters, which were used in Simon experiment, are 
shown in Figure 3.7. The idea of serial filters is more generalized than the original filter 
fluorescence reduction method but the selection of filters at long wavelengths is very 
critical to avoid removing of reflected flux along with the fluorescence flux. 
 
Figure 3.7 Transmission of serial short-wavelength cutoff filter set used in serial filter 
method proposed by Simon (1998). 
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3.4.2 The Allen Method 
The other method for separating the spectral radiance factor of a fluorescent sample into 
reflected and fluorescent components was developed by Allen (1973). This method is 
referred to as the calculation method. The basic idea of this method is similar to the Eitle 
and Ganz method. Instead of using a series of sharp short wavelength cutoff filters, Allen 
proposed to use just two filters, one a fluorescence-killing filter and the other a 
fluorescence-weakening filter (see Figure 3.8). In this method, the total radiance factor is 
measured with and without a filter in the irradiation beam. Practically, a second source 
can be obtained by inserting a fluorescence-weakening filter in the excitation path. The 
mathematical expressions of the total radiance factor for irradiating by the two sources 
are: 
! 
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F
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#( )
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#( )
        ( 3.16) 
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   ( 3.17) 
! 
F
w
"( ) =KF1 "( )               ( 3.18) 
where, subscript 1 and w corresponds to the first source and the source generated using 
the fluorescence-weakening filter. The spectral fluorescence emission is reduced by a 
wavelength-independent constant, K, used with the fluorescence-weakening filter. On the 
other hand, the transmission of the weakening filter is the ratio of the irradiance of the 
two sources #w(')= Ew(')/E1('). The other form of the Eq. 3.17 can be: 
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! 
"T ,w #( ) = "s #( ) +
KF1 #( )
$w #( )E1 #( )
   ( 3.19 ) 
By eliminating the term F1(')/E1(') in Eqs. 3.16 and 3.19, the quantity %S(') will be 
extracted: 
! 
"s #( ) =
"T ,w #( )$w #( ) %"T ,1K[ ]
$w #( ) %K[ ]
   ( 3.20 ) 
In order to determine the constant K, all fluorescence flux has to be eliminated 
using the fluorescence-killing filter. The cutoff wavelength of the filter should be above 
the long-wavelength end of the overlap region. At the lowest wavelength, 'k, which 
reading can be obtainable with the fluorescence-killing filter, K would be evaluated. 
Again by solving for K from equations 3.19 and 3.20: 
! 
K =
"T ,w #k( ) $"s #k( )[ ]%w #k( )
"T ,1 #k( ) $"s #k( )[ ]
    ( 3.21 ) 
It should be noted that, %T,w ('k) and %T,1 ('k) are the total radiance factors at 'k without 
the fluorescence-killing filter. Once K is evaluated, the reflected radiance factor can be 
calculated in the overlap region. At the short-wavelengths, total radiance factor is equal 
to %S('), and at long-wavelengths the true reflectance can be obtained by direct 
measurements using a fluorescence-killing filter.  
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Figure 3.8. Calculation data for a Blaze orange sample. The heavy lines indicate total 
radiance factor, %T, reduced total radiance factor, %&T, and reflectance, $. The thinner 
lines indicate the transmittance curves of the fluorescence-reducing filter, #1, and the 
transmittance of the fluorescence-killing filter, #2, (Billmeyer 1979). 
3.4.3 The Two-Mode Method  
Simon (1972) introduced another method for separating the reflected and fluorescent 
components. His method was based on the measurements of the conventional reflectance 
factor, $c('), and total radiance factor, %T('), on the same instrument. At the wavelengths 
greater than the upper limit of excitation, the conventional reflectance factor is equal to 
the reflected radiance factor, %s('). The total radiance factor at the wavelengths shorter 
than the emission wavelengths represents %s('), Figure 3.9. In other words, the 
conventional reflectance or total radiance factor (whichever is smaller) at the wavelength 
of the measurement was taken to be equal to the reflected radiance factor. Simon stated 
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that the overlap region was narrow enough so that the %s(') could be approximated by 
interpolation around this region. This method is more simple and practical than the 
others, but the interpolation has to be used carefully.  The method is less accurate for a 
mixture of fluorescent colors. That is because of re-absorption or fluorescence quenching 
processes, which might occur in a mixture of fluorescent samples.  
                
Figure 3.9 The two-mode method applied to a Blaze orange sample (Billmeyer 1979). 
3.4.4 Comparison of the Methods 
Billmeyer (1976) compared the reflected radiance factors obtained from the one-
monochromator methods available on that time for five fluorescent colors. The 
comparison was based on the deviation from the two-monochromator method. That is 
because of the higher accuracy of the last method in estimating the spectral reflected 
radiance factor, %s('), in the overlap region compared with the others. The emission 
peaks of the colors, which they used, varied from 450-630 nm. He also investigated the 
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effect of the light source on the %L(') values. Tungsten and Xenon were the light sources 
used in his experiment. A summary of the data obtained from this experiment is given in 
Table 3.4. The magnitude of the errors in the three methods depends on the specimen, the 
wavelength, and the amount of fluorescence generated by the instrument source. It should 
be noted that the absolute mean values are reported in the summary table.  In comparison 
of the results, the three methods in terms of decreasing error size are, the two-mode, filter 
fluorescence reduction and calculation methods. Since the Xenon source excites more 
fluorescence than the tungsten source, the mean deviations for the former source in the 
two-mode method is significantly higher than the other. But the effect of changing the 
source is not significant for the other two methods in the total radiance factor. The 
deviation in filter fluorescence reduction is always positive since filtering reduces the 
fluorescence but does not completely eliminate all fluorescence in the overlap region. 
Billmeyer did not explain the reason for negative deviation in the Allen method 
explicitly. He just mentioned that it might be due to errors in transmittance measurements 
of the sharp-cutoff filters.  
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Table 3.4 Mean percent deviations for different abridged methods from the two-
monochromator data, Billmeyer (1976). 
Two-mode method 
Source Tungsten Xenon Tungsten Xenon Tungsten Xenon 
Interpolation none none linear linear spline spline 
Mean deviation(%) 16.3 20.4 21.1 28.3 18.8 27 
(min-max) (2.1-46.8) (3.7-46.8) (-8.6-41.2) (-8.6-44.4) (-2.9-43.1) (-2.9-50.9) 
Filter fluorescence reduction method 
Mode 
Conventional 
reflectance Total radiance factor     
Source     Tungsten Xenon     
Mean deviation(%) 7.8  4.9 4.6   
(min-max) (1.6-16.2)  (0.8-15.0) (0.5-13.6)   
Allen’s method 
Mode 
Conventional 
reflectance Total radiance factor     
Source     Tungsten Tungsten Xenon Xenon 
Filters not sharp cutoff sharp cutoff Amber sharp cutoff Amber 
Mean deviation(%) 5  2.8 3.1 2.9 3 
(min-max) (-23.3-4.2)   (-5.6-1.2) (-5.7-0.7) (-6.5-3.3) (-5.7-2.6) 
 
3.5 Methods for Predicting Spectral Total Radiance Factor 
Several methods were proposed for predicting the total radiance factor without the need 
for multiple measurements under different illuminants. The difference between the 
proposed methods, basically, is in the approximation of the excitation spectrum and the 
number of quanta absorbed by a fluorescing specimen under the varied illuminants. All 
available methods are based on the method proposed by Eitle and Ganz (1968).  
3.5.1 Method A. Eitle and Ganz 
The fundamental equation proposed by Eitle and Ganz (1968) is,     
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where, N is the number of quanta absorbed by the sample when irradiated by a source. 
The subscript 1 and 2 stands for the measurement illuminant and the desired illuminant, 
respectively. The given equation for calculating the number of quanta by Eitle and Ganz 
is, 
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 where, µ represents wavelengths in the excitation region, (1-%s(µ)) is the absorption of 
the sample, and A(µ) is a factor determined by Kubelka-Munk analysis (Allen 1964). The 
total product of (1-%s(µ)) and A(µ) is an approximation of the excitation spectrum, X(µ). 
In order to express the number of quanta in photon units, µ is introduced in the equation 
otherwise N would be in energy units. This method suffers some disadvantages. The most 
important of them are related to calculation of the quantum absorption function using 
Kubelka-Munk theory, which requires several assumptions. An analysis of Kubelka-
Munk theory requires the reflected radiance factor of the blank and dyed sample. Thus 
the application of this method is limited to paper and textiles. In this method it is also 
assumed that there is no change in scattering and absorption properties of the substrate 
due to the additional absorption of the fluorescent dye.  The re-absorption of emitted 
fluorescence in the overlap region is not accounted for this method.  
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3.5.2 Method B. Two-Monochromator Method 
The excitation spectrum X(µ) determined by a bispectral measurement is replaced in Eq. 
3.23. Since the most accurate technique is the double-monochromator method, it was 
assumed that the approximation of Ni using this method was the most accurate one. 
3.5.3 Method C. One-Monochromator Method 
Alman and Billmeyer (1977) developed a method for the colorimetric measurement of 
opaque fluorescent samples. They calculated the excitation spectrum of a fluorescent 
sample from the conventional reflectometer value, $c('). They applied the fundamental 
definition of the conventional values, Eqs., 3.14 and 3.15, at a wavelength µ in the 
excitation region. Rearrangement of Eq. 3.14 gives the excitation spectrum or what they 
have called, external efficiency, the product of -(µ).(µ) as 
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Finally, the total radiance factor for an arbitrary illuminant is given by 
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The result of the one-monochromator method in the estimation of the excitation 
spectrum is in good agreement with the same quantity determined with a two-
monochromator instrument (Alman 1977).  
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3.5.4 Method D. Absorptance Method 
Allen and Sanders (Billmeyer 1979) assumed that A(µ) in the Eitle and Ganz (1968) 
method was equal to one. That means the excitation spectrum can be approximated by its 
absorptance. 
3.5.5 Method E. Constant Excitation Spectrum Method 
Grum and Costa (1977) proposed that the quantity 
! 
1"#
s
µ( )[ ]A µ( ) in Eq. 3.23 be set 
equal to a constant over the excitation region. They defined the number of relative 
absorbed quanta from a given illuminant as 
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where, '1 and '2 are the point of closest proximity of total radiance factor, %T(') and 
conventional reflectometer value, $c(') in the short wavelength and the point of intercept 
of the true reflectance and conventional reflectance (about 10 nm below emission 
maximum), respectively (see Figure 3.10). The symbol -(') is the absorptance.  The 
other parameters have been defined previously.  
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Figure 3.10 Total radiance factor (1), reflected radiance factor (2), and conventional 
reflectance (3) of a green fluorescent sample. Vertical lines denote the excitation region, 
Grum and Costa (1977). 
 
For the sake of simplicity, Grum and Costa had the following assumption: since 
the concentration of fluorescent specimens is high, -(') is so large that it can be 
considered constant within the excitation range and therefore be taken outside the 
integral. By accepting this assumption, the relative number of absorbed quanta under two 
different sources given as 
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where N1 and E1(') are related to the irradiating source used in the measurement. 
Therefore the ratio of the number of relative absorbed quanta for the two illuminants is 
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proportional to the ratio of integrated irradiances over the excitation region of the two 
illuminants. In order to express the number of relative absorbed quanta in photon units, ' 
has to be included in the integrals. 
 Based on these assumptions, the total radiance factor of the fluorescent sample 
under a desired illuminant can be estimated as 
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Billmeyer and Chong (1980) performed a comparison of accuracy of the above 
methods based on color differences between the measured and the computed values of 
spectral total radiance factor of six fluorescent samples. Based on the Billmeyer 
experiment, selecting a source for the measurement is more important than choosing the 
prediction method. They also mentioned that the measurement source should be as close 
as possible to the illuminant for which the fluorescent factor is to be predicted. 
3.6 Requirements for Fluorescence Measurements 
The instrumental arrangements and various methods for color evaluation of the 
fluorescent samples have been described above. There are some important requirements 
associated with fluorescence measurements that should be considered in the process of 
measurements. Three items categorize them: light and simulating sources, geometry of 
measurement, and sample and reference standards.  
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3.6.1 Light and Simulating Sources 
Since most of the fluorescence effect of a fluorescent sample is viewed under daylight, 
the light source employed in color evaluation of this kind of material has to be similar to 
daylight. CIE Illuminant D65 represents average natural daylight in the range of 300-830 
nm with a correlated color temperature of 6500K. Unfortunately, simulating daylight is 
not an easy task. The difficulty of simulating D65 is due to the discontinuities of the 
gradient in the spectral distribution of this illuminant (see Figure 3.11).  
             
Figure 3.11. Relative radiant power distributions of 10 different phases of daylight 
obtained in accordance with CIE method of calculating daylight illuminants for 
colorimetry (Wyszecki 1964). 
 
The spectral power distribution of one of the simulators based on a Xenon source 
is shown in Figure 3.12. Most of the peaks are not placed in the correct wavelength or if 
they are, they have a different height ratio. The other disadvantages of Xenon sources are 
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that their spectral power distribution varies with arc length, manufacturer and age. But 
the greatest amount of ultraviolet component in Xenon sources produces a large amount 
of fluorescence, hence, the highest total radiance factor.  
  
Figure 3.12. High quality D65 simulator based on Xenon lamp, compared with D65 and 
Illuminant ID65, representing interior daylight (Clarke 1982). 
 
Billmeyer (1979) measured the spectral radiance factor of Arc Yellow on seven 
commercial instruments (see Figure 3.13).  The difference from instrument to instrument 
clearly shows the difference in spectral power distribution of their daylight simulating 
irradiating systems. The daylight simulating sources for the instruments are listed in 
Table 3.5. It should be noted that the spectral power distribution of the complete 
irradiating system included the light source and all optical elements modifying the 
spectral power distribution, e.g., integrating sphere efficiency. The nature of the samples 
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at the sample port can also modify the results. This is the real complex part of 
fluorescence colorimetry while it is not an issue for non-fluorescent samples. 
Table 3.5 Daylight simulating system of the instruments used in the Billmeyer (1979) 
experiment. 
Instrument Daylight simulating system 
Zeiss DMC 25 Filtered continuous Xenon arc 
Kollmorgen MS-2000 Filtered Xenon flashtube 
Kollmorgen KCS 40 Mosaic filtered incandescent lamp 
Remainders Filtered incandescent lamp 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Spectral radiance factor of Arc Yellow measured on the seven commercial 
instruments (Billmeyer 1979).  
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3.6.2 Standard of Reflectance and Geometry 
The other important parameters in fluorescence colorimetry are standard reference 
materials and the geometry of the measurements. The reference material should be 
completely inert (no fluorescence) and have no variation upon irradiation. Alman and 
Billmeyer (1976) investigated the effect of integrating sphere wall coating on total 
radiance factor.  
 Mostly the integrating sphere is applied in the spectrophotometer for fluorescence 
measurements. This kind of illumination attempts to eliminate the surface correction in 
the measurements and the orientation of the sample is immaterial. Integrating spheres 
also suffer their own problems, which should be considered in the measurements. The 
accurate colorimetry of fluorescent samples can be obtained by the use of 45/0, double-
monochromator method. Of course the 45/0 geometry was a rare technology in the 
1970’s but today it is very common.  
3.7 Conclusions 
Bispectral measurements as a complete method to evaluate the color of fluorescent 
samples were explained in detail in this chapter. The spectral reflected and fluoresced 
spectra of a fluorescent color are obtainable having a bispectral measurement. The 
excitation spectrum, another fluorescence characteristic of a fluorescent sample, is 
provided by a bispectral measurement. The spectral fluorescent radiance factor, which is 
illuminant-dependent, can be predicted accurately with this technique. The dependency of 
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the fluorescence emission to the irradiating source is the major cause of the complexity of 
fluorescence colorimetry. Another issue in fluorescence colorimetry is separation of 
fluorescence and reflectance in an overlap region, where both phenomena might happen 
simultaneously. The bispectral measurement is also a proper technique to separate these 
two components in the overlap region.  
Different abridged methods to separate the spectral reflected and fluoresced 
components of a fluorescence flux were explained in detail. The Allen method is the most 
accurate abridged method. The accuracy of this method is highly dependent on the 
selection of the fluorescence-killing and -weakening filters. The filter fluorescence 
reduction method is another abridged method with slightly less accuracy than the Allen 
method due to incomplete elimination of the fluorescence in the overlap region. The two-
mode abridged method with interpolation in the overlap region is the least accurate 
method in comparison to the other two abridged fluorescence colorimetry methods. 
Measurement of the spectral total radiance factor can be performed with 
polychromatic illumination and monochromatic detection. This technique does not 
provide any information about the spectral fluorescence and reflectance characteristic of 
a fluorescent sample separately. Hence, the correct color evaluation of such samples 
needs to have measurements of total radiance factor under a desired viewing illuminant. 
Difficulty in simulation of daylight was a source of variation in measuring the total 
radiance factor of a given fluorescent color with different instruments. There are some 
methods to approximate the total radiance factor under any illuminant without the 
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necessity to have multiple measurements. These models were reviewed in this chapter. 
Based on the Billmeyer experiment, choosing the prediction model was not as important 
as selecting a source for the measurement. The measurement source should be as close as 
possible to the illuminant for which the fluorescent radiance factor is to be predicted. 
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4 Prediction of Fluorescence Emission, A New Model  
4.1 Introduction 
The color evaluation of a fluorescent sample requires measurement of the total radiance 
factor under a given illuminant as it was explained in the previous chapters. The 
alternative methods to predict this quantity are the two-monochromator, one-
monochromator, absorptance, and the constant excitation methods, which were explained 
in Chapter 3. The prediction methods were based on separating the fluoresced and 
reflected component of a beam emanating from the surface of a fluorescent sample upon 
irradiation. The advantage of separating these two components is the elimination of the 
multiple measurements of the total radiance factor under different illuminants. Once the 
two components are separated properly, the reflected radiance factor as an illuminant-
independent component can be saved for color evaluation of a fluorescent sample under 
the other illuminants. The spectral fluorescent radiance factor component can be 
measured once under a given illuminant and be employed as a reference to predict the 
fluorescent factor radiance under any other illuminant.  
Based on the Billmeyer (1980) experiment, the two-monochroamtor method was 
the most accurate technique to achieve this goal. The performances of the other methods 
were similar. Using monochromatic illumination and detection (principle of a bispectral 
measurement), one can easily compute the excitation spectrum as a function of excitation 
wavelength. The key differences between the prediction models were the approximations 
in calculation of the excitation spectrum and consequently the number of absorbed quanta 
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by a fluorescent specimen under different illuminants. For example, the method proposed 
by Grum (1977) to predict the fluorescent radiance factor was based on assuming a 
constant excitation over the entire excitation region.   
 The goal of this dissertation was to develop an imaging system capable of 
estimating the fluorescent and reflected radiance factors of a painting containing both 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors. This approach endeavored to provide the total 
radiance factor of each pixel of a painting for a given illuminant. One might enable to 
predict the total radiance factor of the pixels of a scene under an imaging-light source 
using a traditional imaging system, for example, based on a learning-based pseudo-
inverse technique that is routinely employed at the Munsell Color Science Laboratory 
(MCSL) (www.art-si.org). This requires a proper calibration target including some 
fluorescent colors and considering the total radiance factor of the calibration target under 
an imaging light source. For a non-fluorescent pixel, the predicted total radiance factor of 
a non-fluorescent pixel would be equal to the reflected radiance factor.  For an accurate 
imaging system based on this technique, it would require individual imaging for any 
desired illuminant since the fluorescent radiance factor is illuminant-dependent. On the 
other hand, the predicted total radiance factor is only valid in the calculation of the 
tristimulus values of the pixels under the imaging light source and cannot be used for 
other light sources. This limitation was the major motivation for developing an imaging 
system capable of separating the two components (the reflected and the fluorescent 
radiance factors) of the fluorescent pixels. Having the fluorescent radiance factor under 
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any arbitrary imaging light source, one can predict this quantity under any other 
illuminant or light source without multiple imaging. 
To estimate the reflected radiance factor, the filter fluorescence reduction method  
(Eitle and Ganz 1968) was adopted using a multi-channel digital camera. This method is 
explained in detail in the later chapters. A simple subtraction of the predicted reflected 
radiance factor from the predicted total radiance factor gives the spectral fluorescent 
radiance factor of the pixels under the imaging light source. The performance of this 
method highly depends on the prediction of total and reflected radiance factors. The 
methods proposed by Grum (1977) and Allen (1977) can be used to predict the 
fluorescent radiance factor under any other illuminants. These two methods were based 
on the assumption of a constant excitation spectrum over the excitation region. This 
assumption is a source of error in these two methods. The other method proposed by 
Alman (1977) titled as the one-monochromator method was based on the measurement of 
the conventional reflectance and required a monochromatic-illumination. Usually the 
intensity of a monochromatic light is not enough to illuminate a large painting from a 
distance.  Also, one monochromatic light is required corresponding to each excitation 
wavelength. These limitations were the reason for ignoring this method as a practical 
approach in fluorescence spectral imaging.  
The two-monochromator method, developed based on bispectral measurements, is 
the most accurate model for the prediction of a total radiance factor. Furthermore, using 
monochromatic illumination and detection, one can easily compute the excitation 
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spectrum as a function of excitation wavelength. Although this method is the most 
accurate technique to characterize a fluorescent sample, it requires multiple 
measurements. For example, it takes about 15 minutes to measure and create the 
corresponding (41 , 49) bispectral matrix (the Donaldson matrix) for a fluorescent 
sample with a Labsphere BFC-450 bispectrometer. This might be a reasonable 
measurement time and effort in the traditional fluorescence colorimerty for uniform 
samples. Creating a (30 , 30) Donaldson matrix in an imaging system requires 900 
exposures (30 inputs wavelength , 30 outputs wavelengths). In each exposure, sets of 
monochromatic filters should be inserted in the illumination and capturing optical path to 
mimic the monochromatic illumination and detection setup of a bispectrometer. It is very 
difficult, if not impossible, to capture and register 900 images for fluorescence 
characterization of a scene. In order to reduce the number of image capturing, an 
abridged method called the abridged two-monochromator method was developed in this 
dissertation. A Donaldson matrix for a fluorescent color under a given illuminant was 
created based on a few exposures without having monochromatic illumination. The 
abridged Donaldson matrix was generated based on fluorescence emission under UV 
radiation and was corrected for a given illuminant. This approach was successful in 
reducing the number of exposures needed in the fluorescence spectral imaging. 
Furthermore, an excitation spectrum as a function of excitation wavelength could be 
predicted that was more accurate than models with the assumption of a constant 
excitation over the excitation region. A light source independent fluorescence spectrum, 
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called true emission, and an estimate of the number of absorbed quanta under any desired 
illuminant can be computed using the abridged two-monochromator method. 
The principles of fluorescence emission and the proposed abridged two-
monochromator model are presented in the following sections. The implementation of the 
abridged two-monochromator method in a fluorescence spectral imaging will be 
discussed in the latter chapters. The abridged two-monochromator model was used to 
characterize a few fluorescent colors. The Donaldson luminescence radiance factor 
matrices measured with a Labsphere BFC-450, a bispectrometer, were accepted as the 
reference Donaldson matrices. These matrices were used in performance evaluation of 
the model in prediction of the number of absorbed quanta, the true emission, and finally 
the fluorescence emission under any given viewing illuminant. Measurement with a 
spectroradiometer yields the total radiance factor. The further process to separate the two 
components (reflected and fluorescent radiance factors) would be needed to have the 
fluorescence emission under the given viewing illuminants. The power distribution of the 
light sources in the UV range (300-380 nm) was not available to be used in generation of 
an abridged two-monochromator matrix for a given fluorescent color. This was due to 
lack of sensitivity of the spectroradiometers in measurement of the ultraviolet radiation 
used in this research. These are the reasons that predicted fluorescence emission under a 
given viewing illuminant did not compare with in-situ measurements with a 
spectroradiometer. 
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4.2 Principles of Fluorescence Emission 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the total radiance factor of a fluorescent specimen 
is the summation of the spectral reflected and fluorescent radiance factors. The latter 
component depends on the irradiation source and consequently the total radiance factor is 
illuminant-dependent. 
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where %T('), %S('), and %L(') are the spectral total, reflected, and fluorescent factor 
radiance factors, respectively. The symbol “i “stands for illuminant number. The term 
Fi(')/ Ei(') is the fluorescent radiance factor, which is illuminant-dependent. Therefore, 
Eq. 4.1 can be rewritten as  
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where Fi(') is the fluorescence energy emanating from the sample and Ei(') represents 
energy irradiating the sample. Although the spectral fluorescent radiance factor is 
dependent on the irradiating source, the distribution of fluorescence emission is light 
source-independent and is called the true emission.  In other words, one can compute the 
total radiance factor, %T('), by knowing the illuminant spectral power distribution, Ei('), 
the reflected radiance factor, %S('), the number of absorbed quanta, Ni, and the true 
emission, FT('). The other form of Eq. 4.2 using the true emission is 
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The first term in Eq. 4.3, the reflected component, %S('), can be derived with any 
of the abridged methods described in Chapter 2 including the filter fluorescence reduction 
or the Allen methods. There were two goals for developing the abridged two-
monochromator. The first was estimating the true emission, FT('), as illuminant-
independent fluorescence distribution. The second was prediction of the number of 
absorbed quanta, N, under any illuminant. The fluorescent radiance factor under a given 
illuminant would be calculated having these two quantities, the second term in Eq. 4.3. 
The main focus of this chapter is presenting the proposed abridged two-monochromator 
method. 
4.2.1 True Emission and the Number of Absorbed Quanta 
A few assumptions were made in the calculation of the true emission. At the molecular 
site of a fluorescent sample, it was assumed that the relative distribution of the 
fluorescent energy, that is, the shape of the fluorescence emission curve, was constant 
and independent of either the wavelength distribution or the amount of exciting radiation 
(Allen 1972).  To show this assumption graphically, the fluorescence emission curves of 
Golden" fluorescent orange upon excitation with excitation wavelengths below 560 nm 
are shown in Figure 4.1. These curves were obtained from the Donaldson luminescence 
radiance factor matrix, DL(',µ), measured with a Labsphere BFC-450. It is seen that the 
fluorescence emission curves are in the same range of wavelengths and have the same 
distribution but with different amplitude, regardless of their wavelength of excitation.  
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Figure 4.1 Calculated fluorescence emission of Golden" fluorescent orange upon 
excitation with excitation wavelengths below 560 nm using the measured Donaldson 
luminescence radiance factor matrix. 
 
The other assumption was that the emitted fluorescence intensity is directly 
proportional to the quanta of exciting radiation absorbed by the fluorescing molecules, 
again at molecular site, irrespective of the wavelength of the exciting radiation (Allen 
1972). Based on these assumptions, the quantity Fi(')/Ni represents a quantum efficiency 
distribution curve, which is light source independent, Eq. 4.4. Hereafter this is called the 
true emission, FT('). 
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where subscript 1 and 2 refers to illuminant number, and Ni and Fi(') are the number of 
absorbed quanta and the fluorescence emission for ith illuminant.  
The true emission and the number of absorbed quanta of a fluorescent sample can 
be derived from the corresponding Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix, 
DL(',µ), as Eq. 4.5 
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where Ei(µ) is the spectral power distribution of the illuminant. The excitation spectrum 
is designated as X(µ).  
Another experimental evidence showing the truth of the above assumptions is 
shown in Figure 4.2. The calculated fluorescence emission curves under CIE illuminant 
D65 and CIE A for the Golden" fluorescent orange are shown in this figure. These plots 
were calculated using the corresponding Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix, 
DL(',µ), and the spectral power distribution of these illuminants, the numerator of Eq 4.5. 
Similarly the true emission was calculated and shown as a blue line in Figure 4.2. The 
emission distribution curves under the two illuminants have the same curve shape as the 
true emission but with different amplitudes. The number of quanta absorbed by the 
fluorescent sample under each illuminant determines the amplitude of the fluorescence 
emission curves.  
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Figure 4.2 Calculated fluorescence emission of Golden" fluorescent orange under CIE 
illuminant D65  (green line) and CIE illuminant A (red line) using the Donaldson 
luminescence radiance factor matrix measured with a Labsphere BFC-450, and true 
emission (blue line). 
4.2.2 Abridged Two-Monochromator Method 
The abridged two-monochromator method proposed in this dissertation was inspired from 
the principle of a bispectral measurement. Such a measurement results in a two-
dimension matrix. Based on the abridged two-monochromator method, the true emission 
curve, which is illuminant-independent and the number of absorbed quanta for obtaining 
the fluorescence emission under any desired illuminant are achievable. Similar to the 
predicted methods for the total radiance factor described in Chapter 3, a given 
fluorescence emission is required to start using this algorithm. The algorithm of this 
model is depicted in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.3 A Flow chart of predicting the fluorescence emission based on the abridged 
two-monochromator method. 
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A matrix similar to the Donaldson matrix is required in steps 1 and 2.  The 
maximum size of the matrix is defined as the size of the Donaldson matrix (41, 49) 
measured with a Labsphere BFC-450. The rows correspond to the emission wavelengths 
in the range of 380-780 nm. The columns represent the excitation wavelengths in the 
range of 300-780 nm. As it was stated in the previous section, it was assumed that the 
fluorescence emission spectra occurs at the same emission range with the same emission 
peak, just scaled, similar to Figures 4.1 and 4.2.  In order to fill the matrix, a fluorescence 
emission of a fluorescent sample under an arbitrary illuminant is needed.  It is 
recommended to obtain this emission curve under ultraviolet (UV) illumination in order 
to avoid the contribution of reflected component to the measured radiance. The measured 
fluorescence emission under UV radiation should be normalized to emission peak and 
called FUV('). Each column of the matrix is filled with FUV and the matrix is called the 
intermediate Donaldson matrix DI(',µ). A format of this matrix is shown in Eq. 4.6. The 
size of the intermediate Donaldson matrix is varied with the fluorescent colors according 
to their excitation region. Based on the Grum experiment (Grum 1977) and the 
investigation in this dissertation, the excitation region for each color can be defined in the 
range of 330 nm up to 10 nm below the emission peak for each fluorescent color. Since 
the emission peak varies with the fluorescent colors, the excitation region is not constant 
for all colors. For example, the emission peak of Golden! fluorescent orange is at 580 
nm. The corresponding intermediate Donaldson matrix for this color can be a (41 , 28) 
matrix. It means 28 columns are reserved for each excitation wavelength in the excitation 
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region. In Eq. 4.6, the symbol µ& stands for the last excitation wavelength in the 
excitation region.  
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The third step of this algorithm is weighting the intermediate Donaldson matrix 
with the power distribution of an illuminant, E1(µ), in the excitation wavelength. The 
employed illuminant at this step is called an initial illuminant. The initial Donaldson 
matrix changes to the weighted Donaldson matrix, DW1(',µ). 
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 ( 4.7 ) 
The forth and fifth steps of this algorithm involve correcting the weighted 
Donaldson matrix to predict the fluorescence emission under the initial illuminant, 
F1(').This requires a scaling vector, K(µ) under each excitation wavelength, µ. The 
fluorescence emission, F1('), can be calculated as the numerator of Eq. 4.5 when a real 
Donaldson matrix is available. The summation of the product of the weighted Donaldson 
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matrix, DW1(',µ), and the scaling vector, K(µ), in the excitation region equals the F1('), 
Eq. 4.8.  
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The scaling vector K(µ) can be derived based on a pseudoinverse technique as  
! 
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An abridged Donaldson matrix, DL1(',µ), would be available having the scaling 
vector, K,  and the weighted Donaldson matrix, DW1(',µ), in the sixth step of this 
algorithm as   
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 The excitation spectrum, 
! 
ˆ X 
1
µ( )  under the initial illuminant, E1(µ), can be 
calculated by summation over the emission wavelengths, ' , of the abridged Donaldson 
matrix, DL1(',µ) as (step 7) 
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The abridged Donaldson matrix, DL1(',µ) is valid under the initial illuminant. 
Deriving this matrix is helpful to predict the true emission FT('), which is illuminant-
independent, in step eight of this algorithm as Eq 4.12. This equation is the reduced form 
of Eq. 4.5 since the spectral information of the initial illuminant is embedded in the 
abridged Donaldson matrix, DL1(',µ). 
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L1
",µ( )#µ
µ
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ˆ X 
1
µ( )#µ
µ
$
    ( 4.12 ) 
 To predict the fluorescence emission under any other illuminant, E2(µ), the 
number of absorbed quanta under the new illuminant should be predicted. To do this, the  
excitation spectrum under the initial illuminant has to be normalized relative to the 
corresponding spectral power distribution to generate an approximation of the excitation 
factor as 
! 
ˆ X µ( ) =
ˆ X 
1
µ( )
E
1
µ( )
     ( 4.13 ) 
The summation of the product of the predicted excitation factor and the power 
distribution of the new illuminant, E2(µ) in the excitation region gives the number of 
absorbed quanta under the new illuminant, step 9.  
! 
ˆ N 
2
= ˆ X µ( )E 2 µ( )
µ
" #µ     ( 4.14 ) 
At the last step, the fluorescence emission under the second illuminant can be estimated 
as 
! 
F2 "( ) = N2Ft "( )     ( 4.15 ) 
The predicted fluorescence emission under the new illuminant can be used to 
calculate the spectral fluorescent radiance factor. The total radiance factor under the new 
illuminant would be predicted with addition of the spectral reflected radiance factor to the 
calculated fluorescent radiance factor. 
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4.3 Implementation of the Abridged Two-Monochromator Method 
Before using the abridged two-monochromator method in a fluorescence spectral imaging 
system, it was required to evaluate the accuracy of the model in the regular fluorescence 
colorimetry using uniform patches.  This evaluation required designing an exploratory 
experiment. As it was stated earlier, the objective of this model was prediction of the 
independent-illuminant true emission, Ft('), and the number of absorbed quanta, Ni,  
under a given illuminant. Hence, the accuracy of the model depended on how these two 
quantities could be predicted. The best reference to evaluate the model was comparing 
the prediction of the mentioned quantities with the calculated ones based on the measured 
Donaldson matrix for a given color with a commercial bispectrometer. 
4.3.1 Exploratory Experiment 
A set of pure fluorescent paints was used to evaluate the accuracy of the abridged 
two-monochromator method. The samples were Golden! and Liquitex! acrylic 
fluorescent paints. The colors were blue, green, magenta, orange, red, yellow, and pink. 
The paints were drawn down on the Leneta opacity chart with a BYK-Gardner bar. The 
Donaldson radiance factor matrix of each paint was measured with a bispectrometer, 
Labsphere BFC450. The fluorescent component of the measured Donaldson radiance 
factor matrix was separated and saved as the Donaldson luminescence radiance factor 
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matrix (Chapter 3).  The corresponding matrix for each paint was used as the reference to 
evaluate the accuracy of the proposed model.  
To go further based on the algorithm described in the previous section, it was 
required to have: 
a. A set of initial and viewing illuminants, 
b. A fluorescence emission, FUV('), to be used to create an initial Donaldson 
     matrix, DI(',µ),  
c. A fluorescence emission, F1('), corresponding to the initial illuminant to derive 
the abridged Donaldson matrix, 
 
All the required data to implement the model were calculated based on the 
measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix of each paint with a Labsphere 
BFC-450. To have a varied range of illuminants, CIE illuminants D65, A, and D50 were 
selected. The relative power distribution of the illuminants is shown in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.4 Relative spectral power distribution of CIE illuminant D65, A, and D50 
normalized at 560 nm.  
 
To create the intermediate Donaldson matrix, the measured Donaldson 
luminescence radiance factor matrix for each fluorescent paint was summed over the 
excitation wavelengths in the UV range (300-380 nm), Eq. 4.17, yielding the 
fluorescence emission caused by the UV radiation. Fluorescence emission occurred under 
UV excitation wavelengths assured the lack of reflectance in the emission distribution. 
The calculated fluorescence emissions were normalized with respect to their emission 
peak, FUV. The normalized fluorescence emission spectra for some of the fluorescent 
paints are shown in Figure 4.5. A (',µ) matrix (DI) was filled with the FUV. The symbols 
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' and µ stand for the emission and excitation wavelengths, respectively. The excitation 
range for each color determined the dimension of the matrix. 
! 
FUV "( ) = DL ",µ( )
µ=300
380
# $µ     ( 4.17 ) 
 
Figure 4.5 Normalized fluorescence emission spectra of the fluorescent paints calculated 
based on the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere 
BFC-450 under UV excitation wavelengths. 
 
 An important issue affecting the accuracy of the model is determining the 
excitation range. The spectral excitation range is varied with the fluorescence 
characteristic of each color. The excitation and emission spectra of the six Golden! 
fluorescent colors measured by a Labsphere BFC-450 are shown in Figure 4.6. Maximum 
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excitation for all six colors occurred roughly at 20-30 nm below the maximum emission 
wavelengths. The excitation values start to vanish about10-20 nm above the 
corresponding emission peak. The measurement of the samples with the Labsphere BFC-
450 at the very short wavelengths seems uncertain. Therefore, the excitation range for all 
colors was assumed between 330 nm up to 10 nanometers below the emission peak, 
which agrees with the excitation range proposed by Grum (1977).  
 
Figure 4.6 Excitation (red line) and fluorescence emission (green line) spectra of the six 
Golden! fluorescent paints measured with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
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To create the abridged Donaldson matrix, valid for a given initial illuminant, the 
measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 
was weighted with each illuminant separately. The summation of the weighted 
Donaldson matrix for each illuminant over the excitation wavelength resulted in the 
fluorescence emission under the corresponding illuminant, Eq 4.18.  In this equation, the 
symbol E is the spectral power distribution of the illuminants and i stands for each 
illuminant number. The fluorescence emission spectra Fi(') were saved as the target 
fluorescence emission and also as the initial fluorescence emission, F1(') to, be used to 
predict the emission under the other illuminants. The illuminant used to create F1(') was 
called the initial illuminant and the others were called viewing illuminants. 
! 
F
i
"( ) = DL ",µ( )
µ
# Ei µ( )$µ    ( 4.18 ) 
 
 Based on the algorithm described in the section 4.2.2 and Eqs. 4.6- 4.8, the 
abridged Donaldson matrix corresponding to each initial illuminant having FUV(') and 
Fi(') were derived.  The true emission and the number of absorbed quanta, Ni, for a given 
fluorescent paint under any viewing illuminant, Fi('), was predicted using Eqs. 4.12- 
4.14. Finally, the product of the predicted number of absorbed quanta under each viewing 
illuminant and the predicted true emission yielded the fluorescence emission under that 
illuminant.  
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4.4 Results and Discussions 
As previously stated, the performance of the abridged two-monochromator 
method depends on the goodness of prediction of the true emission and the number of 
absorbed quanta under any given viewing illuminant. As a reference, these two quantities 
were calculated for any given viewing illuminant using the measured Donaldson 
luminescence radiance factor matrix for each fluorescent paints with a Labsphere BFC-
450 and Eq. 4.5. The numerator of Eq. 4.5 was the fluorescence emission under any given 
viewing illuminant, and the denominator corresponded to the number of the absorbed 
quanta under that illuminant; the division yielded the true emission. It is necessary to 
notice that all calculations should be in the excitation region.  
The predicted true emission based on the abridged two-monochromator method 
and the reference based on the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix 
with a Labsphere BFC-450 for the six fluorescent colors are plotted in Figure 4.7. The 
predicted true emission shown in Figure 4.7 is based on the abridged Donaldson matrix 
using the CIE D65 as an initial illuminant. The same results were obtained using the other 
illuminants as initial illuminant. The RMSE% errors in the range of 0.33-2.13 are 
reasonable performance to predict the true emission. As it stated earlier, the excitation 
range for all colors was assumed between 330 nm up to 10 nanometers below the 
emission peak. This assumption might not completely be true for all colors. The 
difference between the predicted and calculated true emission using the measured 
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Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-45 for green color 
shown in Figure 4.7 might be explained because of assuming this assumption. 
 
Figure 4.7 True emission spectra. The blue line represents the calculated true emission 
using the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere 
BFC-450 and the green line is the predicted true emission based on the abridged two-
monochromator method. 
 
 The number of absorbed quanta, N, also determines the performance of the 
abridged two-monochromator model in the prediction of the spectral fluorescence 
emission under a desired viewing illuminant. The overall predicted number of absorbed 
quanta based on different initial and viewing illuminants is shown in Figures 4.8. The 
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comparison is between the predicted number of absorbed quanta based on the proposed 
model and the calculated value using the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance 
factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. The latter is named as the actual number of 
absorbed quanta. Recall that three illuminants CIED65, A, and D50 were used in the 
evaluation of the abridged two-monochromator model. Totally nine combinations of 
initial and viewing illuminants were available in this study. Also, twenty fluorescent 
samples were used in this evaluation. In this way, 180, 9,20, points were available to 
evaluate the overall performance of the abridged two-monochromator model in prediction 
of the number of absorbed quanta. To evaluate the linearity between the predicted and 
actual number of absorbed quanta, a linear regression were performed. The model fit was 
quantified by the R-squared value. The R-squared is an overall indicator of regression fit 
and varies between 0 and 1 for poor- and well-modeled data, respectively. The linearity 
between the predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta was relatively high with a 
R-squared of 0.95. This means the high performance of the abridged two-monochromator 
model in prediction of the number of absorbed quanta under different initial and viewing 
illuminants. The prediction of the low values of number of absorbed quanta was 
overestimated. This observation might be explained because of the range of excitation 
wavelengths used for this calculation. 
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Figure 4.8 Overall Predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta of the fluorescent 
colors under different initial and viewing illuminants. The actual values are based on the 
measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 
and the predicted values are based on the abridged two-monochromator method.  
 
The performance of the nine models with different initial and viewing illuminants 
are investigated separately. The statistical summary of the performance of the abridged 
two-monochromator model as root mean square (RMS) and standard deviation (STD) 
between the predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta is listed in Table 4.1.  The 
RMS error of the models with different initial and viewing illuminants was in the range 
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of 0.21-0.64. The average performances of the models as RMS error under CIED65, 
CIEA, and CIED50 are 0.66, 0.38, and 0.46, respectively. Based on Table 4.1, the 
performance of the model, RMS error, to predict the number of absorbed quanta under 
CIE A is slightly better than daylight as the viewing illuminant. 
 
Table 4.1 Statistical summary of the error between the predicted and actual number of 
absorbed quanta under different initial and viewing illuminants. 
Viewing Illuminant 
    CIE D65 CIE A CIE D50 
   RMS STD RMS STD RMS STD 
CIE D65 0.61 0.32 0.21 0.22 0.39 0.22 
CIE A 0.74 0.74 0.58 0.23 0.46 0.45 
In
it
. 
Il
lu
m
in
a
n
t 
CIE D50 0.64 0.38 0.37 0.17 0.55 0.27 
 
It was important to know whether the different models, based on different initial 
and viewing illuminants, have distinguishable errors.  If yes, how do they compare to 
each other? In order to answer these questions, a multiple comparison analysis (Moore 
1993) on the error between the predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta was 
performed. The analysis was performed using ‘multcompare’ function in Matlab 7.4. The 
results based on 95% confidence levels are shown in Figure 4.9. Each pair of initial and 
viewing illuminant is presented in the ordinate of the plot of Figure 4.9 by a tag in the 
form of initial-viewing illuminant. As an example, a tag of CIEA-CIED65 corresponds to 
an initial and viewing illuminant of CIEA and CIED65, respectively. As shown in Figure 
4.9, the models based on CIED65-CIED65 and CIEA-CIED65 have different mean errors 
with non-overlapping confidence intervals. In other words, with a 95% confidence level 
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these two models have different mean error and are distinguishable. So it is possible to 
reject the hypothesis of equal mean error for the models.  However, most of the models 
such as CIED65-CIED65, CIEA-CIEA, CIED50-CIED50, CIED50-CIEA, CIED65-
CIED50 are indistinguishable at a 95% confidence level, shown by overlapping 
confidence intervals. The performance of the models for equal initial and viewing 
illuminants, CIED65-CIED65, CIEA-CIEA, CIED50-CIED50, were not significantly 
different. The CIED65-CIEA and CIEA-CIED65 have significantly different mean error 
from the models with equal initial and viewing illuminants and are distinguishable. This 
might be addressed to the differences in the spectral power distribution of these two 
illuminants. The performance of CIED50-CIEA and CIEA-CIED50 were not 
significantly different from the other models. The number of fluorescent samples used in 
computations of each model was 20 and adding more samples might increase the 
accuracy of the multiple comparison method in distinguishing different models by 
decreasing the size of the calculated confidence interval. From information presented in 
Figure 4.9 one can conclude that the behavior of the model with different initial and 
viewing illuminants are slightly different, but models with equal initial and viewing 
illuminants are not significantly different.  
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Figure 4.9 Multiple comparison analysis on the mean of the error between the predicted 
and actual number of absorbed quanta for models under different initial and viewing 
illuminants. 
 
The predicted numbers of absorbed quanta versus actual numbers are shown 
separately for each of the nine models in Figure 4.10. The three columns in this figure 
correspond to the models with CIED65, CIEA, and CIED50 as initial illuminants, 
respectively. The rows are regarded to CIED65, CIEA, and CIED50 as viewing 
illuminants, respectively. From Table 4.1 one can see that the standard deviation of error 
is in the range of 0.17-0.74 for different initial and viewing illuminants. The models 
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based on CIEA-CIED65 and CIED65-CIEA have standard deviations of 0.74 and 0.22, 
respectively. This is in agreement with more scattered points in the plot corresponding to 
CIEA-CIED65 than the plot regarding to CIED65-CIEA in Figure 4.10. As described 
above, most of the models are indistinguishable at a 95% confidence; however, the model 
based on CIEA as initial illuminant resulted in a relatively higher standard deviation of 
error to predict the number of absorbed quanta under the daylight viewing illuminant. For 
example, the standard deviation of errors for the models based on CIEA-CIED65 and 
CIEA-CIED50 are 0.74 and 0.45, respectively. The standard deviation of errors for the 
models based on CIED65-CIEA and CIED50-CIEA are 0.32 and 0.17, respectively. 
Based on the obtained statistical results, the overall performance of the model with 
different initial and viewing illuminant was plausible. However, it cannot express a 
general rule of what initial illuminant is the best to be used in prediction of the number of 
absorbed quanta. Since most fluorescent colors fluoresce highly under daylight 
illuminant, it is recommended to employ daylight as the initial illuminant. 
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Figure 4.10 Predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta of the fluorescent colors 
under different initial and viewing illuminants. The actual values are based on the 
measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 
and the predicted values are based on the abridged two-monochromator method. 
 
The general behavior of the abridged two-monochromator method in prediction of 
the true emission and the number of absorbed quanta based on different initial and 
viewing illuminants was discussed. The performance might be varied for different 
fluorescent colors with different spectral fluorescence characteristics. For most colors, 
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except the fluorescent green paint, the true emission prediction was good. The most 
affecting parameter in prediction of the fluorescence emission was the number of 
absorbed quanta. The models for predicting the fluorescence emission, the product of the 
estimated number of absorbed quanta and the predicted true emission, under different 
initial and viewing illuminants for a few fluorescent colors is discussed in the following 
and shown graphically in Figures 4.11-4.13. 
The RMS% error between the predicted and the reference fluorescence emission, 
measured with a Labsphere BFC-450, under different viewing illuminants are categorized 
by colors and listed in Table 4.2.  For most colors the model based on the CIEA as the 
initial illuminant had lower performance than the daylight-based model. The RMS% error 
of such a model in predicting the fluorescence emission of the highly fluorescent orange, 
red, yellow, and pink were 5.32, 3.93, 4.07, and 4.86, respectively. The performance of 
the model for the fluorescent orange as a very highly fluorescent color was less than the 
other colors regardless of the initial illuminant. The performance of the models with 
initial illuminant of CIED65 and CIED50 in prediction of the fluorescence emission 
under daylight viewing illuminant was almost the same for most colors. This might be 
addressed to the similarity of the relative power distribution of CIED65 and CIED50.   
The CIEA as the initial illuminant in prediction of the fluorescent blue under the 
daylight viewing was less successful than employing the CIED65 or CIED50 as the 
initial illuminant. The CIEA has less relative power in the short wavelengths to excite the 
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fluorescence. The models based on daylight initial illuminants predicted the blue color 
under the other viewing illuminants fairly well.  
The performance of the model to predict the fluorescent green paint under 
daylight viewing illuminant was less than the prediction under CIEA viewing illuminant 
regardless of the initial illuminant. The error of prediction of the true emission for this 
color is the reason for this observation. The predicted number of absorbed quanta under 
the daylight viewing illuminant could not compensate for the error of prediction of the 
true emission for this color.   
Based on the results of the exploratory experiment with the wide range of colors, 
it can be concluded that the prediction of fluorescence emission is highly dependent on 
the power distribution of the initial and viewing illuminants. Furthermore, the 
fluorescence characteristic of the fluorescent colors affects the performance of prediction 
of the fluorescence emission. It is recommended to select the illuminants with the same 
or similar spectral power distribution as initial and viewing illuminants to yield the better 
performance. The daylight-based initial illuminant is a better choice to predict the 
fluorescence emission under different illuminant than the CIEA illuminant. 
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Table 4.2 Spectral RMS % error between the predicted emission and the calculated based 
on the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-
450. 
Viewing Illuminant 
   CIE D65 CIE A CIE D50 
Blue 
CIE D65 0.95 0.28 0.70 
CIE A 3.86 1.06 2.70 In
it
. 
Il
lu
m
in
a
n
t 
CIE D50 1.03 0.34 0.83 
Green 
CIE D65 4.09 1.50 3.11 
CIE A 4.21 1.81 3.33 
In
it
. 
Il
lu
m
in
a
n
t 
CIE D50 4.17 1.55 3.18 
Magenta 
CIE D65 1.19 1.29 0.96 
CIE A 2.30 1.71 1.15 In
it
. 
Il
lu
m
in
a
n
t 
CIE D50 1.19 1.09 1.22 
Orange 
CIE D65 3.07 3.06 2.66 
CIE A 5.32 2.88 3.32 In
it
. 
Il
lu
m
in
a
n
t 
CIE D50 3.09 2.39 2.86 
Red 
CIE D65 2.24 2.25 1.92 
CIE A 3.93 2.37 2.65 In
it
. 
Il
lu
m
in
a
n
t 
CIE D50 2.33 1.79 2.12 
Yellow 
CIE D65 2.62 1.32 2.19 
CIE A 4.07 1.79 2.49 
In
it
. 
Il
lu
m
in
a
n
t 
CIE D50 2.74 1.61 2.13 
Pink 
CIE D65 1.80 2.48 1.61 
CIE A 4.86 2.03 2.82 
In
it
. 
Il
lu
m
in
a
n
t 
CIE D50 1.88 1.55 1.74 
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Figure 4.11 Fluorescence emission spectra under CIED65 using different initial 
illuminants. Cyan line represents the calculated emission under CIED65 using the 
measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450.  
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Figure 4.12 Fluorescence emission spectra under CIEA using different initial 
illuminants. Cyan line represents the calculated emission under CIEA using the measured 
Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450.  
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Figure 4.13 Fluorescence emission spectra under CIED50 using different initial 
illuminants. Cyan line represents the calculated emission under CIED50 using the 
measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450.  
4.5 Conclusions 
The proposed method in this dissertation, the abridged two-monochromator method, was 
implemented to predict the fluorescence emission of 20 fluorescent paints under different 
viewing illuminants. The fluorescence characteristic of the fluorescent paints was 
measured with a bispectrometer (a Labsphere BFC-450) and used as a reference to 
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evaluate the accuracy of the proposed model in prediction of the number of absorbed 
quanta and the true emission. The spectral power distribution of CIE illuminant D65, 
CIEA, and CIED50 were used as initial and viewing illuminants to implement the theory. 
All required information such as the fluorescence emission under UV wavelengths and 
the fluorescence distribution under an initial and viewing illuminant were calculated 
using the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrices, which were 
measured with a Labsphere BFC-450 for each fluorescent color.  
An intermediate Donaldson matrix was created in such a way that each column 
was filled with the normalized fluorescence emission under UV wavelengths. A scaling 
vector was derived based on the pseudo-inverse technique to match a known fluorescence 
emission. The illuminant-independent true emission spectrum was obtainable based on 
the abridged Donaldson luminescence matrix. The number of absorbed quanta under any 
desired viewing illuminants was calculated based on the abridged Donaldson matrix. The 
fluorescence emission for any viewing illuminant was the product of the predicted true 
emission and the estimated number of absorbed quanta under that illuminant in the 
excitation region. 
The true emission was independent of initial illuminant. The performance, 
described in RMS% error between the predicted and the calculated true emission, was in 
the range of 0.33-2.13. The predicted number of absorbed quanta was dependent upon the 
spectral power distribution of the initial and viewing illuminant. Based on the results of 
the multiple comparison analysis at 95% confidence level on the mean of error between 
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the predicted and actual number, the performance of the model with similar initial and 
viewing illuminants were similar.  The performance of the model with different initial 
and viewing illuminants were varied. It depends on the fluorescence characteristic of the 
fluorescent colors. The difference in power distribution of the viewing and initial 
illuminant in the excitation range especially in the excitation peak, which mostly 
happened about 10 nanometers below the emission peak was very critical in regards to 
the performance of the model. The performance of the model with CIEA as an initial 
illuminant was relatively poorer than the daylight illuminants used to predict the 
fluorescence emission under daylight category. This was more pronounced for the blue, 
orange, red, yellow, and pink colors.  The daylight-initial illuminants resulted in better 
performance in prediction of the fluorescence emission under CIEA viewing illuminants 
rather than the latter illuminant in predicting the fluorescence emission under the 
daylight-based illuminants. Prediction of fluorescence emission under CIEA viewing 
illuminant was less sensitive to the initial illuminant in comparison with the predicted 
emission under daylight. It was assumed that the true emission was illuminant-
independent; the source of error was mostly due to the prediction of the number of 
absorbed quanta. The accuracy of the prediction of this quantity was very dependent on 
the selection of the excitation range and the similarity of spectral power distribution of 
the initial and viewing illuminants. 
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5 Abridged Fluorescence Spectral Imaging 
5.1 Introduction 
Digital imaging as a method to archive, analyze, and manipulate information has become 
important in the last two decades. One of the applications of digital imaging is in the art 
field. Digital archiving of works of art eliminates the problems regarding to aging or 
fading of color with time, as film suffers from this problem. Accurate image reproduction 
for historical and scientific purposes is achievable via digital imaging.  The steps in 
digital imaging include image acquisition, image processing, and image rendering.  
 Three-channel imaging is a traditional digital approach. The channels in this kind 
of imaging are red, green, and blue. A problem associated with the three-channel imaging 
system is metamersim. Metamerism happens when the two colors look the same under 
one light source (or for one observer) and look different under another light source (or for 
another observer) (Berns 2000). The color match under this situation is called a 
metamaric match. This phenomenon happens any time a different system or material is 
used for reproduction. Digital imaging also suffers from this problem.  
 Multispectral imaging helps to alleviate the metamerism problem associated with 
three-channel digital imaging. Any imaging system with more than three channels is 
categorized as multispectral imaging. Multispectral imaging helps to calculate the color 
of an object for any arbitrary observer and light source. This requires the spectral 
reflected radiance factor of every pixel of a given scene. The spectral reflected radiance 
factor is an illuminant-independent property. 
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 A wide range of research has been conducted in multispectral imaging during the 
last ten years. The application of multispectral imaging is found in remote sensing, 
astronomy, medical imaging, and art imaging.  Research in imaging works of art has been 
done with different numbers of filters to produce the best spectral match while being 
practical. The colorimetric accuracy, spectral accuracy as well as noise propagation 
(Berns, 1999) are problems that should be considered in multipspectral imaging. Some 
examples of multipsectral imaging research are the VASARI project (Martinez, et al. 
1993), the spectral imaging project in Aachen Germany (Herzog, et al.2003), the 
European project CRISATEL (Cotte, et al.2003), the multispectral imaging research at 
Chiba University (Miyake 1999 and Tominaga 1999), and a wide range of research at the 
Munsell Color Science Laboratory (MCSL) at Rochester Institute of Technology 
(www.art-si.org).  
The main focus of the mentioned projects was developing a multipsectral imaging 
system to reconstruct spectral reflected radiance factor. It was assumed a painting, as a 
subject, was fluorescent-pigment free. In other words, the fluorescence phenomenon was 
often ignored in multispectral imaging.  
The spectral reflected radiance factor is a quantity in the range of 0 to 1 (or 0% to 
100%). The spectral total radiance factor is a property of a fluorescent color, which might 
be more than unity depending on the color. This is due to the summation of spectral 
reflected and fluorescent radiance factors. A multispectral imaging concerning the 
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fluorescence effect and capable of reconstructing the total radiance factor is called 
fluorescence spectral imaging. 
As multispectral imaging, the fluorescence spectral imaging system enables the 
calculating of the color of an object for any arbitrary observer and light source. Both 
multispectral imaging and fluorescence spectral imaging provide the spectral property of 
a color. The latter method can be used in imaging of both fluorescent and non-fluorescent 
colors.  The spectral radiance factors corresponding to the non-fluorescent pixels are the 
spectral reflected radiance factor. This property of the fluorescent-pixels is the total 
radiance factor. The spectral reflected radiance factor as an illuminant-independent 
property can be used to evaluate the color of every non-fluorescent pixel for any arbitrary 
light source.  This is not true for the total radiance factor for fluorescent samples. In this 
case, the reconstructed total radiance factor with fluorescence spectral imaging 
corresponds to the imaging light source. In other words, this property is light source-
dependent. Hence, color evaluation of a scene containing fluorescent materials for 
another light source requires individual imaging under the corresponding light source. 
To avoid multiple imaging for different light sources, abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging is recommended. The total radiance factor is divided into its 
components (the spectral reflected and fluorescent radiance factors) in this method. The 
advantage of this technique is obtaining the spectral reflected radiance factor as light 
source-independent, similar to traditional multispectral imaging. Furthermore, having the 
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fluorescent radiance factor for the imaging light source, one can predict the fluorescent 
radiance factor for any other light sources using a proper prediction model.  
In this dissertation, an abridged fluorescence spectral imaging system was 
developed. The filter fluorescence reduction method proposed by Eitle and Ganz (1968) 
was adopted in abridged fluorescence spectral imaging to reconstruct spectral reflected 
radiance factor. The theoretical background of the proposed method in this dissertation, 
the abridged two-monochromator method, was explained in detail in Chapter 4. The 
abridged two-monochromator method was used to reconstruct the fluorescent radiance 
factor for any arbitrary light source. The summation of the reconstructed reflected and 
fluorescent radiance factors gave the total radiance factor for a given light source. 
According to this method, the reconstructed reflected radiance factor and the derived 
abridged Donaldson matrix under the imaging light source should be archived for further 
processing. 
The implementation of the filter fluorescence reduction and the abridged two-
monochromator method for an imaging system is presented in this part of the dissertation. 
These two methods were used to compute the reflected and fluorescent radiance factors 
for all pixels of a scene containing both fluorescent and non-fluorescent pixels. The 
simulation of the filter fluorescence reduction method using a virtual camera was 
designed for the evaluation of this technique before applying it in real imaging. The 
results are presented in the following sections. The results obtained from the real imaging 
using a modified Sinarback 54 digital camera were used to evaluate the performance of 
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the overall system, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging. The performance of the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was compared with the three-channel imaging 
and the traditional multispectral imaging, which is routinely used at MCSL. The results 
are described in Chapter 6. 
5.2 Filter-Based Abridged Fluorescence Reduction Methods 
Several abridged fluorescence colorimetry methods for separating the spectral reflected 
and fluorescent radiance factors of a fluorescent color were presented in Chapter 3. They 
included the two-monochromator method (Donaldson 1954), the Allen method (1973), 
the filter fluorescence reduction method (Eitle and Ganz, 1968), and the Two-mode 
method (Simon 1972). 
As shown in the Billmeyer experiment (Billmeyer 1979), the two-monochromator 
method is the most accurate technique to measure the spectral reflected radiance factor of 
a fluorescent color. This method was selected as the reference in comparison to the other 
models. 
The performance of the Allen method was close to the two-monochromator 
method. Recall that the Allen method is based on measuring the total radiance factor 
emanating from the surface of the fluorescent sample under the filtered and non-filtered 
light sources. In this method, two sharp short-wavelength cutoff filters called the 
fluorescence-weakening and fluorescence-killing filters are selected for each individual 
fluorescent color. In the Allen method, the visible range is divided into three parts: below 
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the emission range (at short wavelengths) Part I, the overlap region, Part II, and the above 
excitation region (at long wavelengths) Part III, as shown in Figure 5.1.  
 
Figure 5.1 Spectral fluorescence emission (green line) and excitation (cyan line) spectra 
of Golden! acrylic fluorescent orange. The red and the blue lines are the spectral 
transmittance factor of the fluorescence-weakening and fluorescence-killing filters, 
respectively. 
 
The fluorescence-killing filter excludes all the excitation wavelengths of the light source.  
The measured radiance corresponding to the fluorescence-killing filter relates to the 
reflected radiance factor, measuring in Part III. The measured radiance in Part I under the 
non-filtered light source corresponds to the reflected radiance factor. The spectral 
reflected radiance factor in the overlap region (Part II) is calculated from the measured 
radiance with the fluorescence-weakening filter as presented in Chapter 3 (Eqs. 3-19 and 
3-21). The fluorescence-weakening filter reduces the amount of fluorescence by 
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excluding some of the excitation wavelengths of the light source, which might excite the 
fluorescence. The advantage of this method is calculating the spectral reflected radiance 
factor in the overlap region more precisely than the filter fluorescence reduction method 
or the Two-mode method. The Allen method has disadvantages, as listed below, that 
make it inappropriate in fluorescence spectral imaging: 
1. Selection of fluorescence-weakening and -killing filters depends on the excitation 
and emission characteristics of the fluorescent color. In other words, each 
individual fluorescent color requires a set of short-wavelength cutoff filters 
determined based on its fluorescence characteristic, 
2. The accuracy of the method in calculation of the reflected radiance factor in the 
overlap region depends on a constant, K, stated in Eq. 3.21, The selected 
wavelength for calculation of this constant varies for different fluorescent colors 
due to their different fluorescence characteristics. An example of selecting the 
wavelength, 'k, for the Golden! acrylic fluorescent orange to calculate the 
constant K is shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 Total radiance factor of Golden! acrylic fluorescent orange with and without 
excitation filters; the blue line is without the filter, the red line is with the fluorescence-
weakening filter, and the green line is with the fluorescence-killing filter. 
 
3. Implementing the Allen method requires separate image acquisition and image 
processing for each part of the visible range explained earlier, 
4. The signals detected by a digital camera are integrations of all photons detected in 
the visible range. Imaging regarding to Part I with non-filtered light source needs 
a long cutoff filter in the emission path to eliminate all the photons corresponding 
to the wavelength above this part. Different fluorescent colors need different long 
wavelength cutoff filters due to their different fluorescence characteristics.  
 
The Allen method is an accurate technique to be used in imaging of a scene 
containing only one fluorescent color (Mohammadi 2006). This method gets very 
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complex when imaging a scene with more than two fluorescent colors due to the above 
limitation of this method. 
The Two-mode method (Simon 1972) was based on measuring the conventional 
reflectance factor, as described in Chapter 3. This method requires the monochromatic 
illumination and polychromatic detection. As stated in Chapter 3, the visible region in the 
Two-mode method is divided into two parts. The regions are determined based on the 
intersection of the conventional reflectance and the total radiance factors curves. The 
disadvantages of the Two-mode method to be employed in an imaging system are listed 
below. 
1. Monochromatic illuminants usually are not bright enough to illuminate a large 
painting, 
2. Dependency of the selection of the two regions of the fluorescence 
characteristics of the fluorescent colors. Therefore, imaging scenes containing 
more than two fluorescent colors would be very difficult.  
3. Similar to the Allen method, multiple image acquisition and processing are 
required for each region as described above, 
 The filter fluorescence reduction method (Eitle and Ganz, 1968), discussed in 
Chapter 3, is an alternative filter-based technique in reconstruction of reflected radiance 
factor. The total radiance factor is measured using a series of sharp short wavelength 
cutoff filters. Therefore, it is suitable in imaging a scene containing more than one 
fluorescent color. This requires having series of images for each filtered light source. 
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Unlike the Allen and the Two-mode methods, the visible region is not divided into 
different regions and a single image processing is used for the entire visible region.  
 An imaging system was simulated for reconstruction the reflected radiance factor 
of fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets with uniform patches. The simulation and 
corresponding results are presented in the following sections. The results of real imaging 
are presented in Chapter 6.  
5.3 Simulation of Filter Fluorescence Reduction Imaging 
The filter fluorescence reduction method to reconstruct the spectral reflected radiance 
factor (the diagonal of a Donaldson matrix) was adopted in the abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging. This method is based on measuring the total radiance factor of a 
fluorescent sample for non-filtered and filtered light sources. The filtered-light sources 
are generated using a short-wavelength cutoff filter placed in front of the light source. 
Different light sources can be generated using different filters. The cutoff filters exclude 
the excitation wavelengths of the light source reaching to the fluorescent sample. The 
amount of fluorescence is reduced using these filters but not completely removed in the 
overlap region, where both reflected and fluorescence occurs at the same wavelength. In 
this way, the spectral total radiance factor is reduced to the spectral reflected radiance 
factor. Although, the amount of fluorescence cannot completely be removed in the 
overlap region, but this method is still a reasonable candidate for fluorescence spectral 
imaging to reconstruct the spectral reflected radiance factor. This method does not have 
the limitation of the Allen or the Two-mode methods as described above. 
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To implement the filter fluorescence reduction technique it was required to have: 
1. The spectral power distribution of an illuminant as the initial illuminant, 
2. The spectral transmission factor of series of short-wavelength cutoff 
filters, 
3. The spectral sensitivity of a digital camera, 
4. A set of calibration and verification targets including both fluorescent and 
non-fluorescent targets, 
5. A model to relate the simulated camera signals to spectral reflected 
radiance factor. 
In the following sections, each step of the simulation filter fluorescence reduction 
imaging is discussed. The spectral performance was evaluated by root mean square error 
(RMS%) between the measured and predicted reflected radiance factor of a given sample.  
5.3.1 Initial Illuminant 
In order to reduce the amount of fluorescence contribution to the total radiance factor, it 
is desired to have a light source with low spectral energy in the excitation region of the 
fluorescent samples. The generated fluorescent radiance factor under incandescent-based 
illumination is less than daylight. This is due to less UV content in incandescent light 
sources compared with daylight.  Furthermore, incandescent light sources have less 
spectral power than daylight in the short-wavelength visible region. Therefore, the 
fluorescent colors fluoresce less under incandescent than daylight. As an example, the 
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calculated total radiance factors of Golden! fluorescent orange for CIE illuminant D65 
and A are shown in Figure 5.3.  
 
Figure 5.3 Total radiance factor of Golden! fluorescent orange under CIE illuminant 
D65 and A using the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix by a 
Labsphere BFC-450. 
 
Tungsten as an initial light source was selected in both simulation and real 
imaging.  In this way, the amount of fluorescence is easily reduced using Tungsten as the 
initial illuminant.  
5.3.2 Short-Wavelength Cutoff Filters 
A set of theatrical short-wavelength cutoff filters manufactured by the Rosco! and Lee! 
companies were employed in this experiment. The spectral transmittance factors of the 
selected filters were measured by a GretagMacbeth Color-Eye 7000A in the range of 
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360-750 nm with 10 nm intervals and is shown in Figure 5.4. The filters varied from 
yellow to very dark red to exclude the excitation wavelengths corresponding to a wide 
range of fluorescent colors with different fluorescence characteristics. Most of the filters, 
as shown in Figure 5.4, have a small transmission in the very short-wavelength (small 
bump). This small transmission might cause excitation, which was not desired. Therefore, 
a ‘sandwich’ of a Rosco 312, the blue solid line in Figure 5.4, and each cutoff filter was 
used to eliminate the small transmission at short wavelengths. The Rosco 312 has a flat 
and low transmission at short wavelengths. The transmittance factors of each sandwich 
are shown in the bottom row of Figure 5.4. A filter to cutoff the very short wavelengths, 
less than 490 nm, was not available for this research. 
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No. Filter name 
1 No Filter 
2 Rosco 312 
3 Lee HT 015 
4 Lee 179 
5 Lee HT 778 
6 Lee 113 
7 Lee HT 027  
 
Figure 5.4 Spectral transmittance factor of short-wavelength cutoff filters used in filter 
fluorescence reduction spectral imaging. The blue solid line is Rosco 312 and the others 
are Lee filters (top left plot). The spectral transmittance factor of the sandwich of the 
filters with Rosco 312. Blue solid line is Rosco 312 and the others are the sandwiches of 
each Lee filter with Rosco 312 (the bottom plot.) 
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In the simulation process, the product of the spectral power distribution of the 
initial illuminant and the transmittance factor of the short-wavelength cutoff filters 
generate the new illuminants. The relative spectral power distributions of the generated 
illuminants are shown in Figure 5.5. As can be seen, the excitation wavelengths that 
might fluoresce for different fluorescent colors were removed gradually using this 
technique.  
        
Figure 5.5 The relative spectral power of CIE illuminant A (the solid blue line) and the 
new illuminants simulated by inserting the short-wavelength cutoff filters in the excitation 
path in order tabulated in Figure 5.4. 
5.3.3 Calibration and Verification Targets 
An imaging system capable of reconstructing the reflected radiance factor of a painting 
containing both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors should be calibrated for both 
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kinds of colors. The GretagMacbeth ColorChecker Rendition Chart (CC) along with the 
‘Fluor Chart1’ (see Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7) were combined to form the calibration 
target. Hereafter, this new target is called the ‘CCFL’. The ‘Fluor Chart1’ was made of 
six fluorescent paints produced by the Golden! Company. The colors were blue, green, 
magenta, orange, red, and yellow. All paints were drawn down on the Leneta opacity 
chart with a BYK-Gardner bar at 10 mils thickness. The spectral reflected radiance factor 
of the ‘Fluor chart1’ was measured with a Labsphere BFC-450, the diagonal of the 
Donaldson matrix. The spectral reflected radiance factor of the CC was measured with a 
SpectroEye 45/0 in the range of 380-730 nm with 10 nm intervals. The spectral reflected 
radiance factors of these two charts were concatenated to make the CCFL. The spectral 
reflected radiance factors of these two charts are shown in Figure 5.6.  
 As shown by Mohammadi et al. (2004), ColorChecker with 24 patches had about 
the same performance as Colorchecker DC with 240 samples as a calibration target in 
traditional spectral imaging. Therefore, it was opted to use Color Checker rather than the 
ColorChecker DC for the ease of computation. 
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Figure 5.6 The ‘CCFL’ calibration target. The spectral reflected radiance factor of the 
‘Fluor chart 1’ (left) and GretagMacbeth Color Checker (right) measured by a 
Labsphere BFC-450 and a SpectroEye 45/0, respectively.  
 
Two fluorescent charts, called the ‘Mixed Chart’ and the ‘Fluor Chart2’, were 
prepared as verification targets. The ‘Fluor Chart2’ consisted of blue, green, magenta, 
orange, red, and yellow fluorescent colors produced by the Liquatex!. A Golden! pink 
fluorescent color was also included in this chart. The colors were applied uniformly on 
the Leneta opacity charts with a BYK-Gardner drawdown bar at 10 and 6 mils thickness. 
In this way, a total of 14 patches were made. It was hypothesized that the amount of 
fluorescence varied with different film thicknesses. However, the 10 and 6 mils thickness 
resulted in almost the same amount of fluorescence due to highly concentrated paints. 
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All possible mixtures of two colors selected from the six available Golden!, a 
total of 15 samples (
! 
15 =
6
2
" 
# 
$ 
% 
& 
' =
6 ( 5
2
), were made. Furthermore, mixtures of each Golden! 
fluorescent color with TiO2, 6 samples, were prepared. In this way, a total of 21 samples 
were drawn down with a BYK-Gardner bar at 10 mils thickness.  This chart was called 
the ‘Mixed Chart’ (see Figure 5.7.)  
The GretagMacbeth Color Checheker DC (abbreviated as CCDC) and a target 
called Gamblin (www.gamblincolors.com) were employed as non-fluorescent 
verification targets. The Gamblin target was produced by mixing the 30 Gamblin 
Conservation Colors with titanium white at two different concentrations and applied on a 
canvas board using a brush (see Figure 5.7.) 
The patches of the fluorescent charts were measured with a Labsphere BFC-450 
and stored as reference values.  Each measurement with a Labsphere BFC-450 took about 
15 minutes to create a bispectral matrix. Therefore, for the non-fluorescent patches, a 
total of 608 samples, it was opted to use a GretagMacbeth SpectroEye with the similar 
geometry (45/0) as the Labsphere BFC-450 for measuring the reflected radiance factors.  
It was assumed that the diagonal of a bispectral matrix would have the same values as the 
reflected radiance factor measured with a SpectroEye.  The GretagMacbeth SpectroEye 
has a wavelength range of 380-730 nm in intervals of 10 nm. Pictures of the fluorescent 
and non-fluorescent targets are shown in Figure 5.7.  
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‘Fluor Chart1’ under daylight of 
GretagMacbeth Spectralight III  
(CC) 
       
      
 
‘Mixed Chart’ under daylight of 
GretagMacbeth Spectralight III 
 
(CCDC) 
    
 
‘Fluor Chart2’ under daylight of 
GretagMacbeth Spectralight III 
 
Gamblin 
Figure 5.7 Representation of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors employed in the 
simulation fluorescence reduction imaging. 
5.3.4 Virtual Camera 
The imaging system based on the filter fluorescence reduction method was simulated 
using the spectral sensitivities of a Sinarback 54 digital camera. This camera was also 
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used in the real imaging, to be discussed in Chapter 6. The Sinarback 54 is a three 
channel digital camera that incorporates a Kodak KAF-22000CE CCD with a resolution 
of 5440,4880 pixels.  This camera has been modified by replacing its IR cut-off filter 
with clear glass and fabricating two filters used sequentially, resulting in a pair of RGB 
images. In other words, the camera was modified from a three-channel to a six-channel 
digital camera. The combination of using these two filters and appropriate mathematics 
resulted in more than a twofold improvement in color and spectral accuracy with the 
production camera (Berns, et al. 2004). The measured spectral sensitivities of the 
modified camera are shown Figure in 5.8. The sensitivities of each channel were 
normalized with respect to the global maximum sensitivity. More detail about this camera 
is presented in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.8 Relative spectral sensitivity of modified Sinarhack 54. The blue, green, and 
red lines represent the sensitivity of the blue, green, and red channels. The solid lines 
correspond to the Schott filter GG475 and the dashed line represents the sensitivity of the 
camera with Schott filter BG39. The sensitivity plots were normalized in respect to the 
global maximum sensitivity.  
 
As stated previously, the amount of fluorescence cannot be removed completely 
based on the filter fluorescence reduction method. Therefore, the total radiance factor 
should be calculated for the fluorescent pixels. Having a proper set of short-wavelength 
cutoff filters in the illumination path enables the removal of most of the excitation 
wavelengths, which might cause fluorescence. In this way, the total radiance factor is 
reduced to the reflected radiance factor. The total radiance factor would be the same as 
the spectral reflected radiance factor for the non-fluorescent pixels since they do not 
fluoresce.  
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It was assumed that there was a linear photometric relation between the spectral 
radiance and the simulated camera signals of each channel. In order to simulate the 
digital count of the fluorescent pixels, the Donaldson total radiance factor matrix was 
used to calculate the spectral total radiance factor. The inner summation in Eq 5.1 is the 
total radiance for a fluorescent pixel under an illuminant, )(µ).  
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where DT(',µ,x,y) is the total radiance factor Donaldson matrix of  a fluorescent pixel at 
location of (x,y). The symbols ' and µ are the emission and excitation wavelengths, 
respectively. The Si(') is the spectral sensitivity of the modified Sinarback 54 digital 
camera for the ith channel. The term /(x,y) denotes the random noise, which was added 
to each simulated camera signal. The Li (x,y) is the simulated camera signal of each pixel 
of the ith channel.  Equation 5.1 is a general equation that can be applied for both 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent pixels. The term DT(',µ,x,y) is the Donaldson total 
radiance factor matrix, which means the reflected and fluorescent components are 
included. The off-diagonal element of this matrix would be zero for the non-fluorescent 
pixels. Therefore Eq. 5.1 can be stated as Eq. 5.2 for the non-fluorescent colors. 
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where R(',x,y) is the spectral reflected radiance factor of a pixel at location of (x,y). The 
camera signals for the fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets were simulated for each 
illuminant using Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.  
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In order to mimic the real imaging system, a noise term was added to the 
simulated camera signal for each pixel. The noise, /(x,y), was generated using a normal 
probability distribution with a mean value, µ, of zero and a standard deviation of 0 as 
described in Eq 5.3. The amount of noise in the real imaging was assumed to be less than 
5%. Therefore, a standard deviation of 0.025 was chosen to generate the noise value in 
the simulation. Fifty samples were taken from this normal distribution and assigned to 
/(x,y) as the simulated noise term. In this way, fifty noisy camera signals were computed 
for each color patch. 
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A learning-based spectral imaging (www.art-si.org) was used to estimate the 
spectral reflected radiance factor of each target. This method required a calibration target 
with known spectral reflected radiance factor. Recall that the calibration target contains 
the GretagMacbeth ColorChecker Rendition Chart (CC) and the ‘Fluor chart1’. The 
camera signals of the calibration target were calculated for each illuminant. The 
computed camera signals corresponding to the calibration target was related to its 
measured reflected radiance factor via a transformation matrix.  The transformation 
matrix was derived based on a singular value decomposition (SVD) pseudo-inverse 
technique as shown in Eq 5.4 
! 
T =R " pinv L( )     ( 5.4 ) 
where L, R, and T are the simulated camera signal, the reflected radiance factor, and the 
transformation matrices, respectively. The camera signal matrix is a (6,m) matrix. The 
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number six corresponds to the six channels of the modified Sinarback 54. The symbol 
‘m’ stands for the number of patches of the target. The reflected radiance factor matrix is 
a (',m) matrix, where ' represents the number of wavelengths, for example 36. 
Therefore, the transformation matrix, T, is a (',6) matrix. Similarly, one could 
concatenate computed camera signals corresponding to a few illuminants and 
simultaneously solve for a transformation matrix. For example, an imaging system with 
three illuminants would have a (18,m) matrix of camera signals and a T (',18) 
transformation matrix. 
Once the transformation matrix was derived, the spectral reflected radiance factor 
of each verification target was estimated using Eq 5.5.  
! 
ˆ R = T "L     ( 5.5 )  
 
5.3.5 A Numerical Example  
 
In order to have a better understanding of filter fluorescence reduction imaging method to 
reconstruct the reflected radiance factor, a numerical example based on two illuminants is 
presented in this section.  In the first step, computation of the relative spectral power 
distribution of two filtered- illuminants based on illuminant 2 and 6 is presented. This is 
followed by a description of the calibration target used in the training process. The 
methods for computing the camera signals for the fluorescent and non-fluorescent 
samples will be followed. Finally, the way of deriving a transformation matrix to convert 
the camera signals to the reflected radiance factor will be presented. 
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As described in Section 5.3.2 the different illuminants were calculated as the 
product of the relative spectral power distribution of CIEA and the transmittance factor of 
the short-wavelength cutoff filters. The resulting spectral power distribution of 
illuminants 2 and 6 for a few selected wavelengths are presented in Table 5.1 and 5.2, 
respectively. These values correspond to ) in Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2. For example, the Rosco 
312 has a transmittance factor of 0.9 at wavelength 600 nm. Using the Rosco 312, the 
power of CIEA was reduced from 1.29 to 1.16 as shown in Table 5.1.   Similarly, the 
power of CIEA at wavelength of 600 nm was reduced from 1.29 to 0.27 by employing a 
sandwich of Rosco 312 and Lee 113 as shown in Table 5.2.  The sandwich of Rosco 312 
and Lee 113 had a transmittance of 0.21 at wavelength of 600 nm. The illuminants 2 and 
6, listed in Table 5.1 and 5.2, had zero power at wavelengths below 500 and 600 nm, 
respectively, since, the corresponding filters had cutoff wavelengths of below 500 and 
600 nm. It means that the excitation wavelengths of CIEA, which might cause 
fluorescence, were excluded and no energy would reach to fluorescent samples below 
these wavelengths.  
Table 5.1 Generating illuminant 2 using CIEA and Rosco 312.  
Wavelength CIE A  
Transmittance  
Of  Rosco 312 
Illuminant 2 
400 0.15 0.00 0.00 
450 0.33 0.00 0.00 
500 0.60 0.24 0.14 
550 0.93 0.85 0.79 
600 1.29 0.90 1.16 
650 1.65 0.90 1.49 
700 1.98 
,  
0.90 
= 
1.79 
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Table 5.2 Generating illuminant 6 using CIEA and a sandwich of Rosco 312 and Lee 
113.  
Wavelength CIE A  
Transmittance  
of {Rosco 312XLee113} 
Illuminant 6 
400 0.15 0.00 0.00 
450 0.33 0.00 0.00 
500 0.60 0.00 0.00 
550 0.93 0.00 0.00 
600 1.29 0.21 0.27 
650 1.65 0.73 1.20 
700 1.98 
, 
0.77 
= 
1.53 
 
 As explained in Section 5.3.3, the GretagMacbeth Color Checker Rendition Chart  
(CC) along with the “Fluor Chart1” were combined forming the calibration target. The 24 
reflected radiance factors of CC were measured with the SpectroEye 45/0 and stored in a 
matrix format. The spectral properties, the Donaldson radiance factor matrix, of the 
“Fluor Chart1” were measured with a Labsphere BFC-450. For each patch of the “Fluor 
Chart1” the diagonal of the corresponding Donaldson radiance factor matrix was 
extracted and stored as the reflected radiance factors. There were six fluorescent colors in 
the “Fluor Chart1” and the six reflected radiance factors were stored as a matrix format. 
The matrices corresponding to reflected radiance factors of CC and the “Fluor Chart1” 
were concatenated to form a (36 , 30) calibration target matrix, CCFL. The numbers 36 
and 30 refer to the number of wavelengths and patches, respectively. The matrix of 
calibration target corresponds to “R” in Eq. 5.4. The numerical values of CCFL for a few 
selected wavelengths are listed in Table 5.3.  
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Table 5.3. The reflected radiance factor of CCFL in intervals of 50 nm. 
Wavelength 
nm 
Reflected Radiance Factor of 
 Color Checker 
Reflected Radiance Factor of  Fluor Chart1 
 
Patch 
1 
Patch 
2 
… 
Patch 
24 
Patch 
1 
Patch 
2 
Patch 
3 
Patch 
4 
Patch 
5 
Patch 
6 
400 0.06 0.21 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.04 
450 0.06 0.23 0.03 0.44 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.04 
500 0.06 0.30 0.03 0.31 0.14 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.06 
550 0.08 0.30 0.03 0.05 0.24 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.82 
600 0.14 0.49 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.34 0.09 0.85 
650 0.17 0.61 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.86 0.88 0.87 0.89 
700 0.17 0.59 
… 
0.03 0.03 0.05 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 
 
 As described in Section 5.3.4 the spectral sensitivities of a Sinarback 54 were 
modified using two Schott glass filters, BG39 and GG475, to output two sets of RGB 
camera signals for each pixel. The modified spectral sensitivities of the digital camera 
were saved as a (36 , 6) matrix. The numbers 36 and 6 refer to the number of 
wavelengths and channels, respectively. The modified spectral sensitivities for a few 
wavelengths are shown in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 Global normalized spectral sensitivities of the modified Sinarback 54. 
Wavelength 
nm 
Schott BG39 Schott GG475 
 Red Green Blue Red Green Blue 
400 0.0039 0.0046 0.0319 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
450 0.0155 0.0482 0.4808 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
500 0.0548 0.2957 0.5237 0.0560 0.3024 0.5356 
550 0.0886 0.6981 0.1077 0.0968 0.7627 0.1177 
600 0.3602 0.1876 0.0269 0.6260 0.3261 0.0468 
650 0.1257 0.0078 0.0044 0.8861 0.0548 0.0311 
700 0.0059 0.0015 0.0008 0.5946 0.1554 0.0826 
 
 The next step was training an imaging system. That was computing the camera 
signals for the calibration targets and deriving a transformation matrix, T, to convert the 
computed camera signals to the reflected radiance factor. Having the transformation 
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matrix, T, the reflected radiance factors of any other targets could be estimated. For 
example, the camera signals of the fluorescent colors under illuminant 2 and 6 were 
calculated using Eq. 5.1. Equation 5.2 was employed to compute the camera signal of the 
non-fluorescent targets.  In the following, a step-by-step calculation of camera signals for 
each illuminant is presented.  
The camera signals of the “Fluor Chart1” corresponding to each illuminant were 
calculated using Eq. 5.1. It was required to calculate the total radiance of each patch of 
the “Fluor Chart1” under illuminant 2 and 6. The total radiance of a fluorescent patch is 
the inner summation in Eq 5.1 as shown within the parenthesis. The total radiance factors 
for each fluorescent patch under each illuminant were calculated based on the 
corresponding Donaldson total radiance factor measured with a Labsphere BFC-450, DT. 
As an example, the Donaldson total radiance factor matrix of fluorescent orange for a few 
wavelengths are shown in Table 5.5. This matrix was weighted by the corresponding 
spectral power distribution of illuminant 2 in the excitation wavelengths (see Table 5.6.) 
The summation of the weighted Donaldson total radiance factor over the excitation 
wavelengths, µ, results in the total radiance for illuminant 2. The product of the 
calculated total radiance and the spectral sensitivity of each channel of the camera at each 
viewing wavelengths was computed.  For example, the total radiance of fluorescent 
orange at 600 nm was 0.434. The sensitivity of a Sinarback 54 with Schott BG39 at 600 
nm was 0.36. The product of the total radiance and the sensitivity of a Sinarback 54 with 
Schott BG39 at 600 nm was 0.16, shown in the fifth row in Table 5.7.  In this way, the 
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product of the total radiances and the sensitivities of a Sinarback 54 with Schott BG39 
was computed at all viewing wavelengths. The summation of the yielded products over 
the viewing wavelengths was the camera signal for the corresponding channel. As an 
example, a camera signal of 0.34 was obtained for the red channel (see Table 5.7); the 
camera sensitivities were modified by the Schott BG39. Similarly, camera signals 
corresponding to green and blue channels were computed.  In this way, a (3,6) matrix of 
the digital counts for the six colors of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ for illuminant 2 and Schott 
BG39 filter as camera filter were computed.  
 
Table 5.5  The Donaldson radiance factor matrix for fluorescent orange (patch 4 of the 
‘Fluor Chart1’)  under illuminant 2 in intervals of 50 nm. The term DT in Eq. 5.1.  
Excitation Wavelength, µ  
Emission 
Wavelength 
'  400 450 500 550 600 650 700 
400 0.036 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 
450 0.000 0.033 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 
500 0.000 0.000 0.036 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
550 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.034 0.000 0.000 0.000 
600 0.025 0.030 0.038 0.043 0.339 0.000 0.000 
650 0.017 0.020 0.027 0.029 0.032 0.878 0.000 
700 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.005 0.004 0.000 0.885 
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Table 5.6 The weighted  Donaldson matrix for fluorescent orange (patch 4 of the ‘Fluor 
Chart1’) under illuminant 2 in intervals of 50 nm. The inner summation of Eq. 5.1. 
Excitation Wavelength, µ  
Emission 
Wavelength 
'  400 450 500 550 600 650 700 
Total 
Radiance  
400 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.003 
450 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 
500 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 
550 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.027 
600 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.034 0.394 0.000 0.000 0.434 
650 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.023 0.037 1.309 0.000 1.373 
700 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.005 0.000 1.587 1.596 
 
 
Table 5.7 The calculated camera signals for fluorescent orange (patch 4 of the ‘Fluor 
Chart1’ under illuminant 2 and red channel of Sinarback 54 with Schott BG39. 
Wavelength 
Total Radiance 
(Patch 4) 
 
Camera 
Sensitivity under 
Schott BG39 
 Product 
400 0.00 0.00 0.00 
450 0.00 0.02 0.00 
500 0.01 0.05 0.00 
550 0.03 0.09 0.00 
600 0.43 0.36 0.16 
650 1.37 0.13 0.17 
700 1.60 
, 
0.01 
= 
0.01 
Sum (camera signal)   0.34 
 
The camera signals corresponding the Color Checker were calculated using Eq. 
5.2. The product of the reflected radiance factor of the Color Checker, R, the relative 
spectral power distribution of the illuminant, ), and the spectral sensitivity of each 
channel of the camera at each viewing wavelengths, S, was calculated. The camera 
signals for a channel were computed by summation of the yielded product over the 
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viewing wavelengths. An example of calculating the camera signal for the first patch of 
Color Checker for a few wavelengths is shown in Table 5.8. According to this example, 
the camera signal of that patch has a value of 0.1 for a simulated imaging under 
illuminant 2 and using Schott BG39 filter to modify camera sensitivity. Similarly, a 
(3,24) matrix of the red, green, and blue camera signals for the 24 samples of the Color 
Checker were computed.  
Table 5.8 The calculated camera signal for the first patch of the GretagMacbeth Color 
Checker under illuminant 2 and channel red of Sinarback 54 with Schott BG39. 
Wavelength 
nm 
Reflected 
radiance 
factor of 
Patch 1 
 Illuminant 2  
Camera 
Sensitivity 
under 
Schott BG39 
 Product 
400 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 
450 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.00 
500 0.06 0.14 0.05 0.00 
550 0.08 0.79 0.09 0.01 
600 0.14 1.16 0.36 0.06 
650 0.17 1.49 0.13 0.03 
700 0.17 
, 
1.79 
, 
0.01 
= 
0.00 
Sum (Camera signal)     0.10 
  
 
 The camera signal matrices of the Color Checker, a (3,24) matrix, and the ‘Fluor 
Chat1’ targets, a (3,6) matrix, were concatenated to form a (3,30) matrix. As explained 
above this matrix was computed based on the illuminant 2 and Schott BG39. In the same 
way, a (3,30) matrix of the camera signal was created corresponding to Schott GG475 
and illuminant 2. Concatenating the camera signals matrices corresponding to Schott 
BG39 and GG475 resulted in a (6,30) matrix for illuminant 2. Similarly, a (6,30) matrix 
of camera signals was created for illuminant 6. The two matrices for illuminant 2 and 6 
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were concatenating to generate a (12,30) matrix. The normalized camera signals of the 
calibration target under illuminant 2 and 6 are shown in Table 5.9. In this example the 
camera signals were computed as integration of the calculated signals within 400-700 nm 
in 50 nm intervals. For simplicity of demonstration, the noise term was not considered in 
this example but was considered in the simulation. 
Table 5.9 Simulated camera signal of Color Checker and Fluor Chart1 under illuminant 
2 and 6. The term “L” in Eq. 5.4. 
Normalized Camera Signal (0-1) 
      Color Checker Fluor Chart1 
Illuminant 
Camera 
Filter Channel 
Patch 
1 
Patch … 
2 
Patch 
24 
Patch 
1 
Patch … 
2 
Patch 
6 
Red 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.20 
Green 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.22 Schott 
BG39 Blue 0.01 0.02 … 0.00 0.01 0.01 … 0.04 
Red 0.18 0.62 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.95 
Green 0.06 0.20 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.39 
Il
lu
m
 2
 
{C
IE
A
+
R
o
sc
o
 
3
1
2
} 
Schott 
GG475 Blue 0.02 0.07 … 0.00 0.01 0.02 … 0.10 
Red 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.11 
Green 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 Schott 
BG39 Blue 0.00 0.00 … 0.00 0.00 0.00 … 0.01 
Red 0.19 0.64 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.95 
Green 0.03 0.11 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.17 
Il
lu
m
 6
 
{C
IE
A
+
R
o
sc
o
 
3
1
2
+
 L
ee
 1
1
3
} 
Schott 
GG475 Blue 0.02 0.05 … 0.00 0.00 0.00 … 0.08 
 
 The next step was deriving a transformation matrix to convert the calculated 
camera signals, L (Table 5.9), of the calibration target to the corresponding reflected 
radiance factor R (Table 5.3).  Recall that the camera signals and the reflected radiance 
factor were saved as (12,30) and (36,30) matrices, respectively. A sample of the 
reflected radiance factor of the calibration target in intervals of 50 nm was shown in 
Table 5.3. The pseudo-inverse of the camera signal matrix, L, was calculated by using the 
‘pinv’ function of Matlab 7.4. The computed pseudo-inverse matrix, pinv(L), was 
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multiplied by the reflected radiance factor matrix, R, to generate a (30,12) 
transformation matrix, T, as stated in Eq. 5.4.  
Using the derived transformation matrix, T, one can estimate the reflected 
radiance factor of fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets. For a selected target one 
should calculate the corresponding camera signals under illuminants 2 and 6 as described 
above. The computed camera signals are multiplied by transformation matrix, T, to yield 
the reflected radiance factor. For example, the matrix of camera signal of the ‘Fluor 
Chart2’ with 14 patches for an imaging system based on two illuminants would be a 
(12,14) matrix. This refers to symbol ‘L’ in Eq. 5.5. The matrix multiplication of the 
T(36,12) and L(12,14) would result in a (36,14) matrix of estimated reflected radiance 
factor for the ‘Fluor Chart2”.  
 Similarly, an imaging system based on one, three, four, five, six, and seven 
illuminants would result in transformation matrices of (36,6), (36,18), (36,24), (36,30), 
(36,36), and (36,42), respectively. 
5.3.6 Results and Discussion 
 
As stated in Eq 5.5, the spectral reflected radiance factor of a sample can be reconstructed 
by a linear combination of columns of the transformation matrix, T. The camera signals 
are coefficients used in this linear combination. Using a calibration target one can 
compute, an optimal solution, T, for these linear equations as shown by Eq 5.4. For 
example, the (',12) and (',18) transformation matrices were computed using two and 
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three illuminants, respectively. The characteristic of the imaging system is embedded in 
the transformation matrix. The performance of the imaging system is dependent on the 
amount of information in the training step, the computation of transformation matrix, T. 
Therefore, the performance will be dependent on the calibration target and the number of 
illuminants used in the imaging system. A calibration target with a wide variety of 
spectral characteristics has better performance than a target with limited colors; the more 
spectral variation in the training step, the better training of the system is obtained 
(Mohammadi et al. 2004.) Similarly, a system trained with a higher number of 
illuminants results in higher performance than using only one illuminant. In other words, 
the more information introduced to the imaging system in the training step, the better the 
performance of the reconstruction. In the following, the effect of the number of 
illuminants used in the simulation imaging as well as the calibration target are discussed. 
As previously stated, CIE illuminant A was filtered using six short wavelength 
cutoff filters and resulted in six new illuminants. Therefore, a total of seven illuminants 
including the non-filtered CIEA were available for simulation imaging. All two, three, 
four, five, six, and seven possible combinations of the illuminants were selected as shown 
in Eq 5.6. 
! 
n
r
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# 
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% 
& 
' =
n!
n( r( )!r!
    ( 5.6 ) 
where ‘n’ was set to 7, the number of available illuminants, and r is the number of  
selected illuminants. For example, one could select three illuminants out of the seven 
available illuminants in 35 different ways. 
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For each combination corresponding camera signals and transformation matrices 
were computed. The spectral reflected radiance factors of the calibration and verification 
targets were reconstructed using the computed transformation matrix. The average 
spectral root mean square errors (RMS%) between the reconstructed and the measured 
reflected radiance factors were calculated for each combination for each target. The 
combination with the lowest RMS% error was selected as the best illuminants 
combination.  For example, 35 RMS% error metrics were calculated for the 35 different 
combinations of selecting three illuminants out of seven. The selected three illuminants 
with the lowest RMS% error were accepted as the best selection among the 35 different 
combinations. The average RMS% errors for the best combinations for each target are 
presented in Figure 5.9. The x-axis in Figure 5.9 corresponds to the number of selected 
illuminants and the y-axis is the average RMS% for the best combination. 
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Figure 5.9 The best average spectral RMS% error between the reconstructed reflected 
radiance factor based on filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging and the measured 
reflected radiance factor by a Labsphere BFC-450. Calibration target was the ‘CCFL’. 
  
As expected, the performance of all targets including fluorescent and non-
fluorescent targets was significantly better using two illuminants rather than one 
illuminant. The transformation matrix T (',12) computed based on two illuminants 
could characterize the imaging system more efficiently than the transformation matrix, T 
(',6), calculated based on a single illuminant case. The performance of the imaging 
system was improved by using up to four illuminants. However, using five or more 
illuminants did not result in better performance. The performance of the imaging system 
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for reconstructing the reflected radiance factor of the calibration target, the ‘CCFL’, and 
non-fluorescent targets was constant beyond four illuminants. Note that the reflected 
radiance factors of non-fluorescent samples are independent of illuminant. Adding more 
illuminants did not provide additional information for training the imaging system for 
non-fluorescent targets. The performance of the imaging system to predict the reflected 
radiance factor of the fluorescent targets was decreased for more than five illuminants. 
Recall that the reduced total radiance factor was the spectral reflected radiance factor for 
the fluorescent colors using the filtered illuminants. The total radiance factors of the 
fluorescent samples are illuminant-dependent. Therefore, using more than five filters to 
modify the original illuminant, CIE illuminant A, might cause over-training of the system 
for the calibration target. This caused an increase in RMS% error for performance of the 
imaging system for other fluorescent targets. Therefore, it was concluded that three or 
four light sources were a reasonable number to be used in the real imaging. The other 
disadvantage of employing more light sources in the real imaging would be difficulty in 
performing image registration. 
The best two and three combinations of illuminants for imaging each target are 
listed in Table 5.10. The corresponding average RMS% error for these combinations was 
plotted in Figure 5.9. For example, in the first row, second column of Table 5.1, a 
sandwich of Rosco 312 and Lee 179 used to filter CIE illuminant A is presented as {CIE 
A+Rosco 312+Lee 179}. The symbol ‘+’ denote making a sandwich of filters. As seen 
from the first column of Table 5.10, the non-filtered illuminant, the CIE illuminant A, 
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was always selected as one of the simulation imaging illuminants. If one had a choice to 
select an additional illuminant one would select either {CIE A+Rosco 312}, {CIE 
A+Rosco 312+Lee 179}, or {CIE A+Rosco 312+ Lee HT778}. All of these selections 
have Rosco 312. As explained previously, the Rosco 312 was utilized to eliminate the 
undesired small transmission of cutoff filters at the very short wavelengths (see Figure 
5.5). Similarly, if one had a choice to select three illuminants, one would select the CIE 
illuminant A and {CIE A+Rosco 312} as two of the three choices. The third choice for 
the non-fluorescent samples would be {CIE A+Rosco 312+Lee 113}. For the fluorescent 
samples one would select either {CIE A+Rosco 312+Lee HT 778} or {CIE A+Rosco 
312+Lee 113}. There is a difference of about 40 nm in the cutoff wavelength of Lee HT 
778 and Lee 113. So selection of the third illuminant was dependent on the fluorescent 
target characteristics. 
 Table 5.10 A list of illuminants in two- and three- illuminants models that perform the 
best for each target. 
  Illuminant 1 Illuminant 2 Illuminant 3 
Imaging Model with Two illuminants 
Fluor Chart1 CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312 + Lee 179 - 
Mixed Chart CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312 + HT 778 - 
Fluor Chart2 CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312 + HT 778 - 
CC CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312  - 
CCDC CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312 + HT 778 - 
Gamblin CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312 + HT 778 - 
Imaging Model with Three illuminants 
Fluor Chart1 CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312  CIE A + Rosco 312 + Lee 113 
Mixed Chart CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312  CIE A + Rosco 312 + Lee HT 778 
Fluor Chart2 CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312  CIE A + Rosco 312 + Lee HT 778 
CC CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312  CIE A + Rosco 312 + Lee 113 
CCDC CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312  CIE A + Rosco 312 + Lee 113 
Gamblin CIE A CIE A + Rosco 312  CIE A + Rosco 312 + Lee 113 
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The selection of the non-filtered CIEA for all targets is very plausible. Having a 
non-filtered illuminant is needed to reconstruct the reflected radiance factor of the non-
fluorescent targets in a way similar to the traditional spectral imaging. The total radiance 
factor of the fluorescent colors equals the reflected radiance factor for the wavelengths 
below their emission range. Therefore, the non-filtered illuminant has a critical role in 
reconstruction the reflected radiance factor at short wavelengths for the most fluorescent 
colors. The filtered illuminants have very low power at wavelengths shorter than cutoff 
wavelength of their corresponding filters. Hence a very weak signal is generated at 
wavelengths shorter than the cutoff wavelength. A non-filtered illuminant is required to 
generate strong signals for these wavelengths. However, due to low power distribution of 
CIEA at short wavelengths, the noise has large contribution to the simulated camera 
signals and cause poor performance at short wavelengths. Furthermore, the modified 
Sinarback 54 has low spectral sensitivities at short wavelengths, which cause low camera 
signals and consequently poor performance at these wavelengths. 
As an example, the measured and predicted reflected radiance factors of the 
‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Fluor Chart2’, and ColorChecker based on an imaging system with three 
illuminants are shown in Figures 5.10-5.12, respectively. The three illuminants were CIE 
illuminant A, {CIE A+Rosco 312}, and {CIE A+Rosco 312+Lee HT 778}.  
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Figure 5.10 Spectral reflected radiance factor of the Fluor Chart1’. The green line is the 
reflected radiance factor measured by a Labsphere BFC-450 and the red line represents 
the reconstructed reflected radiance factor based on simulation filter fluorescence 
reduction spectral imaging with three light sources. Calibration target was the ‘CCFL’. 
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Figure 5.11 Spectral reflected radiance factor of the ‘Fluor Chart2’. The green line is the 
measured by a Labsphere BFC-450 and the red line represents the reconstructed 
reflected radiance factor based on simulation filter fluorescence reduction spectral 
imaging with three light sources.  Calibration target was the ‘CCFL’. 
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Figure 5.12 Spectral reflected radiance factor of a GretagMacbeth Color Checker (CC). 
The green line is the measured reflected radiance factor by a GretagMacbeth SpectroEye 
and the red line represents the reconstructed reflected radiance factor based on 
simulation filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging with three light sources. 
Calibration target was the ‘CCFL’. 
 
The effect of calibration targets on the performance of the imaging system in 
reconstruction of the spectral reflected radiance factors for two cases are listed in Table 
5.11. In the first case, the calibration target, ’CCFL’, consisted of the Color Checker (CC) 
and the reflected radiance factor of the ‘Fluor Chart1’. The calibration target was the 
Color Checker in the second imaging case. Both imaging system were based on three 
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illuminants, which were the CIE illuminant A, CIE A+ Rosco 312, and CIE A+ Rosco 
312 +Lee HT 778. The performance of the imaging system trained with the ColorChecker 
to predict the spectral reflected radiance factor of the fluorescent targets was poor as seen 
by the average RMS% error, the first row of Table 5.11. The most fluorescent colors in 
the fluorescent targets have steep spectral curve (see Figure 5.10-5.11).  One might 
address this poor performance to the lack of presence of such a curve shape in the 
ColorChecker. In other words, there was not enough information in training the imaging 
system for prediction of the reflected radiance factor of the fluorescent colors. Adding the 
reflected radiance factor of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ to the calibration target, the ‘CCFL’, 
improved the performance of the imaging system to predict the reflected radiance factor 
of the fluorescent targets significantly (see the first and sixth rows in Table 5.11). The 
average RMS% error between the predicted and measured reflected radiance factors of 
the ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Mixed Chart’, and ‘Fluor Chart2’ were reduced from 12.33, 12.78, 
and 14.81 to 2.05, 4.67, and 4.51, respectively. Addition of the fluorescent samples to the 
calibration target did not change the imaging performance for the non-fluorescent targets, 
CC, CCDC, and Gamblin.  
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Table 5.11 Statistical summary of the spectral RMS% error between the measured and 
reconstructed spectral reflected radiance factor based on the simulation filter 
fluorescence reduction spectral imaging with three light sources, (lights 1,2, and 5).  
Calibration targets were the ‘CCFL’ and CC. 
Calibration Target: CC 
  
Fluor 
Chart1 
Mixed 
Target 
Fluor 
Chart2 cc ccdc Gamblin 
Average 12.33 12.78 14.81 1.59 1.88 2.86 
Minimum 8.97 7.37 12.09 0.68 0.07 0.82 
Maximum 15.51 20.63 17.70 2.98 4.84 9.87 
Standard Dev. 2.64 3.55 1.56 0.59 0.86 1.87 
90% percentile 15.43 17.47 16.70 2.35 3.09 4.29 
Calibration Target: CCFL 
Average 2.05 4.67 4.51 1.82 1.99 3.03 
Minimum 1.18 1.95 1.78 0.69 0.08 0.91 
Maximum 3.60 11.52 6.83 3.38 5.47 10.83 
Standard Dev. 0.93 3.13 1.47 0.71 0.94 1.97 
90% percentile 3.51 10.71 6.48 2.94 3.14 5.06 
 
 The statistical summary of the spectral RMS% error between the measured and 
predicted spectral reflected radiance factor of CC, CCDC, and Gamblin targets for the 
two cases of using a single illuminant and three illuminants are listed in Table 5.12. 
Increasing the number of light sources from one to three improved the performance of the 
non-fluorescent targets regardless of the calibration target. It is shown as the average 
RMS% in Table 5.12. As explained in the beginning of this section, introducing more 
information to the imaging system in the training step results in a higher performance of 
the system. So an optimal solution of the transformation matrix, T, computed based on 
information under three illuminants (18 camera signals for each pixel) has a better 
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performance than a system with a single illuminant (6 camera signals for each pixel) in 
prediction of reflected radiance factor of the corresponding non-fluorescent pixels.  
 
Table 5.12 Statistical summary of the spectral RMS% error between the measured and 
reconstructed spectral reflected radiance factor based on the simulation filter 
fluorescence reduction imaging for the non-fluorescent targets with different light 
sources and calibration targets. 
  Average Minimum Maximum Standard Dev. 
90% 
percentile 
Calibration Target: cc+Fluor Chart1 with three light sources 
cc 1.82 0.69 3.38 0.71 2.94 
ccdc 1.99 0.08 5.47 0.94 3.14 
Gamblin 3.03 0.91 10.83 1.97 5.06 
Calibration Target: cc+Fluor Chart1 with one light source 
cc 3.37 0.73 6.01 1.34 4.98 
ccdc 3.40 0.09 9.94 1.88 5.84 
Gamblin 4.88 1.20 13.52 2.78 8.30 
Calibration Target: cc with three light sources 
cc 1.59 0.68 2.98 0.59 2.35 
ccdc 1.88 0.07 4.84 0.86 3.09 
Gamblin 2.86 0.82 9.87 1.87 4.29 
Calibration Target: cc with one light source 
cc 2.06 0.68 3.41 0.82 3.25 
ccdc 2.20 0.08 6.95 1.14 3.93 
Gamblin 3.67 0.94 12.88 2.53 6.59 
 
 The spectral difference between the predicted and measured reflected radiance 
factors of the GretagMacbeth ColorChecker (CC) and ColorChecker DC (CCDC) based 
on the two imaging systems, single and three illuminants, are plotted in Figure 5.13. The 
calibration target was the Color Checker. A perfect spectral prediction makes a parallel 
line to the abscissa with an ordinate value of zero at all wavelengths in the range of 380 
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to 730 nm (zero differences). For both targets, the imaging system with three illuminants 
had lowest amount of error than a system with single illuminant. This is another proof 
that increasing the number of illuminants from one to three improved the performance of 
the non-fluorescent targets.  
 
Figure 5.13 Difference between the predicted and measured reflected radiance factors of 
the GretagMabeth ColorChecker (CC) and GretagMabeth ColorChecker DC (CCDC). 
The left and right plots correspond to prediction values based on a single-illuminant and 
three-illuminant imaging system, respectively. The calibration target was GretagMabeth 
ColorChecker (CC). 
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5.4 Conclusions 
A framework of an abridged fluorescence colorimetry for separating the reflected and 
fluoresced component of the total radiance emerging from a fluorescent sample was 
described. Four methods of the filter fluorescence reduction (Eitle and Ganz, 1968), the 
two-monochromator method (Donaldson 1954), the Allen method (1973), and the two-
mode method (Simon 1972) were compared regarding their advantages and 
disadvantages for implementation in an imaging system. The filter fluorescence reduction 
method was selected as a compromise between accuracy and the ease of implementation 
in an imaging system. In this method, series of short-wavelength cutoff filters in the 
excitation path are required to reduce the amount of fluorescence. Using the cutoff filters, 
the amount of fluorescence in the overlap region, where both excitation and emission 
occurs, is reduced but not completely removed. Therefore, the selection of the filters 
affects the performance of this technique. The filter fluorescence reduction method is a 
suitable technique for imaging a scene containing more than one fluorescent color. This is 
due to employing series of short wavelength cutoff filters. Unlike the Allen and the Two-
mode methods, the visible region is not divided into different regions and a single image 
processing is required for the entire visible region.  
A simulation imaging based on the filter fluorescence reduction method to 
reconstruct the reflected radiance factor of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets 
was performed. This virtual imaging system was composed of the spectral sensitivity of a 
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Sinarback 54 digital camera, sets of fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets, and sets of 
illuminants generated by using six short-wavelength cutoff filters. 
The GretagMacbeth Color checker and its combination with the reflected radiance 
factor of a few fluorescent colors, the ‘Fluor Chart1’, were used as a calibration target in 
the training step. In order to evaluate the performance of the virtual imaging system, the 
GretagMacbeth ColorChecker DC, the Gamblin, and two fluorescent targets were 
employed as the verification targets. 
The product of CIE illuminant A and the transmittance of the six theatrical short-
wavelength cutoff filters were computed. The CIE illuminant A as well as the six 
computed illuminants, a total of seven illuminants, were employed in the virtual imaging 
system. Furthermore, all two, three, four, five, six, and seven possible combinations of 
the illuminants were used in the simulation. 
A learning-based spectral imaging was used to estimate the spectral reflected 
radiance factor of each target. For each imaging model with a different combination of 
the illuminants, a transformation matrix was derived to relate the spectral reflected 
radiance factor and the simulated camera signal of the calibration target. The 
transformation matrices were derived based on a singular value decomposition (SVD) 
pseudo-inverse technique. The spectral reflected radiance factors of the verification and 
calibration targets were reconstructed using the derived transformation matrix for each 
imaging model. 
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It was shown that the performance of the simulated system for prediction of spectral 
reflected radiance factor was dependent on the spectral characteristic of the calibration 
target and the number of illuminants. A significant improvement was observed based on 
an imaging model with two illuminants in comparison to a model with a single illuminant 
for both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors. Having more than four illuminants did 
not improve the performance of the imaging system; it could cause over-training of the 
system. The optimized number of illuminants in an imaging system based on the filter 
fluorescence reduction method was determined as three or four. The simulated system 
with three or four illuminants could be utilized for prediction of reflected radiance factor 
of both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors. The non-filtered illuminant, CIE 
illuminant A, was one of the illuminants among the three and four illuminants for both 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets.  
The imaging system was also dependent on the spectral characteristic of the 
calibration target. A calibration target composed of both fluorescent and non-fluorescent 
samples resulted in significantly better prediction of spectral reflected radiance factor of 
fluorescent colors rather than the non-fluorescent calibration target.  
The overall conclusions can be summarized as: 
1. The filter fluorescence reduction method to reconstruct the reflected radiance 
factor had a reasonable performance in imaging of a painting containing both 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors, 
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2. In the learning-based imaging, both fluorescent and non-fluorescent samples 
should be included in the calibration target, 
3. Three or four illuminants were needed for an imaging system based on the filter 
fluorescence reduction method to reconstruct the reflected radiance factor, 
4. A non-filtered light source should be used as one of the illuminants, 
5. A signal-independent noise was added to the simulated camera signals to get a 
better correlation with the real imaging. Future work should revisit the simulation 
using a noise model that included both signal-independents and signal-dependent 
(such as shot noise) noises. 
Based on the above findings real imaging using fluorescent and non-fluorescent 
targets and combinations of illuminants was performed. The real imaging and obtained 
results are presented in the next chapter. 
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6 Image-Based Abridged Fluorescence Spectral Imaging 
6.1 Introduction 
The goal of this dissertation was developing a spectral imaging system capable of 
reconstructing the total radiance factors of fluorescent colors under a desired viewing 
light source. Furthermore, the model should be able to reconstruct the reflected radiance 
factors of the non-fluorescent colors. In order to achieve this goal, an abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging system was developed in this dissertation. The reflected 
and fluorescent radiance factors of a fluorescent color were reconstructed separately 
using the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging.  Based on this technique, the reflected 
radiance factors were reconstructed using the filter fluorescence reduction spectral 
imaging. The reflected radiance factor of a color is a light source-independent 
component. The fluorescent radiance factor of a fluorescent color, which is a light 
source-dependent component, was reconstructed based on an abridged two-
monochromator method. 
 The idea of the abridged two-monochromator method was proposed and discussed 
in Chapter 4. An exploratory experiment was performed to evaluate the capability of the 
proposed model to reconstruct the fluorescent radiance factors of a set of fluorescent 
colors for a desired viewing light source.  
 The spectral imaging developed in this dissertation was based on the Eitle and 
Ganz (1968) filter fluorescence reduction method used in fluorescence colorimetry. The 
filter fluorescent reduction method was adopted and modified for a fluorescence imaging 
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application. The proposed spectral imaging was called filter fluorescence reduction 
spectral imaging. Using a virtual camera, a simulation of the filter fluorescence reduction 
spectral imaging was prepared and presented in Chapter 5.  
The idea of abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was implemented in the real 
imaging of a set of fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets and is presented in this 
chapter. The results of the image-based filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging and 
the abridged two-monochromator methods are presented and compared with reference 
values, the Donaldson radiance factor matrix measured with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
Furthermore, the performance of the image-based fluorescence spectral imaging is 
compared with a traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging. The comparison of the 
three models gives a better understanding of the importance of the effect of the light 
source in reconstruction of the total radiance factor of a fluorescent color. Moreover, the 
capability of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging in reconstruction of the reflected 
radiance factors of the non-fluorescent colors is demonstrated. The structure of this 
chapter is as the following:  
6.2. Image-based filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging 
6.3. Prediction of the spectral fluorescent radiance factor 
6.4. Prediction of the total radiance factor  
6.5. Fluorescence, spectral, and colorimetric imaging  
6.6. Conclusions 
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6.2 Image-Based Filter Fluorescence Reduction Spectral Imaging 
6.2.1 Light source 
Recall that the filter fluorescence reduction method is a technique to estimate the spectral 
reflected radiance factor. In order to reduce the fluorescence contribution to the total 
radiance of a fluorescent sample, a light source with low spectral energy in the excitation 
region of the corresponding sample is desired. A tungsten light, a pair of Broncolor Pulso 
G lights, was selected for the filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging.  In order to 
measure the spectral power distribution of the light sources, a perfect reflecting diffuser 
disc was prepared from polytetrafluoroethylene  (PTFE) powder (Weidner 1981). 
Hereafter the perfect diffuser disc is called the ‘Halon’. The Halon was illuminated with 
the Broncolor Pulso G lights and the emanated radiance was measured with a Photo 
Research SpectroScan PR650 spectroradiometer. It was assumed that the Halon did not 
fluoresce and had a reflected radiance factor of unity at all visible wavelengths. So the 
measured radiance, emanating from the Halon, was representative of the spectral power 
distribution of the Broncolor Pulso G light. The spectral power distribution of the 
Broncolor Pulso G light is shown by solid blue line in Figure 6.1.  
The same theatrical short-wavelength cutoff filters (see Figure 5.4) used in the 
simulated filter fluorescence reduction imaging were employed in the real imaging. These 
filters were placed in the excitation path (see Figure 6.2), in front of Broncolor Pulso G, 
to modify the spectral power distribution of this illuminant. The spectral power 
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distributions of the resulting new light sources were measured with the spectroradiometer 
using the Halon and are plotted in Figure 6.1. 
 
Figure 6.1 The measured spectral power distribution of Broncolor Pulso G (tungsten-
based), blue line, and the generated lights sources using Broncolor Pulso G (tungsten-
based) plus the short-wavelength cutoff filters in the excitation path. 
 
Figure 6.2 The Broncolor Pulso G (tungsten-based) with a short-wavelength cutoff filter 
(Rosco 312) attached to it. 
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Example of pictures under two different light sources created by a Broncolor 
Pulso G (tungsten-based) with two short-wavelength cut off filters is shown in Figure 6.3.  
  
Figure 6.3 Pictures of a scene illuminated by Broncolor Pulso G (tungsten-based) 
filtered by Rosco 312 (left) and a sandwich of Rosco 312 and Lee 113 (right). 
6.2.2 Calibration and Verification Targets 
The same fluorescent targets described in Chapter 5, the ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Mixed Chart’, 
and ‘Fluor Chart2’, were employed in the real imaging. The ‘Fluor Chart1’ along with 
‘Esser Test Chart TE221’ was used as calibration target (see Figure 6.4). Hereafter the 
target consisting of these two targets is called ‘Calib FRS1’. The Donaldson radiance 
factor matrix of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ was measured with a Labsphere BFC-450 and its 
diagonal was stored as the spectral reflected radiance factor of the ‘Fluor Chart1’. The 
spectral reflected radiance factors of the Esser were measured with a GretagMacbeth 
SpectroEye in the range of 380-730 nm in 10 nm intervals. The spectral reflected 
radiance factors of these two charts were concatenated to make the ‘Calib FRS1’.  The 
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Esser consisted 264 chromatic and 19 achromatic patches. Totally, the ‘Calib FRS1’ 
consisted 289 samples. The Esser has a few yellow and red patches with steep spectral 
curves, which might enhance the performance of the imaging system in reconstruction of 
the reflected radiance factor of the fluorescent colors with similar steep curves. The 
‘Mixed Chart’, ‘Fluor Chart2’, the GretagMacbeth Color Checker (CC), and Gamblin 
were used as verification targets. 
 
 
 
      
 
 
Figure 6.4 The ‘Calib FRS1’. The spectral reflected radiance factor of the ‘Fluor 
Chart1’ in left site and the Esser Test Chart TE221 in the right site. 
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6.2.3 Image Acquisition System 
A modified Sinarback 54 digital camera with the relative spectral sensitivities shown in 
Figure 5.8 was employed in the real imaging. The Sinarback 54 is a three-channel RGB 
camera. By replacing its IR cutoff filter with a clear glass and fabricating two filters, one 
could capture six-channel images (Berns et al. 2004). These filters are called camera 
filters to differentiate them from the cutoff filters used in the illumination paths. The 
camera and the fabricated filters are depicted in Figure 6.5. One of the fabricated filters, 
the blue-green filters, resulted in spectral sensitivities, that were similar to the spectral 
sensitivities of the original camera; a color managed RGB image could be prepared using 
the blue-green filter. Hereafter imaging by employing the blue-green filter is called 
colorimetric imaging and will be discussed at the end of this chapter. An example of the 
captured images under Broncolor Pulso G with Sinarback 54 with its two filters, yellow 
(Schott GG475) and blue-green (Schott BG39), and the same exposure time for both 
camera filters is shown in Figure 6.6. The Sinarback 54 has a micro-positioning 
mechanism to move the sensor four times to position each color of the Bayer patterned 
(CFA) over every pixel’s spatial location. This is called the ‘four shot’ mode and results 
in RGB images without a need for performing spatial interpolation. In this way eight 
shots, four shots corresponding to each camera filter, were captured. This is called as 
eight shot mode of Sinarback 54 in the rest of this dissertation. 
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Figure 6.5 A modified Sinarback 54 digital camera. 
  
Figure 6.6  The captured image of a GretagMacbeth Color Checker (CC) under 
Broncolor Pulso G with a Sinarback 54 with two camera-filters with the same exposure 
time. Left and right images were captured with Schott BG39 and Schott GG475 filters, 
respectively. 
 Images of the targets and a uniform grey background under all of the light sources 
described above were captured using the modified Sinarback 54 digital camera in its 
‘eight-shot’ mode. The exposure time and the aperture size of the camera were adjusted 
according to the light sources to maximize dynamic range without clipping the digital 
counts. Totally, with an image taken under non-filtered light source, seven images were 
captured, rows 1-7 in Table 6.1. In the traditional spectral imaging with the modified 
Sinarback 54 in its ‘eight-shot’ mode (www.art-si.org), the exposure time was adjusted to 
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avoid clipping in the RGB channels taken using yellow filter (Schott filter GG475). It 
means that the exposure time was the same for all six channels. However some light 
sources eg., {Broncolor Pulso G (tungsten-based) + Rosco 312 + Lee HT 27} were dim 
and the signals under blue-green filter were noisy. Therefore, the exposure time was 
adjusted for each camera filter under each dim light source to get a strong signal.  
The eight-plane images were re-assembled into a pair of three-plane image, two 
RGB images. The image processing was performed in Matlab 7.4. All images were 
digitally flat-fielded using the grey background based on Eq. 6.1 and followed by image 
registration.  
! 
Lcorrected =
Limage "mean Lgrey( )
Lgrey
    ( 6.1 )  
where Limage is the captured digital counts of the scene, Lgrey represents the digital counts 
of the grey card, and Lcorrected is the flat fielded digital counts of the scene. Digital flat-
fielding corrects the lighting non-uniformity and sensor fixed pattern noise (Holst 1998).  
Dark correction was not required since this step was performed within the camera 
software environment. Since the targets contained solid patches, the camera signals of the 
pixels on each patch of each target were averaged to represent the whole patch. 
Averaging helped to avoid pixel-to-pixel variation, reducing the effect of shot noise. 
Rectangular masks were used to collect and compute the average pixel values within each 
mask for each solid color. The flat-fielded, registered, and the averaged camera signals 
were used in the later image processing steps. A flow chart of image preparation is 
depicted in Figure 6.7.  
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Figure 6.7 A flowchart of image preparation for the solid patches in spectral imaging 
with a modified Sinarback 54. The symbol ‘m’ stands for the number of patches in the 
target, ‘L’ represents the digital count, and the number 6 corresponds to the six channels 
of the digital camera.  
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Table 6.1 Set up of experiment for imaging under different light sources with a modified 
Sinarback 54. 
No. Light Source 
Exposure 
Time 
(second) for 
Yellow filter 
Exposure 
Time 
(second) for 
Blue filter f-stop 
1 BronColor Puls G (Tungsten) 0.20 0.33 f13 
2 BronColor Puls G (Tungsten)+Ross 312 0.20 1.00 f13 
3 BronColor Puls G (Tungsten)+Ross 312 + Lee HT15 0.25 0.77 f13 
4 BronColor Puls G (Tungsten)+Ross 312 + Lee 179 0.25 1.00 f13 
5 BronColor Puls G (Tungsten)+Ross312 + Lee HT 778 0.33 1.60 f13 
6 BronColor Puls G (Tungsten)+Ross 312 + Lee HT 113 0.33 1.60 f13 
7 BronColor Puls G (Tungsten)+Ross 312 + Lee HT 27 0.40 2.00 f13 
8 BronColor Puls G (Tungsten)+ Lee 201 0.50 0.50 f13 
9 BronColor Puls G (Xenon strobe) - - f13 
10 Spectroline XX-40 (UV-A) 0.50 0.50 f13 
 
The spectral reflected radiance factors of the targets were estimated from the 
linear photometric camera signals using a transformation matrix, T, Eq. 6.2. The 
transformation matrix was derived based on a singular value decomposition pseudo-
inverse technique using the reflected radiance factor of the calibration target and 
corresponding detected camera signals. More details on deriving the transformation 
matrix for converting the camera signals to the reflected radiance factors were presented 
in Chapter 5, 
! 
ˆ R = T "L     ( 6.2 ) 
 
where L and 
! 
ˆ R  are the camera signal and the reflected radiance factors, respectively. As 
explained in Chapter 5, the dimension of the transformation matrix, T, depends on the 
number of light sources employed to derive this matrix. One could concatenate computed 
camera signals corresponding to a few light sources and simultaneously solve for a 
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transformation matrix, T. For example, an imaging system with three light sources had a 
L(18,m) matrix of camera signals and a T (',18) transformation matrix. The symbols  
‘m’ and ‘'’ stand for the number of patches in a target and the number of wavelength, 
respectively.  
The transformation matrix, T, has no physical meaning and is derived 
mathematically to transform camera signals to reflected radiance factors. An example of 
transformation matrix for a six-channel spectral imaging under the tungsten-based 
Broncolor Pulso G is shown in Figure 6.8. 
 
Figure 6.8 A transformation matrix, T, derived based on an imaging with a six-channel 
spectral imaging under tungsten-based Broncolor Pulso G. The calibration target was 
the ‘Calib FRS2’. The blue and green lines correspond to red channels under Schott 
GG475 and BG39 filters. The red and cyan lines correspond to green channels under 
Schott GG475 and BG39 filters. The magenta and yellow lines correspond to blue 
channels under Schott GG475 and BG39 filters. 
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6.2.4 Geometry of Imaging 
Since the bi-spectrometers have a geometry of 45/0, the same geometry was used in the 
fluorescence spectral imaging. The schematic diagram of the imaging system is depicted 
in Figure 6.9.  The sample was illuminated at a 45 degree angle from the surface normal 
from both sides. The detecting device, a spectroradiometer or a digital camera was placed 
on the surface normal. The distance between the sample and the detective device was 
adjusted to create a focused image. A picture of the experimental set up as well as some 
of the targets is shown in Figure 6.10.  
 
 
Figure 6.9 A schematic setup of the image acquisition. 
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Figure 6.10 A picture of the experimental set up for filter fluorescence reduction spectral 
imaging. 
6.2.5 Results and Discussion 
As stated in Chapter 5, the performance of the imaging system was dependent on the 
amount of information used in the training step for computation of transformation matrix, 
T. Therefore, the performance was dependent on the calibration target and the number of 
light sources used in the imaging system. In this section, the effect of the number of light 
sources used in the real imaging system as well as the calibration target is discussed. 
  Recall that six images under different filtered Broncolor Pulso G was captured 
using modified Sinarback 54. Totally seven images including an image corresponding to 
the non-filtered Broncolor Pulso G were captured. Similar to the simulation process, all 
two, three, four, five, six, and seven possible combinations of the seven images of the 
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calibration target were used in deriving the transformation matrix, T, separately. The 
captured camera signals corresponding to each set of light sources combinations were 
saved in a matrix format, L, Eq. 5.4. The spectral reflected radiance factors of the 
calibration target, ‘Calib FRS1’ were formed as a matrix, R in Eq.5.4. The transformation 
matrix, T, corresponding to each combination of images were derived using Eq. 5.4.  
Similarly the captured camera signals of the other targets corresponding to each 
combination of light sources were concatenated to make matrix L in Eq. 6.2. The spectral 
reflected radiance factors of each target were estimated using the derived transformation 
matrix, T, and the captured camera signals corresponding to each combination of light 
sources, Eq. 6.2. The spectral performance was evaluated as average spectral RMS% 
error between the reconstructed and reference reflected radiance factors. The spectral 
performances using different combinations of light sources based on the best result of 
each combination for each target are shown in Figure 6.11. The result strongly supports 
the results of the simulation in reconstruction of the reflected radiance factor (Chapter 5). 
The performance of the filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging was improved 
using two light sources in reconstruction the reflected radiance factor of the fluorescent 
and non-fluorescent targets. The model based on two light sources had a T(',12) 
transformation matrix to calibrate the imaging system. It means that the more information 
was introduced to the imaging system than a system calibrated based on a T(',6) 
transformation matrix. Similar to the simulation results (Chapter 5), the performance of 
the model was improved using up to four light sources for both fluorescent and non-
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fluorescent targets. The imaging system with more than four light sources was not 
improved. Using more than four light sources might cause overtraining the imaging 
system for the calibration target. In this experiment significant improvement was not 
observed for a GretagMacbeth ColorChecker.  
 
Figure 6.11 The average spectral RMS% error between the image-based reconstructed 
reflected radiance factor based on filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging and the 
measured by a Labsphere BFC-450. The results correspond to the best reconstruction 
performance for each target. The calibration target was the ‘Calib FRS1’. 
 
The statistical summary of the spectral RMSE % between the measured and 
reconstructed spectral reflected radiance factor based on three and four light sources used 
in calibration process is listed in Table 6.2. As shown by average RMS% error, a model 
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with four light sources with a T(',24) transformation matrix performed slightly better 
than a model with three light sources and a T(',18) transformation matrix.  The 
maximum RMSE% was improved using four light sources in comparison to using three 
light sources. Also, the standard deviation of the RMS% error was slightly lower than in 
the latter case. In order to avoid problems associated with image registration, one might 
prefer to use three light sources to train the imaging system.  
Table 6.2 RMSE% between the image-based reconstructed and measured reflected 
radiance factors of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets. Calibration target was 
the ‘Calib FRS1’. 
Chart 
name Average Minimum Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile 
  
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
Fluor 
Chart1 2.35 1.80 1.06 0.73 5.79 4.67 1.78 1.48 5.46 4.41 
Mixed 4.45 4.24 1.53 1.20 11.54 8.40 2.40 2.05 7.04 7.24 
Fluor 
Chart2 7.06 6.70 4.20 4.52 12.21 10.50 2.95 2.12 11.34 10.17 
Esser 1.40 1.26 0.24 0.22 10.49 9.81 0.91 0.87 2.06 1.87 
CC 2.65 2.69 0.85 1.03 6.93 6.82 1.68 1.70 5.98 6.20 
Gamblin 3.43 3.08 0.79 0.72 7.26 7.19 1.72 1.45 6.05 5.38 
  
A listed of light sources corresponding to the best results for all targets are shown 
in Table 6.3. Similar to the simulation results, the non-filtered light source, Broncolor 
Pulso G, was selected as one of the light sources for all targets. The other two light 
sources, {Broncolor Pulso G+ Rosco 312} and {Broncolor Pulso G + Rosco 312+ Lee 
179}, were the same for most of the targets.  
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Table 6.3 A list of light sources used in filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging to 
yield the best performance for different targets. 
Chart 
name Light 1 Light 2 Light 3 Light 4 
Fluor 
Chart1 Tungsten 
Tungsten+Rosco
312 
Tungsten+Rosco 312+ 
Lee 179 
Tungsten+Rosco312+ 
Lee HT 113 
Mixed Tungsten 
Tungsten+Rosco
312 
Tungsten+Rosco 312+ 
Lee HT 778 
Tungsten+Rosco312+ 
Lee HT 113 
Fluor 
Chart2 Tungsten 
Tungsten+Rosco
312 
Tungsten+Rosco 312+ 
Lee HT15 
Tungsten+Rosco312+ 
Lee HT 113 
Esser Tungsten 
Tungsten+Rosco
312 
Tungsten+Rosco 312+ 
Lee HT 778 
Tungsten+Rosco312+ 
Lee HT 113 
CC Tungsten 
Tungsten+Rosco
312 
Tungsten+Rosco 312 + 
Lee HT 113 
Tungsten+Rosco 312+ 
Lee HT 27 
Gamblin Tungsten 
Tungsten+Rosco
312+Lee HT15 
Tungsten+Rosco 312+ 
Lee HT 778 
Tungsten+Rosco312+ 
 Lee HT 113 
 
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of the model to a light source, for each target 
the set of light sources with the best reconstruction performance was selected and 
employed to predict the reflected radiance factor of the other targets. The average spectral 
RMS% errors of such predictions are listed in Table 6.4. For example, as shown in the 
first row and fifth column in Table 6.4, a set of light sources with the best performance 
for the ColorChecker, the fifth row in Table 6.3, resulted in a RMS% error of 2.29 in 
reconstruction of the spectral reflected radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart1’. The filter 
fluorescence reduction imaging was more sensitive to the light source selection in 
reconstruction of the reflected radiance factor of the fluorescent targets than the non-
fluorescent target. The most sensitive target was the ‘Fluor Chart2’ with the average 
RMS% error in the range of 6.70-9.69. The least sensitive target was the Esser with 
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average RMS% error in the range of 1.26-1.37. Therefore, the selection of light sources 
for a scene containing both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors was limited to the 
proper set for the fluorescent colors.  
 
Table 6.4 The average spectral RMSE% between the image-based reconstructed and 
measured reflected radiance factor for different targets using different set of light 
sources. 
Chart name Fluor Chart1 Mixed Fluor Chart2 Esser CC Gamblin 
Fluor Chart1 1.80 1.99 2.07 1.99 2.29 2.11 
Mixed Chart 5.49 4.24 4.34 4.24 6.11 4.36 
Fluor Chart2 8.75 7.00 6.70 7.00 9.69 8.08 
Esser 1.27 1.26 1.29 1.26 1.30 1.37 
CC 2.84 2.73 2.72 2.73 2.69 3.17 
Gamblin 3.38 3.21 3.61 3.21 4.08 3.08 
 
 The number of the fluorescent colors in the ‘Calib FRS1’, calibration target, was 
6 out of 289 samples. To increase the contribution of the fluorescent colors in the 
calibration target, a new calibration target consisted of the ‘Fluor Chart1’, the ‘Esser’, 
and the ‘Fluor Chart2’ (see Figure 6.12) was used. The reflected radiance factors of the 
‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Fluor Chart2’ and the Esser were concatenated to make a new calibration 
target called ‘Calib FRS2’. In this way, the ‘Calib FRS2’ had 20 fluorescent samples out 
of 303 samples.  
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Figure 6.12 The spectral reflected radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ in top and the 
picture of this chart in bottom. 
 
 Again, all possible combinations of images captured under the seven light sources 
were used to calibrate the fluorescence spectral imaging. The best average RMSE% for 
each target was computed and plotted in Figure 6.13. Similar to the results of the ‘Calib 
FRS1’ in simulation and real imaging, a trend of performance improvement employing 
higher number of light sources was observed for the models calibrated with the ‘Calib 
FRS2’. As shown in Figure 6.13, using two light sources rather than one, improved the 
performance of the imaging system for all targets. It means a model with a T(',12) 
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transformation matrix was definitely improved the performance of the filter fluorescence 
reduction imaging rather than a model with a T(',6). Similarly, using more than four 
light sources did not improve the performance. Actually, using more than four light 
sources increased %RMS error and was not desirable.  
 
Figure 6.13 The average spectral RMS% error between the image-based reconstructed 
and the measured reflected radiance factor with a Labsphere BFC-450. The results 
correspond to the best reconstruction performance for each target. Calibration target 
was the ‘Calib FRS2’. 
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 As mentioned above the ‘Fluor Chart 2’ as calibration target had more fluorescent 
samples than ‘Fluor Chart 1’, which resulted in a better performance in reconstruction of 
the reflected radiance factor for most of the fluorescent colors. The average RMS% error 
in reconstruction of the reflected radiance factors of the ‘Mixed Chart’ was decreased 
from 4.24 to 3.46 using the ‘Fluor Chart 2’ rather than ‘Fluor Chart 1’ as calibration 
target. Similarly, the maximum and the 90th percentile RMS% error were improved from 
8.40 to 6.75, and from 7.24 to 5.67, respectively. The spectral reflected radiance factors 
of the ‘Mixed Chart’ based on the two different calibration targets, the ‘Calib FRS1’ and 
‘Calib FRS2’, are shown in Figures 6.14 and 6.15, respectively. The reconstructed 
reflected radiance factor curves of the ‘Mixed Chart’ based on the imaging system 
calibrated with the ‘Calib FRS2’ was slightly smoother than the other system calibrated 
with the Calib FRS1’. 
 
Table 6.5 RMSE% between the image-based reconstructed and measured reflected 
radiance factors of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets. Calibration target was 
the ‘Calib FRS2’. 
Chart 
name Average Minimum Maximum Std. 90th Percentile 
  
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
3 
lights 
4 
Lights 
Fluor 
Chart1 2.76 2.51 1.68 1.45 5.23 4.83 1.33 1.35 5.03 4.68 
Mixed 3.76 3.46 1.25 0.93 6.90 6.75 1.91 1.76 6.25 5.67 
Fluor 
Chart2 4.75 4.43 2.89 2.28 8.41 10.27 1.77 2.17 7.87 8.32 
Esser 1.52 1.35 0.35 0.20 11.00 10.09 0.95 0.90 2.29 2.08 
CC 2.67 2.73 0.80 0.85 6.42 6.39 1.56 1.59 5.82 6.05 
Gamblin 3.43 3.24 0.79 0.75 7.47 6.57 1.80 1.63 6.51 5.93 
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Figure 6.14 Spectral reflected radiance factors of the ‘Mixed Chart’. Green line is the 
measurement with a Labsphere BFC-450 and red line represents the image-based 
reconstructed based on the filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging. Calibration 
target was the ‘Calib FRS1’. 
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Figure 6.15 Spectral reflected radiance factors of the ‘Mixed Chart’. Green line is the 
measurement with a Labsphere BFC-450 and red line represents the image-based 
reconstructed based on the filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging. Calibration 
target was the ‘Calib FRS2’. 
 
 The reconstructed spectral reflected radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart 1’ and the 
‘Fluor Chart 2’ based on the imaging system calibrated with ‘Calib FRS2’ are shown in 
Figures 6.16 and 6.17, respectively. The reflected radiance factors of each color measured 
with a Labsphere BFC-450 are also shown as reference. The reconstructed reflected 
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radiance factor of most of the colors in the ‘Fluor Chart2’ is slightly higher than the 
measured reflected radiance factor with a Labsphere BFC-450. The sources of errors 
might be addressed to the inability of the selected short-wavelength cutoff filters to 
exclude all possible excitation wavelengths, which might cause the unwanted 
fluorescence. In other words, there might be some contributions of fluorescence to the 
reconstructed reflected radiance factors.  
The short-wavelength cutoff filters were selected to obtain the best performance 
for all patches in the target. The current short-wavelength cutoff filters was not perfect to 
reconstruct the reflected radiance factor of the fluorescent blue colors, the first patch in 
the ‘Fluor Chart 1’ and the first two samples in the ‘Fluor Chart 2’. The fluorescent blue 
color fluoresces below the cutoff wavelengths of the employed cutoff filters. Therefore 
the excitation wavelengths, which cause fluorescence as well as reflectance, were 
excluded. This means the reflected radiance factors were under estimated. On the other 
hand, employing a non-filtered light source, Broncolor Pulso G, would include all 
excitation wavelengths. This means the reconstructed radiance might include 
fluorescence and reflectance. In other words, it might cause over estimation of the 
reflected radiance factor. These under and over estimation of the reflected radiance factor 
resulted an uncertainty in reconstruction of the fluorescent blue. 
As it can be seen in Figures 6.15-6.17, the estimated reflected radiance factors of 
some patches are wiggly. This might due to some extend by the six-channel camera.  
Furthermore, The estimated spectral reflected radiance factor of a sample with flat 
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spectral characteristics might not be as flat as the measured one due to wave-shape of the 
derived transformation matrix, T, (Zhao 2005). An example of a transformation matrix 
derived based on a six-channel spectral imaging system under tungsten-based Broncolor 
Pulso G is shown in Figure 6.5. 
 
Figure 6.16 Spectral reflected radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart1’. Green line is the 
measurement with a Labsphere BFC-450 and red line represents the image-based 
reconstructed based on the filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging. Calibration 
target was the ‘Calib FRS2’. 
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Figure 6.17 Spectral reflected radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart 2’. Green line is the 
measurement with a Labsphere BFC-450 and red line represents the image-based 
reconstructed based on the filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging. Calibration 
target was the ‘Calib FRS2’. 
  
The performance of a GretagMacbeth ColorChecker (CC) and the ‘Gamblin’ as 
independent non-fluorescent target was not significantly different using the ‘Calib FRS1’ 
and ‘Calib FRS2’ as calibration targets. The average %RMSE for the CC was 2.69 and 
2.73 using the ‘Calib FRS1’ and ‘Calib FRS2’ as calibration target, respectively. The 
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average %RMSE for the Gamblin was 3.08 and 3.24 using the ‘Calib FRS1’ and ‘Calib 
FRS2’ as calibration target, respectively. The reconstructed and measured reflected 
radiance factors for the CC and the Gamblin are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19, 
respectively.  
 
Figure 6.18 Spectral reflected radiance factors of a GretagMacbeth ColorChecker. 
Green line is the measurement with a GretagMacbeth SpectroEye and red line represents 
the image-based reconstructed based on filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging. 
Calibration target was the ‘Calib FRS2’. 
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Figure 6.19 Spectral reflected radiance factors of the Gamblin. Green line is the 
measurement with a GretagMacbeth SpectroEye and red line represents the image-based 
reconstructed based on filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging. Calibration target 
was the ‘Calib FRS2’. 
6.3 Prediction of the Spectral Fluorescent Radiance Factor 
Recall that the total radiance factor is the summation of the spectral reflected and 
fluorescent radiance factors. In order to reconstruct the total radiance factor, each 
component should be reconstructed separately. The process of reconstruction of the 
spectral reflected radiance factors of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets based on 
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a fluorescence reduction spectral imaging system was presented in section 6.2. Since the 
non-fluorescent colors do not fluoresce, the total and reflected radiance factors are the 
same for these colors. This is not true for the fluorescent colors. Therefore, the light 
source dependent fluorescent component should be reconstructed for the fluorescent 
colors under a desired light source. The goal of this section was reconstructing the 
spectral fluorescent radiance factor of the fluorescent targets under two different light 
sources, a simulated daylight and an incandescent light sources of a GretagMacbeth 
Spectralight II. The proposed model in this dissertation, the abridged two-monochromator 
method, was employed to achieve this goal. Recall that the abridged two-monochromator 
method was based on predicting the true emission and the number of absorbed quanta for 
a given fluorescent color under a desired viewing light source. The proposed model was 
explained in Chapter 4 and is restated in the following steps: 
! Derive a normalized fluorescence distribution, FUV based on UV-fluorescence 
imaging, 
! Create an initial Donaldson matrix, DI(',µ), by filling each of its column with 
FUV.  The µ and ' stand for the excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively. 
! Create a weighted Donaldson matrix, DW1(',µ), based on the DI(',µ) and the 
spectral power distribution of the initial light source, E1(µ), 
! 
DW 1 ",µ( ) = DI ",µ( ) # diag E1 µ( )( )   ( 6.3 ) 
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! Obtain a spectral fluorescence radiance, F1('), under an initial light source with a 
known spectral power distribution, E1('), based on the corresponding total 
radiance factor, %T1('), and the reflected radiance factor, %s('), 
! 
F1 "( ) = #T 1 "( )$#S "( )[ ] %E1 "( )   ( 6.4 ) 
! Derive the wavelength-dependent, K(µ), such a way to match F1(') using the 
DW1(',µ), and F1(µ), 
! 
K = pinv(DW 1) "F1    ( 6.5 ) 
! Calculate an abridged Donaldson matrix, DL1(',µ), for the initial light source, 
E1(µ), using DW1(µ,') and K(µ), 
! 
DL1 =DW 1 " diag K( )   ( 6.6 ) 
  
! Calculate the excitation spectrum based on the abridged Donaldson matrix, 
DL1(',µ), for the initial light source, E1(µ), 
! 
ˆ X 1 µ( ) = DL1 ",µ( )#"
"
$    ( 6.7 ) 
! Calculate the independent-light source true emission, Ft('), based on the abridged 
Donaldson matrix, DL1(',µ),  
! 
ˆ F 
t
"( ) =
D
L1 ",µ( )#µ
µ
$
ˆ X 1 µ( )#µ
µ
$
   ( 6.8 ) 
! Calculate the number of absorbed quanta, N2, in the excitation region under a 
desired light source, E2(µ), 
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! 
ˆ N 
2
=
ˆ X 
1
µ( )
E
1
µ( )µ
" E2 µ( )#µ    ( 6.9 ) 
! Calculate the spectral fluorescence radiance, F2('), under a desired light source, 
E2(µ), based on the predicted number of absorbed quanta, N2 and the predicted 
true emission, Ft('),  
! 
F2 "( ) = N2 # Ft "( )     ( 6.10 ) 
! Calculating the spectral fluorescent radiance factor, %L2(') based on F2(') and 
spectral power distribution of a desired light source, E2('), 
! 
"L2 #( ) =
F2 #( )
E2 #( )
    ( 6.11 ) 
The above steps in reconstruction of the spectral fluorescent radiance factors of 
the ‘Fluor Chart1’, the Fluor Chart2’, and the ‘Mixed Chart’ under a simulated daylight 
and an incandescent of a GretagMacbeth Spectralight II are presented in the following 
section.  
6.3.1 UV-Fluorescence Imaging  
Based on the Stokes shift, the excitation happens under short wavelengths and the 
fluorescence occurs at longer wavelengths. The goal of UV-fluorescence imaging was to 
obtain the spectral fluorescence distribution of the fluorescent colors. It means that the 
emission range and the emission peak could be determined using UV-fluorescence 
imaging. In this way, the excitation happened under UV radiation and the fluorescence in 
the visible range could be captured with a spectroradiometer or a digital camera. It was 
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assumed that the signals captured under UV radiation corresponded to the fluorescence 
since no reflectance in the UV-range was detectable.  
A pair of light source, Spectroline UV-A (XX-40) (www.spectroline.com) was 
employed as a light source in the UV-fluorescence imaging. The relative spectral power 
distribution of this light source with a maximum power at 365 nm, provided by 
Spectroline Co., is shown in Figure 6.20.  
 
Figure 6.20  The relative spectral power distribution of UV-A light source, Spectroline 
XX-40. 
The same digital camera, targets, and geometry used in the experiment for 
reconstructing the spectral reflected radiance factor were employed in UV-imaging (see 
Section 6.2) A picture of UV-imaging set up for reconstructing the fluorescence 
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distribution of the fluorescent colors is shown in Figure 6.21. The vertical lights with blue 
light fixture seen in Figure 6.21 are the UV-A light sources.  
 
Figure 6.21 An experimental set up for UV-imaging to reconstruct the fluorescence 
distribution of the fluorescent colors. 
  
It was assumed that there was a linear photometric relation between the camera 
signal and the radiance emanated from the surface upon the UV irradiation, the same 
assumption as in the traditional multispectral imaging.  The ‘Fluor Chart1’ was selected 
as the calibration target to calibrate the UV-fluorescence imaging system. The spectral 
radiance in w/(sr.m
2
) was measured with a Photo Research SpectroScan PR650 in the 
range of 380-780 nm in 4 nm intervals, Figure 6.22. Also, the emanating radiance from 
the Halon under UV radiation was measured by a spectroradiometer, Figure 6.23. The 
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existence of a small bump in the long wavelengths and a signal in the short-wavelength 
can be seen in all measurements including the radiance measured from the Halon. That 
might be related to the UV-light since the distribution of UV-light at 405 nm was 
noticeable, Figure 6.20. The spectral characteristic of the UV-light at long wavelengths 
was not available. Since the modified Sinarback 54 was sensitive in the 380-420 nm, the 
existence of such a signal in the UV-imaging might be a source of error in reconstructing 
the fluorescence distribution. That might be avoided by using a proper filter in front of 
the digital camera. In this experiment, this signal was not excluded during image 
acquisition.  
 
Figure 6.22 Spectral radiances of the “Fluor Chart1” under a Spectroline XX-40 (UV-A 
light source) measured by a Photo Research SpectroScan PR650. The Blue, green, red, 
cyan, magenta, and yellow correspond to the radiance of blue, green, magenta, orange, 
red, and yellow, respectively. 
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Figure 6.23 Spectral radiances of the illuminated Halon under UV-A light source and 
measured by a Photo Research SpectroScan PR650. 
 
 Images of the fluorescent targets under UV-A light source were captured using a 
modified Sinarback 54 digital camera in its ‘eight-shot’ mode and followed by image 
registration. The exposure time was adjusted such a way to avoid clipping of the RGB 
values in all channels, Table 6.1, row 10. The ‘Fluor Chart1’ was selected as a calibration 
target in UV-Fluorescence imaging. Using the measured spectral radiance of the ‘Fluor 
Chart1’ and the corresponding camera signals under UV-A, a transformation matrix, 
T(',6), was derived. The rows and columns of the transformation matrix corresponds to 
wavelength, ', and 6 channels of the modified Sinarback 54, respectively. A SVD-based 
pseudo-inverse technique implemented by Matlab 7.4, ‘pinv’ function, was employed in 
computation of the transformation matrix, T, as Eq. 6.12. 
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! 
T =L " pinv(R)      ( 6.12 ) 
where L and R denote for the captured camera signal and  the measured radiance, 
respectively. A fluorescence emission under UV illumination determines the fluorescence 
distribution of a fluorescent color. It is assumed that the quantum yield for fluorescence 
from UV excitation versus visible excitation scale the same for each fluorescent colors. 
The derived transformation matrix, T, was applied to reconstruct the spectral 
fluorescence distribution of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ and the ‘Mixed Chart’ using Eq. 6.13.  
! 
ˆ R = T "L      ( 6.13 ) 
where 
! 
ˆ R  is the reconstructed fluorescence radiance. The reconstructed fluorescence 
radiance of the ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Flour Chart2’, and ‘Mixed Chart’ were normalized in 
respect to their emission peak values, as shown in Figures 6.24- 6.26. The normalized 
fluorescence emission was called Fuv. This was the first step of the abridged two-
monochromator method. 
Similarly, the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrices with a 
Labsphere BFC-450 for each fluorescent color were used to compute the normalized 
fluorescence radiance values for the ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Flour Chart2’, and ‘Mixed Chart’ as 
presented in Figures 6.24- 6.26, respectively. These computed normalized fluorescence 
radiance values were used as references in verification of the peak location and 
wavelength range of the emission of each fluorescent color based on the UV-fluorescence 
imaging. The measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix, DL(',µ), with a 
Labsphere BFC-450 was integrated in the UV range of 300-380 nm to compute the 
fluorescence radiance under UV, FDUV('), as stated in Eq. 6.14.  
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! 
FDUV "( ) = DL ",µ( )#µ
µ$300
380
%     ( 6.14 ) 
The FDUV(')  was normalized in respect to the emission peak. Recall that a Donaldson 
luminescence radiance factor matrix is a Donaldson matrix, which its diagonal, the 
reflected radiance factor, was set to zero. 
 For patches of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ and the ‘Fluor Chart2’ presented, in Figure 6.24 
and 6.25 respectively, the peak location and wavelength range of the emission were the 
same in the measured and reconstructed fluorescence radiances. Each patch of these two 
targets was made with a pure fluorescent color. Also, the fluorescent colors in these two 
charts had an emission curve with only one emission peak.  The model could properly 
estimate the emission range and peak location of the samples in the ‘Mixed Chart’, which 
had only one peak emission. For example patches numbered one, eight, eleven, twelve, 
and fifteen in the ‘Mixed Chart’ have this kind of fluorescence characteristic. The 
emission range and peak location for these colors were estimated properly.  
The model performed poorly in determining the emission peak and emission 
range of the fluorescent samples with jaggy fluorescence characteristic. Some examples 
of such samples are patches numbered two, four, five, ten, thirteen, and fourteen in the 
‘Mixed Chart’ (see Figure 6.26).  These are dark fluorescent colors. Recall that samples 
of the ‘Mixed Chart’ were made of mixtures of the pure fluorescent colors. The jaggy 
fluorescence characteristic of these samples might be attributed to fluorescence 
quenching due to mixing the fluorescent colors. Since each patches of the ‘Mixed Chart” 
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was made of two fluorescent colors, it might be expected that they would have two 
emission peaks. Therefore, jaggy fluorescence characteristic might be attributed to the 
second emission peak, which was not reconstructed perfectly. 
 
Figure 6.24 The normalized spectral fluorescence curve of the “Fluor Chart1”. Green 
line represents the predicted spectral fluorescence based on UV-fluorescence imaging 
and the blue line shows the measured spectral fluorescence with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
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Figure 6.25 The normalized spectral fluorescence curve of the “Fluor Chart2”. Green 
line represents the predicted spectral fluorescence based on UV-fluorescence imaging 
and the blue line shows the measured spectral fluorescence with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
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Figure 6.26 The normalized spectral fluorescence curve of the “Mixed Chart”. Green 
line represents the predicted spectral fluorescence based on UV-fluorescence imaging 
and the blue line shows the measured spectral fluorescence with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
 
 As it was mentioned in the previous paragraph, some dark patches in the ‘Mixed 
Chart’ had jaggy fluorescence emission curve in the vicinity of the main emission peak. It 
was desired to filter out the jaggy signals from the main emission peak. To achieve this 
goal, a cubic spline function (Ohta 1997), stated in Eq. 6.15, for the visible range, noted 
by ', was optimized to match the predicted fluorescence emission under UV-A light 
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source. The 'c parameter in Eq. 6.15 determines the location of the center, corresponding 
to emission peak, while the w1 and w2 parameters set the widths of the left and right 
lobes, as depicted in Figure 6.27 The height of the function at the center point is set by 
the h parameter. In this way, by proper adjustment of the 'c, w1, w2, and h parameters, 
one could generate a smooth curve similar to the predicted UV-fluorescence emission. 
An example of a cubic spline function with parameters w1, w2, 'c and h set to 70, 30, 550, 
and 0.8 is shown in Figure 6.27. For each fluorescent color, the 'c, w1, w2, and h 
parameters were optimized to minimize the RMSE% between the generated and 
predicted UV-fluorescence emission.  
 
! 
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3 + 3w2
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Figure 6.27 An example of a cubic spline function with parameters w1, w2, 'c ,h. 
 
 Employing the cubic spline function is a reasonable way for filtering out the 
fluctuation in fluorescence emission for a color with one peak in its emission curve. The 
optimization is a time consuming process and is suitable for a relatively small number of 
colors such as averages of the solid patches in ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Fluor Chart2’, and ‘Mixed 
Chart’ targets. The spline method was used for patches of the Fluor Chart1’, ‘Fluor 
Chart2’, and ‘Mixed Chart’ targets. On the contrary, this method is not suitable for 
painting images. For an image with millions of pixels, it is very difficult, if not 
impossible, to optimize a spline function for each pixel. Therefore, a simpler method was 
used to filter out the jaggy part of the fluorescence emission. For each pixel of the 
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painting image, the fluorescence emission was predicted based on the UV-fluorescence 
imaging. Then the non-monotonic portion of the curve, the jaggy section, was set to zero. 
Although this method is less accurate, it is very fast and practical for processing large 
numbers of pixels. This approach was used for imaging a painting called the ‘House’ to 
be used for psychophysics experiment, described in Chapter 7. 
 The normalized and optimized FUV was used to create an intermediate Donaldson 
matrix, DI(',µ), where the µ and ' stand for the excitation and emission wavelengths, 
respectively. Each column of the matrix, DI(',µ), was filled with the FUV.  
6.3.2 Creating a Weighted Donaldson Luminescence Matrix 
The initial matrix, DI(',µ), was weighted for an initial light source, E1(µ), to create a 
weighted Donaldson luminescence radiance matrix, DW1(',µ), Eq. 6.3.  
It was needed to select an initial light source, E1(µ). Based on the results of 
simulation fluorescence spectral imaging as explained in Chapter 4, it was better to select 
a light source, which could generate more fluorescence. Therefore, with available 
facilities, a color correcting lighting filter, the Lee 201 (www.leefilters.com), which was 
designed to correct tungsten to daylight (5500 K), was used to make an initial light 
source, E1(µ). The Lee 201 filter was placed in the illumination path, attach to the 
Broncolor Pulso G (tungsten-based), as shown in Figure 6.2. The spectral power 
distribution of the new light source is shown in Figure 6.28. Hereafter this light source 
{Broncolor Pulso G+Lee201} is called TL201.  
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Figure 6.28 The spectral power distribution of the Broncolor Pulso G + Lee 201 
measured with a Photo Research SpectroScan PR650.  
 
The total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ under Broncolor Pulso G and 
TL201 were measured with a Photo Research SpectroScan PR650 and shown in Figure 
6.29.  As it can be seen, the total radiance factors generated using TL201 were larger than 
those generated based on Broncolor Pulso G. The differences in total radiance factors 
under two light sources were more noticeable for the highly fluoresced colors. The same 
trend was seen for the ‘Fluor Chart1’ and the ‘Mixed Chart’. Recall that the total radiance 
factor is a summation of the reflected and fluorescent radiance factors. The reflected 
radiance factor is light source independent. Therefore the changes in the total radiance 
factor were caused by differences in the fluorescent radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ 
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under different light sources. 
 
Figure 6.29 Total radiance factors of the “Fluor Chart2” under TL201 (green line) and 
under Broncolor Pulso G (tungsten-based) measured with a Photo Research SpectroScan 
PR650. 
  
Using the TL201 as initial light source, E1(µ), the initial Donaldson matrix, 
DI(',µ), was weighted to generate the DW1(',µ) as stated in Eq. 6.3. The weighted 
Donaldson matrix, DW1(',µ), was used to derive the wavelength-dependent constant, 
K(µ), to be discussed in the next section.  
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6.3.3 Calculating an Abridged Donaldson Luminescence Matrix 
According to the abridged two-monochromator method, the fluorescence emission, F1('), 
for a given fluorescent color under the initial light source E1(µ) was required for deriving 
a wavelength dependent constant, K(µ). The derived K(µ) was employed  to scale each 
column of the weighted Donaldson matrix, DW1(',µ). Having K(µ), one could generate a 
Donaldson luminescence radiance matrix for a given fluorescent color under E1(µ), Eq. 
6.6. The DW1(',µ) was not a general Donaldson luminescence matrix for the given 
fluorescent color. However it enables one to derive the true emission of the fluorescent 
color, which was assumed to be light source independent. Additionaly, using this matrix 
one could calculate the number of absorbed quanta under a desired light source, E2(') .  
Recall that the initial light source was TL201. The spectral fluorescence radiance, 
F1('), of the fluorescent colors could be obtained having the total radiance factor under 
TL201, %T1('), and the spectral reflected radiance factor, %s('), as stated in Eq. 6.4. The 
spectral radiance factor, %s('), of a given fluorescent color was obtained using the 
fluorescence reduction spectral imaging as described in section 6.2. 
 To calculate the spectral fluorescence radiance factor under TL201, the total 
radiance factor, %T1('), for this light source was needed. The total radiance factor, %T1('), 
for TL201 was reconstructed based on traditional spectral imaging using a modified 
Sinarback 54.  In order to achieve this goal, an imaging system should be calibrated for 
reconstructing the total radiance factor under TL201. A target containing the ‘Fluor 
Chart1’ and the ‘Esser’ was used as a calibration target. The total radiance factors, %T1('), 
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of each sample of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ under TL201 was calculated using the 
corresponding measured Donaldson matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 as Eq. 6.16 .  
! 
"
T 1 #( ) $
D #,µ( )E1 µ( )%µ
µ
&
E1 #( )
   ( 6.16 ) 
The calculated total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ under TL201 and the 
reflected radiance factor of the Esser were concatenated and stored in a matrix format. 
The concatenated data were used as the calibration target, hereafter, called the 
‘CalibTotal’. It should be mentioned that the ‘CalibTotal’ was a calibration target valid 
for an imaging system with TL201 as a light source. 
An SVD-based pseudo-inverse technique was implemented to calculate a 
transformation matrix, T, to convert the captured signals with the digital camera to the 
total radiance factors under TL201. The transformation matrix, T(',6) was derived using 
Eq. 6.17. The symbol ' stands for the wavelength and the number 6 determines the 
number of channels in the imaging system:  
! 
T =L " pinv(R)     ( 6.17 ) 
where R and L represent the total radiance factors of the ‘CalibTotal’ under TL201 and 
corresponding captured signals with a modified Sinarback 54, respectively. 
The derived transformation matrix was applied to reconstruct the total radiance 
factors of the ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Fluor Chart2’ and the ‘Mixed Chart’ as Eq. 6.18.  
! 
ˆ R = T "L .       ( 6.18 ) 
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where 
! 
ˆ R denotes the reconstructed total radiance factor of a given fluorescent target 
under TL201. 
As reference, the total radiance factors of these targets under TL201 were also 
calculated using their corresponding measured Donaldson matrix as Eq. 6.16 .The 
reconstructed total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ under TL201 is shown in Figure 
6.30.   
 
Figure 6.30 Total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ under TL201. Green line is the 
estimated and blue line is the calculated based on the measured Donaldson radiance 
factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. Calibration target was the “CalibTotal”. 
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 The total radiance factor, %T1('), under TL201 was estimated as described above. 
The reconstructed reflected radiance factor, %S('), was available based on the filter 
fluorescence reduction spectral imaging as explained in section 6.2. Therefore, the 
fluorescence radiance under the initial light source, TL201, could be calculated using Eq. 
6.4.  It is important to note that any errors in estimating the total radiance factor under 
TL201 and in reconstruction of the reflected radiance factor would affect on the 
estimation of the fluorescence emission under TL201. The error would propagate to the 
next step, computation of the abridged Donaldson matrix, DL1(',µ), under TL201. 
However, as will be discussed in section 6.3.4,  this approach gave a reasonable results in 
estimation of the true emission, Ft('). 
The estimated fluorescence under TL201, F1('), was multiplied by the pseudo-
inverse of the weighted Donaldson matrix, DW1(',µ), to yield the wavelength-dependent 
constant vector K(µ), as shown in Eq. 6.5. The K(µ) was a scaling factor, which 
determined the amplitude of the fluorescence caused by each excitation wavelength. The 
derived K(µ) gave the fluorescence characteristic of the color based on the fluorescence 
radiance under TL201.The weighted Donaldson matrix, DW1(',µ), was scaled using K(µ), 
to obtain the abridged Donaldson matrix, DL1(',µ), valid for TL201. The abridged 
Donaldson matrix, DL1(',µ), was an intermediate variables in computation of the true 
emission, Ft('), and the number of absorbed quanta, N,  under the desired viewing light 
source. This matrix was light source dependent.  
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6.3.4 True emission 
It was assumed that the true emission, Ft('), was independent of the light source. True 
emission can be calculated by knowing the bispectral characteristic and excitation 
spectrum of a fluorescent color under a light source or by a bispectral factor matrix and 
its corresponding excitation factor spectrum. The goodness of the abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging is highly dependent on the accuracy of the prediction of the true 
emission and the predicted number of absorbed quanta. The true emission of the three 
fluorescent targets was calculated based on the abridged Donaldson matrix for TL201 
using Eqs. 6.7 and  6.8.  
Similarly, as references, for each patch of the fluorescent targets the true emission 
was calculated based on the measured Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix 
with a Labsphere BFC-450.  The spectral RMSE% between the predicted and reference 
true emission was computed and presented in Table 6.6 and Figures 6.31-6.33. The 
location of fluorescence peak and the fluorescence region matched properly for the 
“Fluor Chart1” and the ‘Fluor Chart2’. The accuracy of the predicted true emission for 
the “Mixed Chart” is not as good as the other two targets. There are some samples in the 
“Mixed Chart” which have more than one fluorescence peak with jaggy curve shapes, 
which is contrary to the basic assumption of the model; it was assumed that the 
fluorescent colors have smooth fluorescence spectra with only one peak. The prediction 
of the true emission curves for the dark fluorescence colors, samples two, three, four, 
five, ten, and fourteen was not very accurate. The fluorescence peak of patch 10 and 14 
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was misplaced. Although the predicted true emissions of these patches are not very 
accurate, since they are dark colors, the contribution of fluorescence component to the 
total radiance factor was negligible and had little effect on the overall performance of the 
model. The performance of those colors in the “Mixed Chart” which had a single peak is 
as good as the other two fluorescent targets. 
Table 6.6 Statistical summary of spectral RMSE% between the predicted true emission 
based on the fluorescence spectral imaging and the calculated true emission using the 
measured Donaldson matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
Chart name Average Maximum Minimum Std. Deviation 90th Percentile 
Fluor Chart1 0.69 1.19 0.45 0.27 1.15 
Mixed Chart 2.20 6.06 0.48 1.72 4.93 
Fluor Chart2 1.26 2.32 0.65 0.44 2.09 
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Figure 6.31 The predicted true emission of the “Fluor Chart1” based on the fluorescence 
spectral imaging (green line) and the calculated true emission using the measured 
Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 (blue line). 
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Figure 6.32 The predicted true emission of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ based on the fluorescence 
spectral imaging (green line) and the calculated true emission using the measured 
Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 (blue line). 
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Figure 6.33 The predicted true emission of the ‘Mixed Chart’ based on the fluorescence 
spectral imaging (green line) and the calculated true emission using the measured 
Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 (blue line). 
 
6.3.5 Prediction of the Number of Absorbed Quanta  
 The true emission is an illuminant-independent characteristic of a fluorescent 
color. Depending on the amount of absorbed quanta for the fluorescent color under a light 
source, the magnitude of the fluorescence emission would be changed. The amount of the 
absorbed quanta under a given light source was calculated by integrating the product of 
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the excitation spectrum and the spectral power distribution of the viewing light source 
over the excitation region, as shown in Eq. 6.9.  
Recall that the TL201 was used as the initial light source, E1(µ). The computed 
excitation spectrum, 
! 
ˆ X 
1
µ( ) , under TL201 was divided by the spectral power distribution 
of this light source and multiplied by the spectral power distribution of the viewing light 
source, E2(µ). The simulated daylight and incandescent light sources of a GretagMacbeth 
Spectralight II were used as the viewing light sources, noted by E2(µ). The resulting 
spectrum was integrated over the excitation range to compute the number of absorbed 
quanta for the corresponding viewing light source, as described in Eq. 6.9. 
The numbers of absorbed quanta for each fluorescent color under a given viewing 
light source based on the corresponding measured Donaldson matrix with a Labsphere 
BFC-450 were also calculated and stored as a reference. The predicted versus the 
reference numbers of the absorbed quanta corresponding to each fluorescent target are 
plotted and shown in Figures 6.34 and 6.35 for the incandescent and the simulated 
daylight viewing light sources, respectively. Furthermore, the predicted numbers of 
absorbed quanta for all fluorescent colors were pooled and plotted against the pooled 
reference values. The pooled results are shown in the right-bottom plots of Figures 6.34 
and 6.35. 
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Figure 6.34 The predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta of the fluorescent 
colors under incandescent illumination. The actual value is based on the measured 
Donaldson luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 and the 
predicted is based on the abridged two-monochromator method. 
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Figure 6.35 The predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta of the fluorescent 
colors under daylight illumination. The actual value is based on the measured Donaldson 
luminescence radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 and the predicted is 
based on the abridged two- monochromator method. 
 
An R-squared value of 0.96 and 0.94 were obtained for the predicted versus the 
reference numbers of absorbed quanta for the incandescent and simulated daylight 
viewing light source, respectively. The high R-squared is an indication of a reasonable 
correlation between the predicted and reference values. An error in prediction of the 
number of absorbed quanta depends on how well the fluorescence characteristic of the 
fluorescent colors was predicted. The fluorescence characteristic of the fluorescent colors 
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were determined based on the wavelength-dependent constant K(µ). Therefore, the 
accuracy of the model in estimating the K(µ) affected the prediction of the number of 
absorbed quanta.  
6.4 Prediction of the Total Radiance Factor  
A total radiance factor, %T(') is summation of the spectral reflected radiance factor, %s('), 
and the spectral fluorescent factor, %L('), Eq. 6.19.  
 
! 
"
T
#( ) = "S #( ) +"L #( )     ( 6.19 ) 
 
The spectral reflected radiance factors for each fluorescent target were reconstructed 
based on the filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging (see Section 6.2). The 
fluorescent radiance factors were calculated using the true emission and the number of 
absorbed quanta under the desired viewing light source as explained in Sections 6.3. The 
predicted true emission and predicted number of absorbed quanta for each fluorescent 
colors were multiplied to obtain the fluorescence radiance, F2('), under a given viewing 
light source, Eq. 6.10. The predicted fluorescence radiance, F2('), was divided by the 
spectral power distribution of the corresponding viewing light source to yield the 
fluorescent radiance factor for that light source, Eq. 6.11.  
For a given viewing light source, the predicted fluorescent radiance factor, %L('), 
of a fluorescent color was added to the predicted reflected radiance factor and saved as 
the total radiance factor, %T('), Eq. 6.19.  
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Similarly, the total radiance factors of the fluorescent colors for each viewing 
light source were calculated based on the corresponding Donaldson matrices measured, 
with a Labsphere BFC-450, and saved as reference values. The RMS% errors between 
the predicted and reference total radiance factors for the simulated daylight and 
incandescent light sources of a GretagMacbeth Spectralight II are shown in Table 6.7. 
Furthermore, the predicted spectra of the three fluorescent targets, the ‘Fluor Chart1’, 
‘Fluor Chart2’, and ‘Mixed Chart’, under the simulated daylight and incandescent light 
sources are shown in Figures 6.36-6.41. 
  
Table 6.7 Statistical summary of spectral RMSE% between the predicted total radiance 
factor based on the fluorescence spectral imaging and the reference values calculated 
based on the measured Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
Chart name Average Maximum Minimum Std.  90th Percentile 
                           Daylight Viewing 
Fluor Chart1 6.84 10.24 3.40 2.59 10.10 
Mixed 6.97 13.26 3.66 2.63 11.43 
Fluor Chart2 10.73 23.40 5.63 5.45 20.70 
                          Incandescent Viewing 
Fluor Chart1 4.93 6.88 3.19 1.30 6.74 
Mixed 6.36 8.47 4.12 1.24 8.35 
Fluor Chart2 7.06 12.07 4.34 2.34 11.30 
 
The performance of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was good in 
respect to the RMS% error, prediction of the spectral distribution, and location of the 
emission peak. The curve shape of the estimated total radiance factors for all fluorescent 
colors and the location of the emission peaks were well predicted. The predicted emission 
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peaks were located in the correct position in comparison to the references. The accuracy 
of the fluorescence spectral imaging in prediction of the emission range and peak location 
is attributed to the goodness of UV-fluorescence imaging as described in section 6.3.1. 
The amplitudes of the predicted and reference total radiance factors at the emission peak 
are very close for the most of the fluorescent colors. As stated above, the total radiance 
factor is the summation of the fluorescence radiance and reflected radiance factor; hence, 
errors in estimation of either the reflected radiance factor or the fluorescent radiance 
factor caused errors in prediction of the total radiance factor. Recall that the fluorescent 
radiance factor is a function of true emission and the number of absorbed quanta. 
Therefore, the amplitude of the total radiance factor at the emission peak for a given light 
source was affected by the accuracy of the predicted number of absorbed quanta, true 
emission, and the reflected radiance factor.  
The average RMS% error for the fluorescent targets were in the range of 6.84-
10.73 and 4.93-7.06 for the simulated daylight and incandescent as viewing light sources, 
respectively. Those errors were composed of the errors in the estimation of the reflected 
and fluorescent radiance factors. For example, as it was seen in the section 6.2, the 
reflected radiance factors of patches 2-5 of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ were slightly overestimated 
in the location of the corresponding emission peaks based on the filter fluorescence 
reduction method. This was due to incomplete elimination of the emission in the overlap 
region using the employed short-wavelength cutoff filters. The mentioned errors could 
propagate to the estimation of the total radiance factors with the simulated daylight and 
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incandescent as viewing light sources.  This error can be avoided at the cost of increasing 
the number of filters; more specifically tailored filters would be required for excluding 
the excitation wavelengths of the light source for the desired fluorescent colors.  
The model did not perform well in prediction of the fluorescent blue. The reason 
is mostly related to the prediction of the reflected radiance factor using the fluorescence 
filter reduction method. The emission peak of this color is located in 450 nm, which is 
below the cut-off wavelengths of the employed cut-off filters. Having a proper cutoff 
filter for this color can reduce the error in estimation of the total radiance factor of the 
fluorescent blue. 
There is an important issue to note. The reference total radiance factors for each 
color was calculated using the Donaldson radiance factor matrix, measured with a 
Labsphere BFC-450, as stated in Eq. 6.16. The numerator of Eq. 6.16 is divided by the 
spectral power distribution of the desired viewing light source in the emission region. The 
incandescent as the viewing light source had low power in the wavelength range of 380-
420 nm. Therefore numerical values obtained from divisions in the wavelength range of 
380-420 were erroneously large. This is exhibited by a tail in the short wavelength of the 
reference total radiance factors in Figures 6.39- 6.41 corresponding to incandescent light. 
Using the total radiance factors corresponding to wavelength range of 380-730 nm in 
computation of the RMS% errors would result in overestimated values. In order to avoid 
this issue, the RMS% errors between the predicted and reference total radiance factors, 
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(the last three rows in Table 6.7), were calculated based on the values corresponding to 
the wavelength range of 420-730 nm. 
 
Figure 6.36 Total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ under the simulated daylight 
Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on fluorescence spectral imaging 
and the blue line represents the calculated total radiance factor using the measured 
Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450.  
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Figure 6.37 Total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ under the simulated daylight 
Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on fluorescence spectral imaging 
and the blue line represents the calculated total radiance factors using the measured 
Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450.  
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Figure 6.38 Total radiance factors of the ‘Mixed Chart’ under the simulated daylight 
Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on fluorescence spectral imaging 
and the blue line represents the calculated total radiance factor using the measured 
Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450.  
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Figure 6.39 Total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ under the incandescent 
Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on fluorescence spectral imaging 
and the blue line represents the calculated total radiance factor using the measured 
Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450.  
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Figure 6.40 Total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ under the incandescent 
Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on the fluorescence spectral 
imaging and the blue line represents the calculated total radiance factor using the 
measured Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
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Figure 6.41 Total radiance factors of the ‘Mixed Chart’ under the incandescent 
Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on the fluorescence spectral 
imaging and the blue line represents the calculated total radiance factor using the 
measured Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
6.5 Fluorescence, Spectral, and Colorimetric Imaging  
In order to evaluate the improvement achieved by fluorescent imaging in prediction of 
the fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors, three imaging models were developed and 
compared. The performance of the fluorescence spectral imaging was compared with the 
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traditional spectral imaging with six channels and colorimetric imaging with three 
channels. 
The modified Sinarback 54 was used as an image acquisition device in all three 
models. The camera was used at its ‘eight-shot’ mode with the blue (Schott BG39) and 
yellow (Schott GG475) camera filters. Earlier, it was explained that the blue-green filter 
(Schott BG39) would result in a modified spectral sensitivity that was similar to the 
original factory designed sensitivity for colorimetric imaging. Therefore it was possible 
to use the camera for the traditional colorimetric imaging. 
The Broncolor Pulso G in its tungsten- and xenon- mode was the light sources used 
for the spectral and colorimetric imaging. Two sets of light sources were used for 
capturing images in the fluorescence spectral imaging as explained in Sections 6.2 and 
6.3 The tungsten-based Broncolor Pulso G was filtered with short wavelength cutoff 
filters, as described in Section 6.2 and utilized for reconstruction of the reflected radiance 
factors. Furthermore, the Broncolor Pulso G was filtered using a Lee201 filter and 
employed in the estimation of the fluorescent radiance factors. The simulated daylight 
and incandescent light sources of a GretagMacbeth Spectrallight II light booth with 
Correlated Color Temperatures (CCT) of 6847K and 2897K, respectively, were 
employed as the viewing light sources. 
The Esser was employed as the calibration target for training of the spectral and 
colorimetric imaging models. A set of calibration targets, as described in Sections 6.2 and 
6.3 was used for the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging. The verification targets were 
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composed of both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors. A GretagMacbeth Color 
Checker (CC) and a custom target of Gamblin conservation colors 
(www.gamblincolors.com) were the non-fluorescent targets. The spectral reflected 
radiance factors of the non-fluorescent targets were measured using a GretagMacbeth 
SpectroEye spectrophotometer in the range of 380-730 nm with 10 nm intervals. The 
fluorescent targets were the ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Fluor Chart2’, and ‘Mixed Chart’ and their 
Donaldson radiance factor matrices were measured with a Labsphere BFC-450. The 
Donaldson matrices were used to compute the total radiance factors, as reference values, 
for different viewing illuminants. The specification of the imaging models is summarized 
in Table 6.8. 
 
Table 6.8 A summary of the specification of the imaging models.  
No. Model Imaging Light 
Viewing 
Light Calibration Target 
1 Spectral Imaging Broncolor Pulso G (Xenon-based strobe ) Daylight Esser 
2 Spectral Imaging Broncolor Pulso G (Tungsten-based) INC Esser 
3 Colorimetric Imaging Broncolor Pulso G (Xenon-based strobe ) Daylight Esser 
4 Colorimetric Imaging Broncolor Pulso G (Tungsten-based) INC Esser 
5 Fluorescence Imaging Varied Daylight Fluorescent chart+Esser 
6 Fluorescence Imaging Varied INC Fluorescent chart+Esser 
 
 
Traditional spectral imaging: Similar to abridged fluorescence spectral imaging, a 
SVD-based pseudo-inverse technique was implemented to compute a transformation 
matrix, T(',6), shown in Eq. 6.20. The transformation matrix was derived using the 
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reflected radiance factors, R, and the corresponding captured signals, L, with a modified 
Sinarback 54 for the calibration target.  
! 
T =L " pinv(R)     ( 6.20 ) 
The captured signals based on the traditional spectral imaging were corresponded to the 
total radiance factors under the imaging light source for the fluorescent colors. In the case 
of non-fluorescent colors, the signals were corresponded to the reflected radiance factor. 
Using the derived transformation matrix the reflected radiance factor for the non-
fluorescent colors or the total radiance factors for the fluorescent colors were estimated. 
The reflected or total radiance factor is denoted by 
! 
ˆ R  in Eq. 6.21.  
 
! 
ˆ R = T "L       ( 6.21 )  
 The predicted total radiance factors for the fluorescent colors were compared with 
the computed total radiance factors, obtained based on the measured Donaldson radiance 
factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450, for the simulated daylight and incandescent 
viewing light sources. Recall that the total radiance factor is light source dependent. 
Therefore, the predicted total radiance factor using the traditional spectral imaging was 
dependent on the imaging light source. The purpose of presented these comparisons in 
this part was to show that how large would be the magnitude of errors if one ignores the 
light source dependency of the total radiance factor. The results as RMSE% are listed in 
Table 6.9 and 6.10 for the simulated daylight and incandescent viewing light sources, 
respectively. For example, the average RMSE% between the reconstructed total radiance 
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factor using xenon-based spectral imaging under the simulated daylight for the ‘Fluor 
Chart1’, ‘Mixed Chart’, and ‘Fluor Chart2’ were 28.88, 19.13, and 32.23, respectively 
(Table 6.9). The average RMSE% for the same targets and viewing light source based on 
the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging were 6.84, 6.97, and 10.73, respectively. The 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging performed superior to the traditional spectral 
imaging regardless of the imaging and viewing light sources. The better performance of 
the fluorescence spectral imaging is attributed to its ability in accounting for the effect of 
the light source in the prediction of the total radiance factors.  
 
Table 6.9 Statistical summary between the predicted and reference total radiance factors 
for a simulated daylight GretagMacbeth Spectralight II as a viewing light source. The 
reference was the total radiance factor based on the measured Donaldson radiance 
factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. The predicted total radiance factors 
corresponded to two different models, traditional and fluorescence spectral imaging. 
Chart 
name Average Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile Average Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile 
  Xenon-based Imaging Tungsten-based Imaging 
Spectral Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 28.88 68.52 23.43 66.27 19.99 29.41 7.20 28.92 
Mixed 19.13 45.90 12.14 37.45 11.15 22.46 6.56 20.00 
Fluor 
Chart2 32.23 49.29 11.97 47.14 15.88 21.65 3.89 21.10 
Fluorescence Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 6.84 10.24 2.59 10.10         
Mixed 6.97 13.26 2.63 11.43         
Fluor 
Chart2 10.73 23.40 5.45 20.70         
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Table 6.10  Statistical summary between the predicted and reference total radiance 
factors for an incandescent GretagMacbeth Spectralight II as a viewing light source. The 
reference was the total radiance factor based on the measured Donaldson radiance 
factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. The predicted total radiance factors 
corresponded to two different models, traditional and fluorescence spectral imaging. 
Chart 
name Average Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile Average Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile 
  Xenon-based Imaging Tungsten-based Imaging 
Spectral Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 28.86 69.39 23.48 66.69 8.15 10.96 1.40 10.66 
Mixed 32.04 70.69 16.42 58.09 8.42 15.56 3.33 13.46 
Fluor 
Chart2 48.20 76.66 19.83 74.55 10.88 15.36 3.12 15.28 
Fluorescence Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 4.93 6.88 1.30 6.74         
Mixed 6.36 8.47 1.24 8.35         
Fluor 
Chart2 7.06 12.07 2.34 11.30         
 
The spectral difference between the predicted and measured total radiance factors 
of the fluorescent colors are presented in Figure 6.42. A parallel line to the abscissa with 
an ordinate value of zero shows a perfect spectral prediction, zero differences, at all 
wavelengths in the range of 380 to 730 nm. For the simulated daylight as the viewing 
light source, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had the lowest amount of error 
and the xenon-based spectral imaging had the highest errors as shown by relatively small 
and large deviations from the zero line, respectively. The tungsten-based spectral imaging 
had a better performance than the xenon-based spectral imaging but not as good as the 
fluorescent imaging model. A similar trend was seen for the incandescent viewing light 
source; the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging resulted the least error and the xenon-
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based spectral imaging had the worst performance. The xenon light source could excite 
the fluorescent colors to generate a large amount of fluorescence. In contrast, the 
simulated daylight of the GretagMacbeth Spectralight II could excite less fluorescence 
than the xenon since a filtered-based tungsten light was employed to make it. The 
incandescent light also generated lower fluorescence than xenon. This was the main 
reason of large differences between the predicted total radiance factors with the xenon-
based spectral imaging and those calculated for the simulated daylight and incandescent 
view light sources. Since the effect of the light source was considered in the abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging, better performance, smaller errors, were obtained.  
The larger errors in prediction of the reflected radiance factors for incandescent as 
viewing light source at short wavelengths, right plots in Figure 6.42, are due calculation 
of the reference total radiance factors for each color using the Donaldson radiance factor 
matrix, measured with a Labsphere BFC-450. More details about this error were 
discussed in Section 6.4.  
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Figure 6.42 Difference between the predicted total radiance factors and the calculated 
ones ones based on the measured Donaldson matrix with a Labsphere-BFC450. The left 
plots are the difference corresponding to the simulated daylight and the right plots 
correspond to incandescent viewing light source. The first row is for prediction based on 
fluorescence spectral imaging and the second and third rows are prediction under xenon- 
and tungsten -based spectral imaging, respectively. 
 
The predicted total radiance factors of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ based on the abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging and the traditional spectral imaging as well as the 
calculated values using the Donaldson radiance factor matrix, measured with a Labsphere 
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BFC-450, for the simulated daylight as viewing light source, are shown in Figures 6.43-
6.45. The tungsten-based spectral imaging underestimated the total radiance factors for 
most of the colors for the simulated daylight as viewing light source (see Figure 6.43). 
This is because of lower power of the tungsten in generating the fluorescence than the 
simulated daylight. The xenon-based spectral imaging overestimated the total radiance 
factors for most of the colors for the simulated daylight as the viewing light source (see 
Figure 6.44). This is explained by more fluorescence generation under xenon 
illumination.  The prediction of the total radiance factors using the abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging was significantly better than the traditional spectral imaging regardless 
of the viewing light source. The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging performed well 
in predicting the location and amplitude of the emission peak. Also, the curve shapes of 
the total radiance factors were reasonably predicted across the entire spectrum.  
The predicted total radiance factors of the tungsten-based spectral imaging was 
compared with the reference total radiance factors for the incandescent as viewing light 
source and shown in Figure 6.45. Since the tungsten and incandescent had similar 
spectral power distribution, the predicted total radiance factors for tungsten-based 
spectral imaging were close to the calculated total radiance factors using the measured 
Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450 for the incandescent as 
viewing light source. However, the predicted total radiance factors based on the 
fluorescence spectral imaging were closer to the reference values. 
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Figure 6.43 Total radiance factor of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ under the simulated daylight 
GretagMacbeth Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on the fluorescence 
spectral imaging, the blue line represents the reconstructed based on the tungsten-based 
traditional spectral imaging, and the red line represents the calculated total radiance 
factor using the measured Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
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Figure 6.44 Total radiance factor of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ under the simulated daylight 
GretagMacbeth Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on the fluorescence 
spectral imaging, the blue line represents the reconstructed based on the xenon-based 
traditional spectral imaging, and the red line represents the calculated total radiance 
factor using the measured Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
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Figure 6.45 Total radiance factor of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ under the incandescent 
GretagMacbeth Spectralight II. The green line is the predicted based on fluorescence 
spectral imaging, the blue line represents the reconstructed based on the tungsten-based 
traditional spectral imaging, and the red line represents the calculated total radiance 
factor using the measured Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere BFC-450. 
 
The performances of the traditional spectral and fluorescence imaging in 
prediction of the non-fluorescent colors were evaluated and compared by spectral RMS% 
error between the measured reflected radiance factors and predicted values as listed in 
Table 6.11. Furthermore, the metameric indices (D651A) based on CIE !E00 were 
calculated which are, also included in Table 6.11. 
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Table 6.11 Statistical summary of reflected radiance reconstruction based on xenon-
based and tungsten-based spectral imaging and fluorescence spectral imaging for the 
non-fluorescent colors. 
Chart 
name Average Maximum Minimum Std. 90th Percentile 
                                                   Xenon-based Imaging 
  
RMS
% 
MI00 
(D65-A) RMS% 
MI00 
(D65-A) RMS% 
MI00 
(D65-A) 
RMS
% 
MI00 
(D65-A) 
RMS
% 
MI00 
(D65-A) 
Esser 1.94 0.61 11.64 5.47 0.54 0.02 1.15 0.68 3.15 1.24 
CC 2.83 0.74 7.82 1.96 0.68 0.06 1.71 0.54 4.58 1.38 
Gamblin 6.08 1.77 12.37 4.03 1.92 0.36 2.90 0.93 11.18 3.11 
                                                   Tungsten-based Imaging 
Esser 1.93 0.67 11.56 5.93 0.50 0.02 1.14 0.92 2.88 1.73 
CC 2.74 0.90 7.26 3.64 0.87 0.16 1.52 0.83 5.30 2.06 
Gamblin 4.50 0.90 8.54 2.32 1.86 0.13 1.97 0.42 7.63 1.49 
                                                    Fluorescence Imaging 
Esser 1.35 0.29 10.09 4.25 0.20 0.01 0.90 0.41 2.08 0.60 
CC 2.73 0.62 6.39 1.36 0.85 0.06 1.59 0.38 6.05 1.15 
Gamblin 3.24 0.43 6.57 1.85 0.75 0.03 1.63 0.32 5.93 0.90 
 
As shown in the first column of Table 6.11, average RMS% errors of 1.94 and 
1.93 were obtained for the Esser for a xenon- and tungsten- based traditional spectral 
imaging, respectively; the change of imaging light source did not affect the performance 
of the traditional spectral imaging. A similar trend is seen for a GretagMacbeth 
Colorchecker (CC), which had average RMS% errors of 2.83 and 2.74 for xenon- and 
tungsten- based traditional spectral imaging, respectively. The abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging resulted in slightly better performance, average RMS% error of 1.35, for 
the Esser, but had about the same performance, average RMS% error of 2.73, in 
reconstruction of the CC. 
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The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had an average RMS% error of 3.24 
for the Gamblin, which was lower than errors of 6.08 and 4.50 obtained by traditional 
spectral imaging for xenon- and tungsten-based imaging, respectively. There are 
colorants in the Gamblin such as the Cadmium Yellow Light, Cadmium Yellow Medium, 
Cadmium Orange, Cadmium Red Light, Cadmium Red Medium, Indian Red, Indian 
Yellow, and Hansa Yellow Medium, which have steep spectral curves. There are also 
samples such as magenta, orange, red, pink, and yellow fluorescent colors in the 
fluorescent calibration targets, the ‘Fluor Chart1’ and ‘Fluor Chart2’, which have steep 
spectral curve shapes. The fluorescence spectral imaging trained with such samples could 
have better performance than the traditional spectral imaging model in prediction of the 
reflected radiance factors of those colors in the Gamblin. Furthermore, there are blue 
colors in the Gamblin, with a tail in the long wavelength, that were hard to reconstruct 
using the Esser calibration target. A separate target of 56 blues, made from artist paints, 
including cobalt blue and ultramarine blue is usually used along with the other target in 
traditional spectral imaging of the Gamblin (www.art-si.org). Employing the blue target 
can improve the performance of the traditional spectral imaging and is recommended for 
the future research. 
The RMS% data listed in Table 6.11 are presented in another way in Figure 6.46. 
As shown in Figure 6.46, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had the same, if not 
better, performance as the traditional spectral imaging in reconstruction of non-
fluorescent targets. Moreover, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had lower 
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maximum RMS% error for all target than traditional spectral imaging, see the third 
column of Table 6.11. 
 
Figure 6.46 A comparison of the average spectral RMSE% between the reference and 
predicted spectral reflected radiance factors for the non-fluorescent targets. The 
reference was the measurements with a GretagMacbeth SpectroEye. The predicted 
reflected radiance factors were based on the different imaging models, xenon-based 
spectral imaging (blue bar), tungsten-based spectral imaging (green bar), and 
fluorescence spectral imaging (red bar). 
 
The metameric index, MI, is the total color difference between the metameric pair 
under a test condition (Berns 2000). For example, the reference condition is CIE 
illuminant D65 and 1931 2
0
 standard observer, and the test condition is illuminant A. A 
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lower metameric index means a better color match under a test condition. The average 
metameric indices, MI00 (D651A), for the pairs of predicted and measured samples in 
different targets are listed in the second column of Table 6.11. The symbol MI00 is the 
metameric index calculated based on CIE color difference 2000 (Luo 2001). The xenon- 
and tungsten-based traditional spectral imaging had metameric indices of 0.74 and 0.90 
for the CC, respectively. An average metameric index of 0.62 was found for the CC in 
the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging. The xenon- and tungsten-based traditional 
spectral imaging had metameric indices of 0.61 and 0.67 for the Esser, respectively. The 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging resulted in a metameric index of 0.29 for the 
Esser. Average metameric indices for the Gamblin were 1.77, 0.90, and 0.43 for the 
xenon-based, tungsten-based, and abridged fluorescence spectral imaging, respectively. 
Recall that four light sources were used in the filter fluorescence reduction spectral 
imaging to reconstruct the reflected radiance factors. Utilizing four light sources in the 
filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging might resulted in smoother reconstructed 
curves than those predicted by traditional spectral imaging. The smoother spectra yielded 
better metameric indices than more alternating spectra predicted by traditional spectral 
imaging. The higher metameric index of the Gamblin for xenon-based spectral imaging, 
90
th
 percentile of 3.11, might be related to spiky curve of the spectral power distribution 
of the xenon. Imai investigated the influence of different light sources on the spectral 
imaging (Imai 2002). Based on his results, illuminants with very spiky spectra such as 
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Cool White and Warm White Deluxe lamps produces very high maximum metamerism 
indices, which is in agreement with the results in this experiment for the Gamblin.   
 
Colorimetric imaging: A linear relationship between camera primaries and tristimulus 
values was assumed in the colorimetric imaging, as expressed in the matrix form in Eq. 
6.22: 
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     ( 6.22 ) 
For each pixel, X, Y, and Z are the tristimulus values and R, G, B are corresponding 
camera signals for the red, green, and blue channels, respectively. A transformation 
matrix, M(3,3), was calculated for the 1931 2º standard observer for each imaging light 
source. The transformation matrix converts the camera signals to the corresponding 
tristimulus values for the given light source and the 1931 2º standard observer. Once the 
imaging system had been trained with a calibration target with known tristimulus values 
for a given light source, any RGB image could be transformed to the corresponding 
tristimulus image. The transformation matrix, M, was derived using known tristimulus 
values, T, and camera signals, P, of the calibration target as shown in Eq. 6.23. 
! 
M = T " pinv(P)      ( 6.23 )  
Color evaluation: Knowing the total radiance factor, %T(, of a sample for the wavelength 
range of ', one can calculate its tristimulus values, Ti, under a given viewing light source, 
E( ('),  
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! 
T
i
= 683 "
T# $,#( )E# $( )ti% $( )d$ where i =1,2,3   ( 6.24 ) 
where ti is standard observer color matching functions and i counts for each of three 
tristimulus values. The symbol 0 corresponds to the wavelength of the viewing light 
source. 
In the fluorescence spectral imaging, the reflected, %S('), and fluorescent radiance 
factors, %L( ('), were estimated separately. Therefore, the Eq. 6.24 was broken into the 
reflected and radiance factor components and resulted in Eq. 6.25. 
! 
T
i
= 683 "
S
#( )
#
$ E% #( )ti #( )d# + 683 "L%
#
$ #( )E% #( )ti #( )d#     ( 6.25 ) 
  In order to evaluate the performance of the three models, the spectral reflected 
radiance factors of the non-fluorescent targets were measured using a GretagMacbeth 
SpectroEye spectrophotometer and converted to the tristimulus values for each of the 
viewing light sources using Eq. 6.24 and saved as references. Note that the total and 
reflected radiance factors were the same for the non-fluorescent colors. Similarly, the 
total radiance factors of the fluorescent colors under the viewing lights were calculated 
based on the corresponding measured Donaldson radiance factor matrix with a Labsphere 
BFC-450 using Eq. 6.16. The calculated total radiance factors were converted to 
tristimulus values, Eq. 6.24, for the corresponding viewing light sources and saves as 
reference. 
Color difference evaluation: The measured tristimulus values of the fluorescent and 
non-fluorescent targets were used to compute the color difference between the measured 
values and the model predictions. The CIE !E00 color difference was employed to 
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compare the colorimetric performance of the three models under two viewing light 
sources, the simulated daylight and incandescent lights of a GretagMacbeth Spectralight 
II booth, for the 1931 2º standard observer. The statistics of colorimetric performance of 
the three models for different imaging and viewing light sources are summarized in 
Tables 6.12 and 6.13. 
Table 6.12 A statistical summary of colorimetric (CIE !E00, CIE 1931 2º standard 
observer) performance of fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets under the simulated 
daylight based on the different models and different imaging light sources. 
Chart 
name Average Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile Average Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile 
                     Xenon-based Imaging           Tungsten-based Imaging 
                                                                            Spectral Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 8.63 17.69 6.69 17.60 10.03 15.33 3.57 15.08 
Mixed 11.23 15.20 2.32 14.57 6.79 12.65 3.43 11.76 
Fluor 
Chart2 12.60 15.28 1.70 14.44 7.62 11.72 2.86 11.09 
Esser 1.53 9.56 1.20 2.99 2.12 12.31 1.82 3.87 
CC 1.98 4.49 0.93 3.31 2.70 7.26 1.46 4.70 
Gamblin 6.55 13.39 2.67 10.04 4.65 8.93 1.65 7.02 
                                                                           Colorimetric Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 8.89 14.43 4.08 14.25 15.48 23.97 6.66 23.72 
Mixed 10.00 27.23 4.71 14.57 11.26 20.89 6.00 20.36 
Fluor 
Chart2 10.82 23.32 5.36 22.98 10.97 16.15 4.62 16.09 
Esser 3.05 9.87 1.85 5.73 4.39 16.91 2.75 8.41 
CC 2.94 6.10 1.34 5.02 4.27 9.73 2.17 7.16 
Gamblin 4.12 11.23 2.14 6.85 4.83 14.07 3.15 9.65 
                                                                     Fluorescence Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 3.71 6.27 1.89 6.19         
Mixed 7.10 16.51 4.43 14.96         
Fluor 
Chart2 4.94 8.63 2.30 7.91         
Esser 1.52 8.39 1.35 3.18         
CC 2.52 5.71 1.30 5.00         
Gamblin 2.44 5.85 1.27 4.08         
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Table 6.13 A statistical summary of colorimetric (CIE !E00, 1931 2º standard observer) 
performance of fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets under the incandescent based on 
the different models and different imaging light sources.  
Chart 
name Average Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile Average Maximum Std. 
90th 
Percentile 
                Xenon-based Imaging                   Tungsten-based Imaging 
                                                                        Spectral Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 14.47 27.34 9.53 27.11 3.30 5.32 1.64 5.22 
Mixed 22.72 34.77 7.22 31.20 9.14 19.62 5.41 17.59 
Fluor 
Chart2 20.66 25.91 6.53 25.87 5.06 8.95 2.36 7.71 
Esser 1.40 9.45 1.26 2.94 1.75 9.62 1.39 3.71 
CC 1.98 4.55 0.97 3.08 2.07 3.57 0.79 3.26 
Gamblin 4.32 10.70 1.81 7.11 2.89 5.51 1.06 4.48 
                                                                  Colorimetric Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 10.94 16.28 3.81 15.90 4.93 9.39 3.02 9.11 
Mixed 21.75 32.23 6.90 29.17 8.22 19.78 5.74 17.42 
Fluor 
Chart2 19.87 28.89 5.70 28.18 5.51 13.25 3.30 12.20 
Esser 1.81 9.20 1.37 3.51 2.84 10.68 1.96 5.41 
CC 1.92 5.09 1.18 3.68 2.75 7.23 1.52 5.08 
Gamblin 3.63 11.76 1.91 5.54 3.14 8.66 1.90 5.90 
                                                                   Fluorescence Imaging 
Fluor 
Chart1 4.98 9.61 2.79 9.30         
Mixed 7.50 19.42 5.28 16.95         
Fluor 
Chart2 6.97 13.46 4.44 13.34         
Esser 1.28 8.31 1.08 2.56         
CC 2.26 3.96 0.92 3.68         
Gamblin 1.96 4.01 0.82 3.10         
 
Multiple comparison analyses based on the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) were 
performed on the mean of !E00 values of the different models listed in Tables 6.12 and 
6.13 (Moore 1993). The Matlab function ‘multcompare’ was employed to perform the 
multiple comparison analysis. The analysis was performed for different imaging and 
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viewing light sources for all 41 (41 = 6 patches of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ + 14 patches of the 
‘Fluor Chart2’ + 21 patches of the ‘Mixed Chart’) fluorescent colors. The results of 
multiple comparison analysis at a confidence level of 95% (-=0.05) are presented in 
Figure 6.47.  
  
 
 
Figure 6.47 A multiple comparison on the mean of CIE !E00 for the CIE 1931 2º 
standard observer of different models under the simulated daylight and incandescent 
viewing light sources for all 41 (41 = 6 patches of the ‘Fluor Chart1’ + 14 patches of the 
‘Fluor Chart2’ + 21 patches of the ‘Mixed Chart’) of the fluorescent colors. 
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Although for each viewing light source, the average !E00 of the colorimetric 
model was slightly better than the spectral imaging, the spectral and colorimetric models 
resulted in overlapping confidence intervals. In other words, they had the same 
performance, average !E00, for a given light source in prediction of the fluorescent colors 
and were not statistically different. Both models had a poor performance for fluorescent 
colors. For a simulated daylight viewing light source, the traditional spectral imaging had 
average !E00 values of 11.3 and 12.0 for the xenon-based and tungsten-based imaging, 
respectively, in prediction of the fluorescent colors. Using the simulated daylight as the 
viewing light source, the colorimetric imaging had average !E00 values of 10.2 and 11.7 
for the xenon-based and tungsten-based imaging, respectively, in prediction of the 
fluorescent colors. The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging, proposed in this 
dissertation, had significantly better performance than the xenon-based spectral and 
colorimetric models under both simulated daylight and incandescent viewing light 
sources. For a simulated daylight viewing light source, the abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging had an average !E00 of 5.9. Furthermore, there was no overlapping between the 
confidence intervals of the fluorescence spectral imaging and the xenon-based spectral 
and colorimetric models; they had statistically different performances (see Figure 6.47).  
The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging model also performed significantly 
superior than the xenon-based traditional spectral and colorimetric models for 
incandescent viewing light source. In this case, the spectral, colorimetric, and fluorescent 
imaging had average !E00 values of 21, 19.5, and 7, respectively. 
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 It is important to note that the camera signals were generated based on the 
collected radiance from the imaging scene. The collected radiance in the traditional 
spectral and colorimetric imaging corresponded to the total radiance factors for the 
fluorescent colors under imaging light source. Recall that the total radiance factor is light 
source dependent. Hence, for a viewing light source, which was different from the 
imaging light source, the traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging yielded inaccurate 
total radiance factors for the fluorescent colors. Consequently, the tristimulus values 
under a viewing light source (see Eq. 6.24) based on the total radiance factor 
corresponding to the imaging light source were evaluated inaccurately. This is the main 
reason, which explains the large errors of the traditional xenon- and tungsten- based 
spectral and colorimetric imaging for a simulated daylight viewing light source. 
The estimated total radiance factors based on the abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging were summation of the predicted reflected and fluorescent radiance factors. The 
reflected radiance factors, which were light source-independent, were estimated based on 
the filter fluorescence reduction method. The fluorescent radiance factors for each 
viewing light source were predicted based on the abridged two-monochromator method. 
Therefore, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging could account for changes in the 
total radiance factors due to changes in viewing light source for the fluorescent colors. 
This advantage of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was exhibited in spectral 
reconstruction of images captured under a light source, which was very different from the 
viewing light source. As show in Figure 6.47, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging 
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had better performance than the spectral and colorimetric imaging and significantly 
improved the image-based reconstruction of fluorescent colors under different viewing 
light sources. 
As stated earlier, the total radiance factor corresponding to the viewing light 
source should be used for correct color evaluation based on Eq. 6.24. The traditional 
spectral and colorimetric imaging using tungsten as imaging light source performed 
better in color evaluation for incandescent viewing light source than the other 
combination of imaging and viewing light sources, Table 6.13. This is addressed to the 
similarity of the spectral power distribution of tungsten and incandescent as imaging and 
viewing light sources, respectively. If the imaging and viewing light sources had similar 
spectral power distribution then the resulting fluorescent radiance factors would be 
similar and consequently would have similar total radiance factors. Furthermore, the 
fluorescent radiance factor had a smaller contribution to the total radiance factor for a 
tungsten- or incandescent- based light sources. This reduced the changes in the total 
radiance factor due to differences in fluorescent radiance factors. Given that the tungsten 
and incandescent light sources had similar spectral power distribution, it was expected to 
get the similar camera signals for captured images. Therefore, traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging under a tungsten light source would have similar performance for 
spectral and colorimetric reconstruction of fluorescent colors for an incandescent viewing 
light source.  
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The performances of the three imaging systems, the traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging with tungsten imaging light source and the abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging for the incandescent viewing light source were not significantly 
different at 95% confidence level, right bottom plot in Figure 6.47.  The performance of 
the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was significantly better than the other two 
models when the imaging and viewing light sources were different (see Figure 6.47). One 
can conclude that the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging is advantageous in spectral 
reconstruction of the fluorescent colors for different imaging and viewing light sources.  
The statistics of !E00 between the measured and predicted colors of the Esser, 
ColorChecker (CC), and Gamblin are presented in Tables 6.12 and 6.13. The average 
!E00 values are presented in the first and fifth columns for the xenon- and tungsten-based 
imaging, respectively. Using the xenon as the imaging light source, average !E00 values 
of 1.40 and 1.81 were obtained for the Esser based on the traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging for an incandescent viewing light source, respectively. Average 
!E00 values of 1.53 and 3.05 were found for the same target and imaging light source but 
for a simulated daylight selected as the viewing light source. A similar trend was seen for 
employing tungsten rather than a xenon light source in the traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging. Average !E00 values of 1.75 and 2.84 for an incandescent viewing 
light source were found for the traditional spectral and colorimetric tungsten-based 
imaging, respectively. For a simulated daylight selected as the viewing light source and 
the tungsten light source used in the imaging, average !E00 values of 2.12 and 4.39 were 
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obtained in the prediction of the Esser in the traditional spectral and colorimetric 
imaging, respectively. The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had average !E00 
values of 1.28 and 1.52 for the incandescent and simulated daylight viewing light 
sources, respectively. In both cases the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had the 
lowest average error and performed better than the traditional spectral and colorimetric 
imaging. 
Analogous to the case of the Esser, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging 
had the same, if not better, performance as the traditional spectral and colorimetric 
imaging in predicting the CC and Gamblin targets for all of the viewing light sources.  
6.6 Conclusions 
An image-based abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was studied in this chapter. The 
goal of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was reconstructing the reflected and 
fluorescent radiance factors to estimate the total radiance factors of a fluorescent color 
under a given viewing light source. Furthermore, the abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging was developed to reconstruct the reflected radiance factors of non-fluorescent 
colors. In order to reconstruct the reflected radiance factors as a light source independent 
component, a method based on the filter fluorescence reduction method (Eitle and Ganz, 
1968) was proposed and employed in spectral imaging. The fluorescent radiance factors 
of the given fluorescent colors for a desired viewing light source were reconstructed 
using an abridged two-monochromator method, which was proposed in this dissertation. 
The performance of the image-based abridged fluorescence spectral imaging in 
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reconstruction of the reflected and fluorescent radiance factors was evaluated with the 
measured values with a Labsphere BFC-450 and a GretagMacbeth SpectroEye for the 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed 
model was compared with a traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging. The CIE(E00 
and RMSE% were selected as criteria to compare the colorimetric and spectral 
evaluation. 
The conclusions are summarized as: 
1. The performance of the filter fluorescence reduction imaging was dependent on 
the employed short-wavelength cutoff filters to exclude the excitation wavelength, 
which might cause fluorescence in the overlap region, 
2. Three or four light sources were sufficient to reconstruct the reflected radiance 
factors of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors based on the filter 
fluorescence reduction imaging. A non-filtered light source was one of the 
selected light sources in the filter fluorescence reduction imaging to reconstruct 
the reflected radiance factors. The filter fluorescence reduction imaging was more 
sensitive to the light source selection for the fluorescent colors than non-
fluorescent colors in reconstruction of the reflected radiance factors, 
3. The average RMS% error in reconstruction of the reflected radiance factors for 
the fluorescent target, the ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Mixed Chart’, ‘Fluor Chart2’ were 
2.51, 3.46, 4.43, respectively. The average RMS% error in reconstruction of the 
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reflected radiance factors for the non-fluorescent target, the Esser, ColorChecker, 
and Gamblin were 1.35, 2.73, and 3.24, respectively, 
4. The abridged two-monochromator method was developed based on prediction of 
the true emission and the number of absorbed quanta. The performance of the 
abridged two-monochromator method was dependent on the accuracy of the 
estimation of true emission and the number of absorbed quanta and consequently 
on the goodness of the model in estimation of the fluorescence emission under 
UV illumination and an initial light source. The estimated fluorescence emission 
under UV illumination determined the emission range and the location of the 
emission peak for a fluorescent color. The estimated fluorescence emission under 
an initial light source gave the fluorescence characteristics of a fluorescent color 
to the predicted Donaldson matrix. This is performed by deriving a wavelength-
dependent constant, K(µ),  
5. The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging performed well in predicting the 
location and amplitude of the emission peak. Furthermore, curve shape of the total 
radiance factors were reasonably predicted in the entire spectrum. 
6. The average spectral RMSE% in reconstruction of the true emission was 0.69, 
2.20, and 1.26, for the ‘Fluor Chart1’, ‘Mixed Chart’, and ‘Fluor Chart2’, 
respectively, 
7. An overall R-squared values of 0.94 and 0.96 were obtained as an indication of 
the linearity between the predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta of 41 
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fluorescent colors for the simulated daylight and incandescent viewing light 
sources, respectively, 
8. The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging performed superior to the traditional 
spectral imaging in reconstruction of the total radiance factors of the fluorescent 
colors for a given viewing light source. The average RMS% errors in 
reconstruction of the total radiance factors of the fluorescent targets for the 
simulated daylight as viewing light source were in the range of 6.84-10.73, 19.13-
32.23, and 11.15-19.99 based on the abridged fluorescence imaging, xenon-based 
traditional spectral imaging, and tungsten-based traditional spectral imaging, 
respectively. Similarly, the average RMS% errors for the incandescent as viewing 
light source were in the range of 4.93-7.06, 28.86-48.20, and 8.15-10.88.The 
tungsten-based traditional spectral imaging underestimated the total radiance 
factors for the most of the fluorescent colors for the simulated daylight as viewing 
light source. This was because of lower power of the tungsten in generating the 
fluorescence than the simulated daylight. The xenon-based traditional spectral 
imaging overestimated the total radiance factors for most of the fluorescent colors 
for the simulated daylight as viewing light source. This is explained by more 
fluorescence generation under xenon illumination than the simulated daylight. 
The tungsten-based traditional spectral predicted the total radiance factors for 
most of the fluorescent colors better than xenon-based spectral imaging for the 
incandescent as viewing light source. This is due to similarity of the spectral 
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power distribution of the tungsten and incandescent as imaging and viewing light 
sources, respectively. However, the predicted total radiance factors based on the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging were closer to the reference values, 
9. The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging performed significantly better than 
the traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging in color prediction of the 
fluorescent colors for a given viewing light source. For a simulated daylight 
viewing light source, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had an average 
!E00 of 5.9, which was statistically different with the performance of the other 
two models. The traditional spectral imaging had average !E00 values of 11.3 and 
12.0 for the xenon-based and tungsten-based imaging, respectively, in prediction 
of the fluorescent colors for a simulated daylight viewing light source. The 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging also performed significantly superior to 
the xenon-based traditional spectral and colorimetric models for incandescent 
viewing light source. In this case, the spectral, colorimetric, and fluorescent 
imaging had average !E00 values of 21, 19.5, and 7, respectively. Using the 
simulated daylight as the viewing light source, the traditional colorimetric 
imaging had average !E00 values of 10.2 and 11.7 for the xenon-based and 
tungsten-based imaging, respectively, in prediction of the fluorescent colors, 
10. The color performances of the three imaging systems, the traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging with tungsten imaging light source and the abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging for the incandescent viewing light source were not 
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significantly different at the 95% confidence level. The abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging is advantageous in spectral reconstruction of the fluorescent 
colors for different imaging and viewing light sources, 
11. The color performance, !E00, of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was 
the same, if not better, as the traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging in 
predicting of the reflected radiance factors of the Esser, CC and Gamblin as non-
fluorescent targets for all of the viewing light sources. For example, the average 
!E00 values for the CC were 1.98, 2.94, and 2.52 for the simulated daylight as 
viewing light source for the xenon-based spectral imaging, xenon-based 
colorimetric imaging, and abridged fluorescence spectral imaging, respectively. 
The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging performed better in color evaluation 
of the Gamblin than the other two models. For example, the average !E00 values 
for the Gamblin were 4.65 (tungsten-based spectral imaging), 4.83 (tungsten-
based colorimetric imaging), and 2.44 for the simulated daylight as viewing light 
source, 
12. The average errors of 1.94 and 1.93 were obtained for the Esser for a xenon- and 
tungsten- based traditional spectral imaging, respectively. A similar trend is seen 
for a GretagMacbeth Colorchecker (CC), which had average RMS% errors of 
2.83 and 2.74 for xenon- and tungsten- based traditional spectral imaging, 
respectively. The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging resulted in slightly 
better performance, average RMS% error of 1.35, for the Esser but had about the 
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same performance, average RMS% error of 2.73, in reconstruction of the CC. The 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had an average RMS% error of 3.24 for 
the Gamblin, which was lower than errors of 6.08 and 4.50 obtained by traditional 
spectral imaging for xenon- and tungsten-based imaging, respectively, 
13. The errors of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging were composed of the 
errors in the estimation of the reflected and fluorescent radiance factors. In 
regards to complexity of the fluorescence spectral imaging, the performance of 
this model in reconstruction of the total radiance factors and the reflected radiance 
factors of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors were reasonable.  
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7 Visual Evaluation of the Imaging Models 
The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging presented in Chapter 6 was employed for 
color reproduction of a painting. A painting called ‘House’ was used to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed model visually. The painting was painted with both 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent Golden!
 
acrylic materials. Images of ‘House’, created 
based on the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging, were rendered for two viewing light 
sources and used in a paired comparison experiment.  Furthermore, the painting was 
rendered based on traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging, explained in Section 6.5, 
for comparison purposes.  
A psychophysical experiment using a paired-comparison method was conducted to 
evaluate the performance of the three models. A GretagMacbeth Spectralight II viewing 
light booth and an Apple Cinema HD Display were employed in the paired-comparison 
experiment. The rendered images, displayed on the Apple Cinema HD display, were 
compared to the painting placed in the viewing light booth. A platform, made of black 
cardboard, was placed in the light booth to prop up the painting for the experiment. In the 
following sections more details on the viewing light sources, display characterization, 
stimulus preparation, and the paired-comparison experiment are presented.  
It is important to note that the psychophysical study of the abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging was not the main goal of this dissertation. The visual experiment was 
performed as an exploratory effort to get a better understanding of the effect of the 
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fluorescence phenomenon on perceived color appearance. More efforts using a variety of 
paintings and viewing light sources are needed to fully understand the fluorescence effect 
on perceived color appearance.  
7.1 Viewing Light Sources 
An incandescent light source (INCA) with a correlated color temperature (CCT) of 2897 
K and a simulated daylight with a CCT of 6847 K of a GretagMacbeth Spectralight II 
were used as the viewing light sources. The spectral power distributions of these two 
light sources, measured with a Photo Research Spectroscan PR650, are shown in Figure 
7.1.  
 
Figure 7.1 Spectral power distribution of the simulated daylight and incandescent light 
sources of the GretagMacbeth Spectralight II. Red line represents the simulated daylight 
and the blue line is for the incandescent light source. 
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Three aluminum screens were mounted at the ceiling of the light booth, just below 
the light sources, to reduce the illumination to a level in the range of the display 
luminance level of the display. The maximum luminance of the LCD was 336 cd/m
2. 
In 
this way, the luminance level of the simulated daylight and the INCA were reduced to 
157 and 168 cd/m
2
, respectively.  
7.2 Display Characterization 
A 30-inch Apple Cinema HD Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) with a resolution of 2560 , 
1600 pixels controlled by a G5 Power Macintosh computer was used to display the 
rendered images. The LCD display was characterized in a darkened environment (Day 
2004). The characterization model consisted of three one-dimensional look-up tables 
(LUTs) and a (3,4) transformation matrix. The tristimulus values of the LCD primaries 
and the black-level were used to define the (3,4) transformation matrix, as shown in Eq. 
7.1, 
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     ( 7.1)  
where the R, G, and B are the red, green, blue scalar values, respectively. The Xmax, Ymax, 
and Zmax are the tristimulus values of each channel at the maximum output. The subscript 
‘k’ represents the black-level output (flare). Equation 7.1 can be rewritten in as Eq. 7.2, 
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     ( 7.2 )  
The relationship between digital counts and the primary scalar values (RGB) is 
known as Optoelectronic Conversion Function (OECF) and usually has a non-linear 
characteristic (CCIR 709). The optoelectronic conversion functions of the LCD were 
modeled with three lookup tables (LUTs). The same dataset used by Day, et al. (Day 
2004), was used in computation of the transformation matrix and the lookup tables. 
Primary ramps of red, green, blue, and grey, each at 11 steps equally spaced from 0 to 
255, were created. Additionally a grid of 125 samples was employed as a verification set. 
Totally, 168 patches (excluded the black) were used to optimize the LUTs and the (3,4) 
transformation matrix. The patches were displayed on the LCD in a darkened room and 
the spectral radiance of each patch was measured with a Photo Research Spectroscan 
PR650. The tristimulus values of the patches for the 2
0
 1931 standard observer were 
calculated from the measured spectral radiance values. Using the measured tristimulus 
values, the LUTs and the (3,4) transformation matrix were optimized based on the Day, 
et al (Day 2004) method. Three lookup tables relating the digital counts to corresponding 
scalar values are shown in Eq. 7.3, 
! 
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     ( 7.3 ) 
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where d denotes for digital counts and R, G, and B are scalar values for the red, green, 
and blue channels, respectively. 
Using the inverse display characterization model, one could calculate the red, 
green, and blue digital counts corresponding to tristimulus values of each pixel of the 
‘House’ painting. The scalar values for a given tristimulus values, XYZ, are computed as 
shown in Eq. 7.4. 
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   ( 7.4) 
Using the lookup tables, shown in Eq. 7.3, in the reverse direction one could compute the 
digital counts corresponding to a set of scalar values. 
 The optimized LUTs for the RGB channels of the Apple Cinema HD LCD are 
shown in Figure 7.2. The red and green channels of LCD had a very similar lookup 
tables. All three channels had a monotonic shape. Therefore, it was possible to use them 
in the reverse direction as needed for the inverse characterization model.  
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Figure 7.2 1-D LUTs for RGB channels of an Apple Cinema HD LCD. 
 
A summary of colorimetric characterization of the LCD for all samples and the 
primary ramps is listed in Table 7.1. The performance of the characterization model for 
all samples and the primary ramps were good; average CIE (E00 values of 0.38 and 0.43 
were obtained for all samples and primary ramps, respectively.  
 
Table 7.1 Summary of LCD characterization based CIE )E00 color difference for 2
° 1931 
standard observer. 
Dataset Average  Maximum 90
th
 percentile 
All samples (168) 0.38 1.27 0.63 
Primary ramps 0.43 1.27 1.08 
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7.3 Adjusting light booth and LCD 
It was important to consider the fluorescence effect of the fluorescent colors in rendering 
the images of the painting on the display. The reflected radiance factor of a non-
fluorescent color is in the range of 0-1; the maximum number corresponds to the reflected 
radiance factor of a perfect white. On the other hand, the total radiance factors of the 
most fluorescent colors are larger than unity. The total radiance factors of six Golden!
 
fluorescent colors are shown in Figure 7.3. For most colors except fluorescent blue and 
green, the total radiance factors were larger than unity for both the simulated daylight and 
incandescent light sources. 
The maximum luminance of the LCD was 336 cd/m
2
. The white patch of the 
Halon, with the reflected radiance factor of unity, was mapped to 150 cd/m
2
.
  
In this way 
the range of 150-336 cd/m
2
 was reserved for rendering the fluorescent colors with total 
radiance factors greater than unity. This helped to prevent clipping of the displayed 
fluorescent colors. 
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Figure 7.3 Total radiance factor of six pure Golden! fluorescent paints for two viewing 
light sources. The solid blue and dashed green lines represent the total radiance factors 
under the simulated daylight and INCA, respectively. 
7.4 Stimuli Preparation 
An acrylic painting on canvas (112,142), ‘House’, was employed as the reference 
stimulus in this experiment. A picture of the painting is shown in Figure 7.4.  House was 
painted using both fluorescent and non-fluorescent Golden!
 
acrylic paints. In order to 
make some pixels compose a mixture of fluorescent and non-fluorescent materials, 
different parts of the painting, already made with fluorescent paints, were touched with 
the non-fluorescent paints. The images of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent solid 
targets, explained in Chapter 6, were not selected for visual evaluation since they were 
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noisy. The rendered images of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ and the ‘Mixed Chart’ for the simulated 
daylight are shown in the Appendix I.  
 
Figure 7.4 A picture of the ‘House’ used in psychophysics experiment before touching 
with non-fluorescent paints. 
 
Three methods for reconstructing the total radiance factor of each pixel of the 
painting were employed to generate stimuli for the psychophysical experiment. They 
were traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging and the abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging. The xenon- and tungsten- based Broncolor Pulso G light sources were used for 
both traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging as imaging light sources. Totally, five 
models for each viewing light source were available for image rendering, Table 7.2. The 
same camera used in Chapter 6, the modified Sinarback 54, was employed as image 
acquisition device in this experiment. 
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Table 7.2 Summary of methods and illuminations used in imaging of the painting target. 
Symbol Imaging Method 
Light source (s) used for image 
capturing 
Method CT 
Traditional 3 channel Colorimetric 
imaging Tungsten 
Method CX 
Traditional 3 channel Colorimetric 
imaging Xenon 
Method ST Traditional 6 channel Spectral imaging Tungsten 
Method SX Traditional 6 channel Spectral imaging Xenon 
Method F 
Abridged Fluorescence Spectral 
Imaging 
Multiple exposures using a series of 
light sources 
 
The total radiance factor of each pixel of ‘House’ was reconstructed based on the 
traditional spectral imaging as explained in Section 6.5 using the Esser as calibration 
target. The reconstructed total radiance factor image was converted to the corresponding 
tristimulus value image, XYZ image, for each viewing light source, as stated in Eq. 6.24. 
The XYZ image was 2pushed through2 the inverse display characterization model to 
generate the corresponding RGB image for the given viewing light source. The 
traditional colorimetric imaging was implemented as described in Section 6.5 using the 
Esser target. Similarly, the RGB images corresponding to the XYZ images obtained via 
the traditional colorimetric imaging were created for each viewing light source by 
utilizing the inverse characterization model of the LCD. 
The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging for reconstructing the total radiance 
factor of ‘House’ was performed in two steps for a viewing light source. The two steps 
were reconstruction of the reflected radiance factor and the prediction of the fluorescent 
radiance factor. A qualitative diagram of rendering based on the abridged fluorescence 
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spectral imaging is shown in Figure 7.5. It is important to note that the relation between 
the tristimulus values and RGB is non-linear. It means that one cannot add two RGB 
images corresponding to the reflected and fluorescent factors. Therefore, it was required 
to reconstruct reflected and fluorescent radiance factors separately and add them up to 
obtain the total radiance factor image. The total radiance factor image was converted to 
XYZ image for a give viewing light source. The XYZ image was rendered using the 
inverse characterization model of the LCD.  
 
Figure 7.5 Flow chart of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging. 
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The reflected radiance factor of each pixel of the ‘House’ was reconstructed based 
on the fluorescence filter reduction method explained in Chapters 5 and 6. A diagram 
showing the fluorescence reduction method is shown in Figure 7.6. As described in 
Section 6.2.3, two short-wavelength cutoff filters were utilized to filter the tungsten-
based Broncolor Pulso G light source. The tungsten-based Broncolor Pulso G as well as 
the filtered light sources were employed to derive a transformation matrix, T(' , 18), to 
convert the captured camera signals to the reflected radiance factors of the calibration 
target. The calibration target was the ‘Calib FRS1’, described in Section 6.2.2. The 
reconstructed reflected radiance factor of each pixel of the ‘House’ was obtained as the 
product of the derived transformation matrix and the captured camera signals, Eq 6.2.  
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Figure 7.6 Flow chart of fluorescence filter reduction spectral imaging to reconstruct the 
reflected radiance factor image. 
 
To reconstruct the fluorescent radiance factor image for the viewing light sources, 
the abridged two-monochromator method was implemented as explained in Chapters 4 
and 6. The diagram of the process is shown in Figure 7.7.  The UV-fluorescence imaging 
for making an intermediate Donaldson matrix, DI(',µ) in Section 6.3, for each pixel of 
‘House’ is shown in the block numbered 1 in Figure 7.7. The brightness of the UV 
images in this diagram was adjusted in Adobe Photoshop CS for better presentation 
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purposes. The process in reconstruction of a fluorescence radiance image under an initial 
light source, Eq. 6.4, is shown in the block numbered 2 in Figure 7.7. Recall that the 
fluorescence radiance image was required to derive a wavelength-dependent constant, 
K(µ) shown in Eq. 6.5, and consequently an abridged Donaldson luminescence radiance 
matrix, DL1 in Eq. 6.6, for each pixel of the image under the initial light source (see 
Section 6.3). The initial light source to derive the abridged Donaldson luminescence 
radiance matrix was the tungsten-based Broncolor Pulso G. The reflected radiance factor 
image of the ‘House’ was subtracted from the total radiance factor image under the 
Broncolor Pulso G and the resulting image was multiplied by the spectral power 
distribution of the tungsten-based Broncolor Pulso G to obtain the fluorescence radiance 
image under that light, Eq. 6.4. The fluorescence radiance image under the UV 
illumination and the fluorescence radiance image under the initial light source, tungsten-
based Broncolor Pulso G, were 2pushed through2 the abridged two-monochromator 
algorithm, explained in Chapter 4 and 6, to reconstruct the fluorescent radiance factor 
image for the viewing light source. 
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Figure 7.7 Flow chart of fluorescent radiance factor prediction for a given viewing light 
source. 
The reflected and fluorescent radiance factor images were added pixel by pixel to 
create the total radiance factor image for each viewing light source. In this way, two total 
radiance factor images corresponding to the simulated daylight and the incandescent light 
source, were created. The reconstructed total radiance factor images for the desired 
viewing light source were converted to the corresponding tristimulus values, as stated in 
Eq. 6.24, to create the XYZ images. The XYZ images were 2pushed through2 the display 
inverse characterization model to generate the corresponding digital counts. The painting 
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was rendered based on the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging for the simulated 
daylight and incandescent viewing light sources. The rendered images based on different 
models, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging and the traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging with xenon and tungsten imaging light sources, are presented in 
Appendix I.  
7.5 Paired-Comparison Experiment 
In order to compare the performance of the five different models, listed in Table 7.2, a 
visual experiment using a paired-comparison technique was conducted in a darkened 
environment. The experimental setup is presented in Figure 7.8. Seventeen observers 
participated in the paired-comparison experiment. The observers were asked to sit 50 cm 
away from LCD and light booth. The painting had a size of 28cm , 35cm. The rendered 
images had 1065,1350 pixels and subtended the same visual view as the original 
painting. The rendered images on the LCD were displayed on a black background. There 
was a black gap of about one cm between the images on the LCD.  
There are N different ways to select a pair of images from a set of n available 
images, as stated in Eq. 7.5.  
! 
N =
n n"1( )
2
     ( 7.5) 
A total of 10 pairs were prepared from a pool of 5 rendered images for the simulated 
daylight viewing light source. In the first part, the painting was placed in the light booth 
and the 10 pairs of images were displayed on the LCD in a random order for each 
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observer. For each pair, an observer was asked to select the image that was the most 
accurate color reproduction of the original painting in the light booth by the following 
message: 
“ Please select from the two images on the LCD the most accurate color reproduction of 
original painting in the light booth.” 
  Similarly, in the second part of the experiment, 10 pairs of images were formed 
from the 5 rendered images for the incandescent viewing light. The light booth was set to 
its tungsten mode. The 10 image pairs were displayed on the LCD in a random order and 
compared to the original painting in the light booth and observer’s responses were 
collected.  
 
Figure 7.8 Set up of the psychophysical experiment. 
 
The light booth was set to its daylight mode in the third part of the experiment. 
The rendered fluorescent radiance factor image of the painting for the simulated daylight 
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viewing light source was displayed for 25 seconds on the LCD; the observers could 
assess both the original painting and the rendered image for 25 seconds. So, the observers 
had a chance to see and distinguish areas of the painting that were painted by fluorescent 
materials and could fluoresce, Figure 7.9. It was interesting to know that whether this 
extra information would affect the observers’ perception. The first and second parts of 
experiment were repeated and the same question was asked from the observers. 
Therefore, a total of 40 pairs, 40 = 2 lights (incandescent and simulated daylight) , 10 
pairs , 2 modes (with and without extra information about the fluorescence), were 
presented to each observer. The experiment was conducted in two sequential sessions, 
since two viewing light sources were employed in the psychophysical experiment. 
 
Figure 7.9 Set up of psychophysical experiment showing the fluorescent radiance factor 
image.  
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7.6 Results and Discussion 
The number of times that a rendering model was selected versus other models was 
recorded. These numbers were used to compute the proportional number of times that a 
model was chosen (Engeldrum 2000). Using Thurston’s Law of Comparative Judgments, 
Case V, the interval scales from the proportionality data were calculated (Engeldrum 
2000). Addition and subtraction as well as logical operations can be performed on the 
interval scales. It should be noted that the interval scale is an ordinal scale with equal 
intervals and no meaningful zero point. A rendering model chosen more often than other 
models would have larger interval scale than the others. Furthermore, a 95% confidence 
level was also computed for each rendering model (Montag 2004). If two models had 
overlapping confidence intervals then their corresponding rendered images would be 
perceived to have the same reproduction quality; they were not statistically different.  
The interval scales corresponding to the five rendering models for the simulated 
daylight and incandescent as the viewing light sources of are presented in Figures 7.10 
and 7.11, respectively. For the simulated daylight viewing light source, shown in Figure 
7.10, the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had the highest interval scale. Its 
interval scale value was significantly higher than corresponding values for the tungsten-
based traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging. This was in agreement with real 
imaging of solid patches, presented in Chapter 6. As explained in Section 6.5, the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging could predict the fluorescent radiance factor and 
consequently a better prediction of the total radiance factor for each pixel for the viewing 
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light source. This is why the observers found the rendered image based on the abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging as a better match to the original painting than the other 
imaging systems. In contrast, the tungsten-based spectral and colorimetric imaging 
systems had lower performance when used in rendering of ‘House’ for a very different 
light source than the imaging light source; the simulated daylight versus tungsten. 
The xenon-based spectral and colorimetric imaging had significantly better 
performance than the tungsten-based spectral and colorimetric imaging for the simulated 
daylight as the viewing light source; the selection of the initial light source was more 
important than the imaging systems (spectral or colorimetric imaging). This is attributed 
to the larger amount of generated fluorescence in xenon-based imaging than the tungsten-
based systems. The rendered images from the xenon-based imaging, for the simulated 
daylight, had more fluorescing pixels than the images generated by the tungsten-based 
traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging. Therefore, observers chose the rendered 
images with more pronounced fluorescent pixels as a better match to the original painting 
illuminated by the simulated daylight than the tungsten-based rendered image with less 
fluorescing pixels. The performance of the abridged fluorescence imaging and the xenon-
based spectral and colorimetric imaging systems was not significantly different at 95% 
level of confidence. They had overlapping confidence intervals and were not statistically 
different. Both models generated fluorescing pixels and observers could not tell them 
apart. 
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Figure 7.10 Interval scales and the corresponding 95% confidence level based on the 
paired comparison experiment for the simulated daylight as viewing light source. 
 
The interval scale values corresponding to the five rendering models for the 
incandescent viewing light source is presented in Figure 7.11. The tungsten-based 
traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging had higher interval scale values than the 
other models. The Broncolor Pulso G used for imaging was more similar to the 
incandescent viewing light source than the xenon. Therefore, it was expected to obtain 
better performance from the tungsten-based imaging than the xenon-based imaging. As 
explained in Section 6.5 and shown in Figure 6.47, the abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging had about the same performance as the tungsten-based traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging for the incandescent viewing light source. So it was expected to 
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obtain similar performances for the fluorescence, spectral, and colorimetric imaging 
systems for the incandescent viewing light source. The abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging and the xenon-based traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging had almost the 
same interval scales with overlapping confidence intervals. In other words, observer 
could not distinguish them. Furthermore, the xenon-based and tungsten-based 
colorimetric imaging systems had overlapping confidence intervals and were statistically 
indistinguishable. However, as presented in Figure 7.11, the abridged fluorescent spectral 
imaging had lower interval scale than the tungsten-based traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging for the incandescent viewing light source. A closer assessment of 
the rendered images revealed that the painting ‘House’ image, rendered based on the 
abridged fluorescence imaging for the incandescent viewing light source, had some noise  
that could affect observers’ judgment. The noise was also observed in rendered image for 
the simulated daylight but it was masked by the pronounced fluorescent pixels and had 
less effect on observers’ judgments. Also this might be the reason that the observers 
could not distinguish between the rendered images based on the xenon-based imaging 
and the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging. 
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Figure 7.11 Interval scales and the corresponding 95% confidence level based on the 
paired comparison experiment for the incandescent as viewing light source. 
 
The results of the paired comparisons when observers had some extra information 
about areas that were painted with the fluorescent colors are shown in Figure 7.12 and 
7.13 for the simulated daylight and incandescent viewing light sources, respectively. 
Having an extra piece of information about the location of the fluorescent pixels did not 
affect observers’ responses significantly. The interval scales for the simulated daylight 
and incandescent viewing light sources had the same trend as corresponding cases 
presented in Figures 7.11 and 7.12, respectively.  
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Figure 7.12 Interval scales and the corresponding 95% confidence level based on the 
paired comparison experiment for the simulated daylight as viewing light source after 
showing the fluorescent radiance factor image.  
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Figure 7.13 Interval scales and the corresponding 95% confidence level based on the 
paired comparison experiment for the incandescent as viewing light source after showing 
the fluorescent radiance factor image. 
7.7 Conclusions 
An exploratory visual experiment was performed to evaluate the performance of the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging and the traditional spectral and colorimetric 
imaging for rendering images of a reference painting. The paining was made from both 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent material. An incandescent and simulated daylight were 
used as the viewing light sources. The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had better 
performance than the traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging for the simulated 
daylight as the viewing light source. This was in agreement with the previous results, 
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presented in Chapter 6, obtained from real imaging of solid patches. The noise affected 
the performance of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging for the incandescent 
viewing light source. That effect was less perceptible for simulated daylight since they 
were masked by the pronounced fluorescent pixels. Having an extra piece of information 
about the location of the fluorescent pixels did not affect observers’ responses 
significantly.  
 Further efforts using a variety of paintings and viewing light sources are needed 
to fully understand the fluorescence effect on perceived color appearance. It is highly 
important to decouple the effect of artifacts from the fluorescence effect on the observers’ 
perceptions. 
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8 Summary and Conclusions 
 
A correct color evaluation of a fluorescent color for a viewing light source requires 
determining a sample’s total radiance factor, the summation of reflected and fluorescent 
radiance factors, for the given viewing light source. Any discrepancy between the total 
radiance factor used in color evaluation of fluorescent colors and the corresponding real 
values for a given light source causes errors in color evaluation. There are two ways to 
obtain total radiance factors. One approach is measuring the total radiance factor for a 
given viewing light source directly. This requires individual measurement for each 
viewing light source. In order to avoid multiple measurements of the total radiance 
factors for different viewing light sources, a few methods to separate the reflected and 
fluorescent radiance factors are proposed in the literature. The most accurate method is a 
bispectral measurement with a bispectrometer. The output of a bispectrometer is a 
bispectral matrix called the Donaldson radiance factor matrix. The diagonal and off-
diagonal of this matrix are the reflected and fluorescent radiance factor, respectively. The 
reflected radiance factor is an illuminant independent component where the fluorescent 
radiance factor is illuminant dependent component. There are some abridged methods to 
separate the two components: the Allen, the filter fluorescence reduction, and two-mode 
methods. Once the two components are separated, the fluorescent radiance factor of a 
fluorescent color for a given viewing light source can be calculated. Basically, the 
prediction methods for the fluorescent radiance factors differ in the approximation of the 
excitation spectrum and the number of quanta absorbed by a fluorescing specimen for the 
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varied illuminants. All available prediction methods are based on the method proposed by 
Eitle and Ganz (1968), which require the fluorescent radiance factor for one light source.  
Multiple measurements or prediction of the total radiance factor using a 
spectroradiometer or a bispectrometer are plausible methods for color evaluation of a 
limited number of uniform fluorescent colors. In contrast, using the same measurement 
methods for a painting with millions of pixels is not practical. To solve this problem, an 
imaging bi-spectrometer for fluorescent materials was proposed in this dissertation. It 
was desired to have a model capable of estimating the fluorescence characteristics of 
fluorescent colors through an imaging system. Furthermore, the model should be able to 
predict the spectral characteristics of the non-fluorescent materials. To achieve these 
goals, a filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging system was developed to 
reconstruct the reflected radiance factor of fluorescent colors. Moreover, a method called 
the abridged two-monochromator method was implemented to estimate the fluorescent 
radiance factors of the fluorescent colors for different viewing light sources. The filter 
fluorescence reduction imaging and the abridged two-monochromator method were 
called abridged fluorescence spectral imaging in this dissertation. The results of the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging were compared with the traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging for paintings with solid patches, quantitatively. A painting, made 
with both fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors, was rendered based on abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging, traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging for the 
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simulated daylight and incandescent as viewing light sources. The rendered images were 
used in a psychophysical experiment to evaluate the performance of each model visually.  
The advantages of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging are listed as: 
! Eliminating individual imaging by separating the reflected and fluorescent 
radiance factors of each pixel of a painting with a few exposures in the 
total radiance factor acquisition for different viewing light sources. The 
traditional spectral imaging is unable to separate these two components 
and the captured image corresponds to the total radiance factor for the 
imaging light source, 
! Using a digital camera rather than a spectroradiometer or a bispectrometer 
facilitates the acquisition of the reflected and fluorescent radiance factors 
of millions of pixels of a scene,  
! For each pixel of an image an abridged Donaldson matrix can be derived 
using the imaging bi-spectrometer. In other words, the method would be 
less expensive computationally while obtaining the full Donaldson matrix 
with a band of monochromic light requires at least 900 images (900=30 
input wavelengths , 30 output wavelengths), 
!  Compatibility of this workflow with traditional spectral and colorimetric 
imaging for color evaluation, tristimulus values prediction, of the non-
fluorescent pixels of a scene,  
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! Compatibility of the abridged fluorescence imaging with traditional 
spectral imaging in reconstructing the reflected radiance factor of the non-
fluorescent pixels of a scence.  
 
Terminology of fluorescence and fluorescence colorimetry based on the 
international terminology of publication CIE No. 38 (TC-2.3) and ASTM E-284-03a was 
presented in Chapter 1. An introduction for this dissertation was covered in Chapter 2. 
The background of fluorescence colorimetry including the bispectral fluorescence 
colorimetry, polychromatic and monochromatic illumination, abridged fluorescence 
colorimetry, methods for predicting the spectral total radiance factor, and requirements 
for fluorescence measurements were presented in Chapter 3.  
A new model to predict the fluorescence emission was proposed in Chapter 4. The 
model was called the abridged two-monochromator method. The prediction of the true 
emission of a fluorescent color as light source independent and the number of absorbed 
quanta of a fluorescent color for a viewing light were goals of this method. The abridged 
two-monochromator method was based on generating an abridged Donaldson matrix 
using fluorescence emission under UV radiation and correcting for a given illuminant. 
Furthermore, an exploratory experiment was designed to evaluate the accuracy of the 
proposed method in fluorescence colorimetry. The predicted true emission and the 
number of absorbed quanta of 20 fluorescent colors for CIE illuminant D65, CIED50, 
and CIE A were compared with predicted values based on corresponding measured 
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Donaldson matrices with a Labsphere BFC-450. The performance, described in RMS% 
error between the predicted and the calculated true emission, was in the range of 0.33-
2.13. The overall performance of the abridged two-monochromator model in prediction 
of the number of absorbed quanta was evaluated as linearity between the predicted and 
reference number of absorbed quanta as R-squared value. The linearity between the 
predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta was relatively high with a R-squared of 
0.95.  
A simulation for filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging was performed to 
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed model. A step-by-step description of the 
algorithm was presented in Chapter 5. The filter fluorescence reduction method in 
fluorescence colorimetry proposed by Eitle and Ganz (1968) was adopted and modified 
for an imaging application. The modified method was a compromise between accuracy 
and the ease of implementation for an imaging system. A series of theatrical short- 
wavelength cutoff filters were used in the excitation path to reduce the amount of 
fluorescence in the overlap region. The amount of fluorescence in the overlap region, 
where both excitation and emission might occurs simultaneously, was reduced but not 
completely removed. Therefore, the selection of the filters could affect the performance 
of this technique. The virtual imaging system, explained in Chapter 5, was composed of 
the spectral sensitivity of a modified Sinarback 54 digital camera, sets of fluorescent and 
non-fluorescent targets, and sets of illuminants generated by using six short-wavelength 
cutoff filters. A learning-based spectral imaging was used to estimate the spectral 
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reflected radiance factor of each target. The filter fluorescence reduction method had a 
reasonable performance in reconstruction of the reflected radiance factor in the simulated 
imaging of fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets. It was found that both fluorescent and 
non-fluorescent samples should be included in the calibration target of the learning-based 
imaging. Furthermore, three or four illuminants were needed for an imaging system based 
on the filter fluorescence reduction method for reconstructing the reflected radiance 
factors. A non-filtered illuminant was always selected as one of the illuminants. 
An image-based abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was explained in Chapter 
6. The results obtained of an image-based abridged fluorescence spectral imaging were in 
good agreement with the results of the simulated filter fluorescence reduction spectral 
imaging (Chapter 5) and the exploratory experiment of the abridged-two monochromator 
method (Chapter4). The results of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging were 
compared with the traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging for color evaluation of 
the fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors. The overall conclusions were presented in 
Chapter 6 as: 
! The performance of the filter fluorescence reduction imaging was dependent on 
the employed short-wavelength cutoff filters to exclude the excitation wavelength, 
which might cause fluorescence, 
! Three or four light sources were sufficient to reconstruct the reflected radiance 
factors of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors based on the filter 
fluorescence reduction imaging. A non-filtered light source was one of the 
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selected light sources in the filter fluorescence reduction imaging to reconstruct 
the reflected radiance factors.  
! The average RMS% error in reconstruction of the reflected radiance factors for 
the fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets was 3.46 and 2.44, respectively, 
! The estimated fluorescence emission under UV illumination determined the 
emission range and the location of the emission peak for a fluorescent color. The 
estimated fluorescence emission under an initial light source gave the 
fluorescence characteristics of a fluorescent color to the predicted Donaldson 
matrix. This is performed by deriving a wavelength-dependent constant, K(µ),  
! The fluorescence spectral imaging performed well in predicting the location and 
amplitude of the emission peak. Furthermore, curve shapes of the total radiance 
factors were reasonably predicted in the entire spectrum, 
! The average spectral RMSE% in reconstruction of the true emission was 1.38. An 
overall R-squared values of 0.94 and 0.96 were obtained as an indication of the 
linearity between the predicted and actual number of absorbed quanta of 41 
fluorescent colors for the simulated daylight and incandescent viewing light 
sources, respectively, 
! The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging performed superior to the traditional 
spectral imaging in reconstruction of the total radiance factors of the fluorescent 
colors for a given viewing light source. The tungsten-based traditional spectral 
imaging underestimated the total radiance factors for the most of the fluorescent 
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colors for the simulated daylight as viewing light source. The xenon-based 
traditional spectral imaging overestimated the total radiance factors for most of 
the fluorescent colors for the simulated daylight as viewing light source. The 
tungsten-based traditional spectral predicted the total radiance factors for most of 
the fluorescent colors better than xenon-based spectral imaging for the 
incandescent as viewing light source. However, the predicted total radiance 
factors based on the fluorescence spectral imaging were closer to the reference 
values, 
! The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging performed significantly better than 
the traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging in color prediction of the 
fluorescent colors for a given viewing light source. The abridged fluorescence 
spectral imaging also performed significantly superior to the xenon-based 
traditional spectral and colorimetric models for incandescent viewing light source.  
! The abridged fluorescence spectral imaging is advantageous in spectral 
reconstruction of the fluorescent colors for different imaging and viewing light 
sources, 
! The color performance, !E00, of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging was 
the same, if not better, as the traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging in 
predicting of the reflected radiance factors of the non-fluorescent targets.  
! The errors of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging were composed of the 
errors in the estimation of the reflected and fluorescent radiance factors. In 
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regards to complexity of the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging, the 
performance of this model in reconstruction of the total radiance factors and the 
reflected radiance factors of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors were 
reasonable.  
 
An exploratory visual experiment using a paired-comparison method was 
performed and discussed in Chapter 7. The goal was to evaluate the performance of the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging and the traditional spectral and colorimetric 
imaging for rendering images of a reference painting for a simulated daylight and 
incandescent as viewing light source. According to the paired-comparison results, the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had better performance than the traditional 
spectral and colorimetric imaging for the simulated daylight as the viewing light source. 
The noise in the rendered images based on the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging 
was more perceptible for the incandescent than the simulated daylight as viewing light 
source. The noise could affect observers’ judgments for the incandescent viewing light 
source; the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging had lower interval scales than 
traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging for incandescent viewing light source. 
8.1 Scientific Contributions 
The scientific contributions of this research are summarized as: 
! Development of an imaging paradigm, the abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging, for reconstruction of the total radiance factors of a scene containing both 
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fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors for any desired viewing light source. It was 
demonstrated that large errors in color evaluation of fluorescent colors are 
obtained if the fluorescence phenomena is ignored as in traditional spectral and 
colorimetric imaging. The superiority of the abridged fluorescence spectral 
imaging to the traditional spectral and colorimetric imaging for a few light 
sources was confirmed using fluorescent and non-fluorescent targets, 
! Design and evaluation of an abridged two-monochromator method, based on UV 
illumination, to predict fluorescent radiance factor of a fluorescent color via 
prediction of the true emission and the number of absorbed quanta by a 
fluorescing specimen for a given viewing light source. It was demonstrated that 
the developed model can be used for fluorescence colorimetry and fluorescence 
spectral imaging, 
! Development of an imaging system, the filter fluorescence reduction spectral 
imaging, for reconstructing the spectral reflected radiance factor of the fluorescent 
and non-fluorescent colors using a series of short-wavelength cutoff filters in the 
excitation path. The filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging was evaluated 
using both simulation and real imaging. It was shown that three or four 
illuminants are sufficient for reconstruction of the reflected radiance factors of the 
fluorescent and non-fluorescent colors. One of the selected illuminants was the 
non-filtered illuminant.  
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8.2 Future Study 
The selection of short-wavelength cutoff filters strongly affects the performance of 
the filter fluorescence reduction spectral imaging in reconstruction of the reflected 
radiance factor. A further research, using a variety of fluorescent colors, is 
recommended to optimize cutoff wavelength of the selected filters. It is also 
recommended to employ more viewing light sources in performance evaluation of the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging as well as the traditional imaging. More 
efforts are needed to reduce the amount of noise generated in the abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging system. Furthermore, a variety of paintings are 
recommend to be used to fully understand the fluorescent effect on perceived color 
appearance. 
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10 Appendix  
 
The rendered images based on different imaging models for different viewing light 
sources are shown in this Appendix. The imaging models were xenon-based spectral and 
colorimetric imaging, tungsten-based spectral and colorimetric imaging, and the abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging. The algorithm of reconstruction of the total radiance 
factors and the rendering process were explained in Chapters 6 and 7 in detail.
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Figure 10.1 Rendered image of the House for the simulated daylight based on the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging. 
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Figure 10.2 Rendered image of the House for the simulated daylight based on the xenon-
based spectral imaging. 
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Figure 10.3 Rendered image of the House for the simulated daylight based on the xenon-
based colorimetric imaging. 
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Figure 10.4 Rendered image of the House for the simulated daylight based on the 
tungsten-based spectral imaging. 
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Figure 10.5 Rendered image of the House for the simulated daylight based on the 
tungsten-based colorimetric imaging. 
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Figure 10.6 Rendered image of the House for the incandescent based on the abridged 
fluorescence spectral imaging. 
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Figure 10.7 Rendered image of the House for the incandescent based on the xenon-based 
spectral imaging. 
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Figure 10.8 Rendered image of the House for the incandescent based on the xenon-based 
colorimetric imaging. 
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Figure 10.9 Rendered image of the House for the incandescent based on the tungsten-
based spectral imaging. 
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Figure 10.10 Rendered image of the House for the incandescent based on the tungsten-
based colorimetric imaging.  
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Figure 10.11 Rendered image of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ for the simulated daylight based on 
the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging.  
 
 
 
Figure 10.12 Rendered image of the ‘Fluor Chart2’ for the incandescent based on the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging.  
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Figure 10.13 Rendered image of the ‘Mixed Chart’ for the simulated daylight based on 
the abridged fluorescence spectral imaging.  
 
 
 
Figure 10.14 Rendered image of the ‘Mixed Chart’ for the incandescent based on the 
abridged fluorescence spectral imaging.  
 
